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PART ONE

NEW YORK CITY SCHOOL DECENTRAL

Introduction

School decentralization in New York City has been avidly watched

ZATION

nationally by educators and governmental decision makers4 For one

thing, school decentralization was a populist movement leading educa-

tors and an urban public, largely poor, to reform the schools. School

decentralization was-regarded as a necessary reform, if not a panacea.

The quintessential question was educational reform. For if the

advocates of school decentralization and community control were moti-

vated by any large altruistic impulse, it was to halt the tide of

educational failure. To that educational end, school decentralization

as but the political means.

School decent alization had a long history. For three decades,

educational reports stressed the need to divide large urban school dis-

tricts into smaller more efficient units. These studies stressed the

idea of administrative flexibility in order to respond to educational

needs. "The most fundamental crisis in urban education today", wrote

Philadelphia School Superintendent Mark Shedd in the magazine Educational

Leadership in 1967, "is a faiiure to p.,loduce organizations capable

adapting the program of a given school to the needs of a given child.

The trick, then is to remake and revitalize th ough decentralization the
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quantita_ vely massive and qualitatively sluggish school systems

create a climate in which beneficial changes can flourish"

By the sixtie_, important studies such as that by the Women City

Club and the Temporary Commission on City Finances, recommended local

control and decentralization. Mayor Lindsay in 1967 was able to obtain

an educational mandate from the State Legislature to decentralize city

schools in the name of community participation. The Mayor appointed a

blue ribbon committee to present a plan, the Mayor's Advisory Panel on

Decentralization of New York City Schools, headed by Ford Foundation

President McGeorge Bundy. _n brief, the committee issued a report

Reconnection _or Learning, commonly known as the Bundy Report, -hich

recommended thirty-three to sixty-five school districts managed by

elected school boards with poweri over budget cirriculum and personnel.

The Bundy report galvanized the opposition of the professional

groups, the United Fede-ation of Teachers and the Council of Supervisory

Associations, who were fearful of public accountability and revisions

of the intricate civil service system. The controversy reached crisis

preportions in the teacher strikes of 1968 against one of three experi-

mental ventures in local control Ocean Hill-Brownsville. The Ocean

Hill board involuntarily transferred nineteen educators only to have

the teacher's union claim that due process rights-of teachers were

-violated.

The confrobtati-n At Ocean Hill-Brownsville was more-than a

parochial matter concerning transfer p ecedures. It entailed racial

and political overtones. Most important, it jeopardized the concept

of decentralization. The strike adversely, affected the fortunes of a

strong decentralization bin, based on the Bundy propoSals, in the



State Legislature. At best the law that emerged was a sad compromise

after years of parenta pro ests many bills and much politics.

We examined pol cy in our assessment of school decent-alization

because we .believed this type of study is most fruitful. How did the

school decentralization law effect the recruitment and seletion of

board member ? .How did the legal matrix set the conditions for com-

munity b-ards to function? And, finally, how did these community

boards pursue their policies in three key areas -- personnel budget

and curriculum.

One must be cautious in app aising the impact of the community

school boards. No one can argue that it is either desirable or

necessarily meaningful to conduct a study over the short span of one

year or so. Nevertheless, one can perceive significant trends on the

basis of e erging patterns.
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THE INTER BOARD OF EDUCATION OF NEW YORK CITY- 969-1971

The New York City Board of Education has the responsibil ty for

managing a school system of some one million students in nine hundred

schools with sixty thousand teachers. In recent years, its management

capability has been severly questioned by both participants in the

school system and educationists. In particular, the small size of the

system and the largeness and complexity of the school bureaucracy have

shattered its credibility as a vehicle for reforming the urban school.

Attempts to achieve change by altering the composition of the

boards have not proven successful. In the 1960's, a liberal board of

education officially adopted a policy of integration which has yet to

be implemented. Robert L. Crain and David Street found in their study

of eight cities that the school board w__ "nearly autonomous in its

decision-making procedure, yet the degree of acquiescence of the school

system is determined by the overall political structure of the city."

(Robert L. Crain and David St_eet, "School Desegregation and School

Decision-Making" in Educating an Urban Population, ed. by Marilyn

Gittell. Beverly Hills: (Sage Publications, 1967.)

New York City's pioneering experience with decent.alization is

raising new questions concerning the appropriate function of a central

board as it relates to local-boards in...the key:areas of budget, curric-

uluM, personne- and policy, (These are discussed in separate chapte



The 0 d System

_ 1917, the New York City Boa A of Education was drastIcally

reduced in size and given enlarged powers by the state so that it might

take an effective part in policy-making. Its new governmental role

pushed the Board of Education irrevocably into the vortex of pol tics.

(Theodore Lowi At the Pleasure of the Major: Patronage and Power in

New York City, 1898-1958, New York: The Free Press of Glencoe 1964,

p. 30).

Because of his appointment power to the Board of Education,

the mayor was constantly harassed by ethnic ind other interest g_oups

who vied for representation. However, th the professionalization

of public school administration in the 1940's and 19501s and the adop-

tion of the merit system, the tradition of independence of the education

function in local government has been zealously guarded by civic reform

groups. ,School board scandals in Chicago and Mayor LaGuardia's "poll

ical interference"-in the school administration of New York City,

energized these groups to maintain a lay board removed from the control

of the mayor and other local officials.

Th- New York City Board's building irregularities in the late

1950's prompted the State-Legislature who had had hearings for six

years because of numerous scandals to terminate the existing Board of

Education. A new Board of Education was reconstituted along with a

new sel ction procedure to balance the influence of the mayor in

appointments.

Prior to 1961 board appointments were made directly by the mayor.

Under the new procedure the nine members of the board were appointed



by the mayor from a screened list of candidates submitted by a

selection panel composed of the heads of eleven educational, civic,

and professional organizations.

Perhaps the most significant development in school decision-

making in the last five years has surrounded the integration issue.

Aside from its social and human implications it has had an important

political impact. For the past two decades, superintendents boards,

and school bureaucracies have been freewheeling, with a little outside

pressure. They have successfully closed off school policy formulation

f o elected local government officials and civic groups. The inte-

gration issue has broken open the monopoly of power Vested in the

small core _f school officialS. It has raised serious questions r

garding the role of professionals, their goals and interests zn

school policy.

A number of progressive central boards, with a social reformist

approach, have not been able to implement their policies. Repeatedly,

they have been successfully blocked by a school bureauc_acy at 110

Livingston Street intent on p_eserving the status quo. The successful

resiitance of principals, district superintendents and headquarters

personnel to integration effprts of the board-has been fullY documented

by Rogers.

Those in top positions have limited-power to effect. dhange.

This is a structural and political conditioi Tather than-a psych

logical one. Most of the liberalt n the lay bo rd have been-no m-re

effective than the moderates or conservatives, or even than the four
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superintendents in the past couple of decades. Even when they choose

to exercise power, they are limited in what they do by the profes-

sional staff, outdated laws, and traditions, and the enormity of the

problems they confront. (Rogers p. 216)

The board's role has been largely one of balancing conf icting

pressures and interests. It has been a mediator rather than an ini-

tiator of policy. Much of its time has been spent on administrative

details, involving school maintenance, construction contracts and

supply of materials rather than major areassof policy. Another limIting

factor on the board has been its lack of staff. Working as unpaid

volunteers, and lacking expertIse, the board has spent long hours on

successive drafts of policy statements, and administrative minutae.

One cannot expect less than a dozen part-tIme lay board membe s

to manage a school system of some one million students in some nine

hundred schools with sixty thousand teachers. The reform board which was

created in 1961 wanted to become more involved in running the system but

was blocked by the then superintendent.

administrative decentralization which were not effective. Professor

John W. Polley diagnosed the failure: "Effective decentralization

requires that responsibility commensurate with delegated author ty

be exercised at the level at which decisions are made and action taken.

Accomplishing this objective in urban school systems will require

organizational patterns that permit direct and immediate interaction

The board made minor efforts at

between school personnel and peop e at the local level

Polley, "Decentralization w thin Urban School Systems, in Education

in Urban Society-0.edited.by:B.-



John I. Kitsuse, New York: Dodd, Mead and Co., 1962, pp. 122,

The controversy over decentralization (the board opnosed strong

decentralization)- ked enactment of the fIrst Marchi Bill

authorizing the mayor to make four additional anpointments.

In July 1968, Mayor Lindsay appointed five members to the

Board of Education: four of the appointments were made under the new

Marchi law, which had expanded the central board's memberships the

fifth was a replacement for the chairman who had resigned in June.

The resulting board, sympathetic to decentralization adopted

an interim decentralization plan for all thirty school districts and

the three demonstratIon projects. The inte im plan was to be in effect

until the state legislature enacted a final version In the spring of

1969. That plan mainly conferred the power to hire superintendents

on the community boards.

The n_ enlarged board, however, a unable to keep the lid

on the boiling pot. _e reform board, soon encountered serious

troubles over integration, decentralization and other issues, and as

a result there was a large turnover among members. The nine original

positions were held at various times by twenty persons. On leaving

office, John Doar former Board president said: greatest regret

is that our board really didn't have any time to look at the educa

tional preferences. We were so involved in governIngours elves the

school N. Y. Times, May 21, 1969, p. 31.) The confrontation at

Ocean HillBrownsville crystali_ed the politics of education into

every school and community in the cIty. The mayor le in th_ crisis

sharply criticized, and the state legislature resnonded by re ovine

the appoint ve power to the school board from the m
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The New System

n slim the most significant trend in education in New York City

has been the isolat on of school administration from city government.

In each city administration since the 1940's complaints of undue city

in erference have resulted in the delegation of increased responsibility

to the Board of Education. However, independence did not strengthen

the board's role, but reinforced the power of the professional head-

quarters staff.

Th- tradition of fifty years of mayoral appoin _ents to the

New York City Board of Education was: discarded by the state legislature

in the Decentralization Act of 1969. The legislation called for a five

member Interim Board--one from each borough to be appointed by the

borough president. The appointment process was placed squarely in the

political arena. Richmond borough president- Robert T. Connor, _aid

of his appointment, Dr. Mary Meade, B- ically she is in agreement with

my-general philosophy of a strong central board. She favors decentral-

ization but without any elaborate or extensive degree of community

control. (New York Times, May--23, 1969, p. 34.) Manhattan borough

president -Percy Sutton, described-hit appointee Isaiah- Robinson as

"a cool headed militant. The new board thus reflected some diverse

political elements in the city. (New:York TimFsft May 24, 1969 p. 22)

The neW appointment process similar -to the one before it took

into account the enthno-religious politics'of'New York--City. Of the

five board meibert

glean One *At-Black' one

ewish, two were Catholic, one was Puerto

rish. This appointment process

guaranteed the continued pres nce of group_ previous -presented
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on a city wide level except for Italo-Americans.

The Decentralization Act al o specified that for the first ti e

n the history of the Board of Education, the compensation of members

of the Interim Board shall be provided by local law. Shortly before

the members of the Interim Board were appointed, the city council

decided that they should receive $100 for each day worked. From the

day of its appointment until the election of a permanent board, the

Interim Board was given all of the powers of the old city board, which

included the power to delegate authority as it saw fit to the districts.

In sum the Interim Board differs from old boards in several

important aspects. It is the smallest board in New York City history

t is salaried; it has the largest staff its members were appointed by

the borough presidents. The legislation called for t o additional

members to be appointed by the mayor. When the court ruled on the

legality of this provision the legislature maintained this board in

its present form.

The 1969 Act provided no subs antial delegation of power to the

local boards. Before the election of the new community school board

members, the Interim Board circulated a series of "preliminary working

papers as a starting point for discussions-for a handbook on basic

policy.

The Confederation of Local School Boards, an organizat on of

representatives of local school boards, established special comittees

to consider each of the five papers and issued a report. (Statement

on Preliminary Working Papers" as approved by the Executive Committee

of the Confederation of Local School Boards

members of these committees had served on local

1970.)

ds for
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MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION:
EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL STATUS 1966

Educ tion Levels

Masters degree
Law degree
Doctorate

Professional Backgroun_

Teacher, lecturer, or professor
Labor leader
Accountant
Attorney .

Civic organizations in education

a

2

3

3

6

2

1

3

otals are more than 9 because of overlap.

Source: Marilyn Gittell
P
Particiyants and Participation

(New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1966) p. 5.

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION:
EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL STATUS, 1971

Education levels

Maste s degree
B.A.
Doctorate

Professional Background

Teacher, lecturer, or professor 2

Artist 1

Accountant 1

Public Commissions 1

Source: New York Times articles
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years.

-e conclusions reached by all committees was that though the

Interim Board expressed ts intention "to construe doubtful provisions

( f the law) to maximize the powers of community boards" and that the

working papers were a blueprint for tight central control.

The Confederation faulted the Interim Board on several counts:

Lack of procedural recommendation. No concrete suggestions

r garding coordination of services between office of Instruction and

Community School Boards.

Budget. Would improperly hamper the powers of Community Boards

and enhance the powers of the Chancellor in prog am development; the

Confederation proposed a service relationship based exclusively on

contracts and related fees.

City-Wide Services. The Confederation recommended that programs

for emotionally disturbed children be under the jurisdiction of the

Community School Boards--and also recommended decent-alization of

special reading serviCes--suggesting that the feriula used in allocating

the expense budget should be weighed to allow for reading defici7ncies.

It stressed that Community Sthool Boards should decide the method of

remediation.

Evaluation. The Confedera ion complained that the Interim

Board failed to clarify a provision that both Chancellor and CSB's

have the legal responsibility for evaluation. The Confederation

recommendation that responsibility to evaluate iand rePort on

effectiveness
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Chancellor s responsibility should be to maintain minimum standards

and curriculum requirements.

Selection of Textbooks and Mate ials. The Confederation

rejected the board's suggestion using of an advisory list and central

authorization because it would burden the boards with the task of

having to actively solicit and gain the Chancellor's approval. Th

Confederation suggested shifting the burden of proof to the Chancellor

with his having to justify any contemplated disapproval.

Standards. The Confederation faulted the Interim Board for

claiming that establishment of educational standards is a function

"shared" by various agencies--"a dangerous extension of central

powers." Thu the Confederation analysis indicates that from the out-

set the Interim Board pursued a paternalistic relationshIp with the

Community School Boards.

oard and he Communit School Board Elections

The Interim Boa d was empowered to estab ish from thirty to

thir y-three districts and to administer an election procedure The

membership on local school boards was to be determined by the City

Board of Education every two years. Thus the Interim Board could play

a crucial role in the selection process of Community Boards

The Interim Board of Education, circumscribed by legislative

requirements for size devis d the district lines

regard for community prefere

column

A 3

s
arbitrarily hout

The arbitrariness of drawing the district tineS and without

y consultation provoked suits in Districts 3 and S in Manhattan.

as brought by Harlem Parent Association presidents to preserve
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existing district lines on two grounds; 1) no consultation because

illegal plan was presented to public.) 2) segregation

The District 5 suit was won on grounds that the statutory

re uirement of consultation was not complied with, and the Board ordered

to redi-t ict Manhattan; Manhattan elections were postponed.

Many community residents questioned the bill's concept

heterogeneity, arguing that it was used by the Interim Board of

Education to create districts in which Blacks and Puerto Rican.; could

have no voting majorities.

A further consequence of leaving the community out of the consul

tatIoniwith regards to the drawing of district boundaries led tp the

gerrymandering of District 28 in Queens. The old district was redrawn

under the pretext of promoting heterogeni y while facilitating integra-

tion. The new North-South distri t lines resulted in the election of a

school board non-representative of the racial groups in the district.

The first date set for the elections by the Inter m Board was

January 27, 1970. Arguing that the tIme allotted to.candidates and

to the publ c was too short (for neither could the one make known their

views nor could the other acquaint themselves with the new election

procedure)9 Corinne Willing, Director of the new defun t Co lition

for an Effective Community School System, protested to the Board of

Education.

he sought uspension of the Community- chool Bo rd 6 ections

and called for a public examinatIon on the ground that the

cedures

for which

ma Coalition 1

of the elections are defeating the vary purpOees

elections are tObe held."

protest
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among the :

(1) The faulty structure of the law itself,

(2) The lack of (precise) information as to the nature and

PC of the local school boards to be elected.

The absolute rejection through boycott of segments of

the counIty whose participation in the elections and

subsequent support of the school boards are essential

if the ch_nge over is to bring stability in teed of

further confrontation.

(4) The lack of public information channels within the

districts to give all candidates access to the public.

This last reason was of c_ cial importance because there were

1,051 canr7idates vying for the 279 seats city-wide. This meant an

average of thirty-four candidates per district, ranging from as few

as eleven in District 12 (Bro_x) to as many as eighty in District

31 (Richmond).

The Interim Board p omised to review the entire situation to

s e whether a valid election could be held at a later .dates

By rescheduling the elections from January 27 1970 to March

19, 1970, the Board acknowledged the reasonableness of. the Coali ion's

p ol-est that the election procedures were defeating- the very pu oses

for ,which the elections were to be held.

The results of-the elections were discomforting, The influende

f the churches, especially .theCatholic churchwhose educational

.interest.leywith...its.cOn.parochialschool system rether tfian with

piiblic-schoolei- and -other-organized- groups.wes overWhelming; the':

decentralization act reated many obstacle
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certain responsible bodies--the Board of lect±ons and Board

Education--was yet a third factor. Finally, the election rroce ure

of proportional representation weaved these three nts Into a

formidable barrIer which blocked the election of a sufficient

percentage of grass roots people to these boards.

The Interim Board and Communit ihool Boards

On the first of July, 1970 279 local school bo rd members

assumed office on the thirty-o e local school boards. Thus, the

educational system was legally, if not actually, decentralized.

Theoretically, decentralization should lead to more responsIve

local boards with sufficient power to control local educational policy.

In the year since elected Community School Board members took

office the Interim Board has met regularly with Community School

Boards through creation of a Consultative Council composed of. elected

representatives from each community school board. Rejecting the

suggestion that the counc l be formed by Community School Board membe

the Interim Board founded a council which "is a cre ture of the central

board. (Interview with Council members, Artil-June, 197 ).

The central board sets th agenda. Consultation with the

Consultative Council is pro forma. I,e. in negotiating the recent

contract with paraprofessionals.

According to Mts. Sophie Price, pre ident of the ew York

Association of Local-School Boards which replac d the

tion of Local School Boards:

er Confede a-

re very unhappy with the Consultative

Council. This is vehicle of one They really don' t

input from the school or from

et the

nts are under-
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estimated in the actual input to the Council. One of the main reasons

for this could be that there is little time to bring this back to

the community for a consultation. At this moment the Chancellor

has a proposal for parent participation. He is looking for guide-

lines for the selection of principals. The Consultative Council will

meet on September 13 and then there is a statement to be made to the

effect of this on September IS. There just isn't the time to go back

to the community and to reconsider just what the Council has to say

and then to bring it back to the counci (Interview September, 1971).

Community School Boards were hampered in administration of their

local districts by Central Board policy, resulting from budget cutbacks,

the UFT contract and CSA arrangements. For example hen the Cent al

Board announced unilaterally there would be budget cutbacks, the

first teachers to be released in District 7 were Puerto Ricans and

Blacks (98% of the school population is Puerto Rican and Black.)

District 7 wrote the Board that i.t would not comply. Districts 2

21 also protested the cuts. With the opening of the new school term,

the Chancellor acting on the behalf of the board informed Community

School Boards that lack of compliance would result in a budget cut off

In District 9, the Community School Board became embroiled in

a dispute with the United Federation of Teachers when it refused to

accept several teachers assigned by the Central Board. District 9,

in which half of the pupils are Puerto Rican, had insis ed on bi-

lingual guidance teachers. The Community School Board refused to

receiV them.

In District 28 acco ding to a Community School Board member,

problems arose regarding custodians.
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names from the Central Boa d, and one of those names is nreferentlal.

That means that we have to hire that man no matter how many inter-

views we go through. Why doesn't the Central Board just assign

this man to the job and also assume full responsibility for the job?

Once he is assigned without really consulting us we have to assume

the responsibility for the job. (Interview, September, 1971) In

other districts the choIce is less limited.

The Interim Board encouraged Cammunity School Boards to hire

auxiliary princi_ als as full time principals in order to -eve

money. (See chapter on personnel for full account of principal

appoint ts.) Despite the Boards pro-decentralizati n rhetoric, its

relations with the individual community school boards have been

characterized as a tug of war. (Interviews with Board members, July,

1971).

The Interim Board and the Chancellor

A top priority for the Interim Board was selection of a

chancellor. One reason for the inability to change the system has

been that board-superintendent relations in New York City have been

marked by conflicts and ambiguities. Marilyn Gittell and T. Edward

Hollander, in a study of six urban school districts nd the

power of the New York City superintendent to be relatively weak

compared to that of superintendents in cities such as Detr it,

Chicago, and Philadelphia. lin qittell,and T. Edward_ liollander

Six Urban School Dstrct5, New. York: Praege ; 1960 Rogèrá found

that the lay board and supe intendent involved in a complete rever al

of roles. (Rogers p. 265) The board is too involved in administra-
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tive detail to make policy, yet it resents a superintendent who abandons

the role of chief administrator and moves into the policy arena.

n analyzing boards selection of a superintendent, insider vs.

outsider is a frequently mentioned criterion. New York City loards

have tended to choose insiders as superintendents. Dissatisfa tion

with su_erintendent handling of the integration issue, promDted

the board to choose an outsider as its next superintendent in 1962.

However, relations between the outside superintendent and the Board were

marked by conflict. "It would seem that in New York City the problem

f an outsider establishing his authority is further complicated by

the strength and competition for power with the top administrative

staff." (Gittell and Hollander, p. 82).

The 1969 Decent alization Lew demonstrated a clear intentIon

by the legislators to enhance the office of Chancellor and reduce the

role of the board in administrative matters. The chancellor was given

all the powers of the superintendent, except as otherwise stated in

Article 52-A and additional powers presently residing in the City

Board of Education. (52554, State Education Law). Thus, the appointment

of the chancellor was a key decision for the Interim Board. After a

considerable nation wide search and reported difficulties in finding

someone to accept the position, the Board selected Harvey Scribner,

an outsIder from Vermont as its chancellor, He was given a three year

contrac Legislation specified 2 to 4).

A review of Board activity indicates a general unwillingness on

their part to relinquish power to the chancellor or to support him

innovative policy. When the chancellor sought the abolition of the

Board of Examiners, the board took is ue. According to the New York
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"told the Board of Education that he does not Intend to

defend in court the examination procedure for n incinals now under

challenge by NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund." (New York Time

September 16, 1970 n. 57 )

Chancellor Scribner has also been a vocIferous snokesman for

enlarging the decision-making power, i.e. , he recoiinended student

participation in personnel selection. He also re onded to narental

pressure for appointment of principals not on the eligible list as

in the case of Benjamin Franklin High School and announced a new

approach to the high school Drincpals list. The CSA challeneed Serlbner

appointment process in court. On none of these Issues did the chancellor

receive the support of his new board.

Because the Board operated for a year and a half wIthout a

chancellor it took on a great deal of responsibIlIty for the day

day administrative decision-making. According to Board spokesmen, the

time spent in getting to know the system precluded its dealing with

policy issues. And the very nature of the appointment vrocess, which

balanced the conflicting views in the city, stifled new n !icy directions.

The board divided up its responsibilities as follows:

Collective bargaining
Personnel
Finance and busines
Decentralization
Educational programs

Joseph Mons
Mary Meade
Nhrray Bergtraum
Isaiah Robinson
Seymour Lachman

rat

It departed from precedent by rotating the presid ney.

The Board expended much effort in trying to find

son to assume the chancellorship.

selection precedUr and Dr.

The Board gets

a prestigious

Monserrat was in ch

Lachman in charge o

of

Selection comMi e.)

t on from complaints.

9
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has an appellate function--complaints go officially to the Chancellor

and then to the Board if satisfaction is not achieved. In response

to pressure from parent groups such as UPA, United Bronx Par nts and

the Staten Island Federation for a more participatory mechanism, the

Board issued a policy statement on the role of Parent Associations in

the school system. This policy gives paren s a larger consultative

role in policy making.

Most observers at Board meetings feel that the b ard is t o

borough oriented to make city wide policy, except for integration,

which is a state priority. The Interim Board, seems more available

to community groups than its predecesso s but there s a constant tug

of war. The central board continues to override Community School

Boards.

The new board spent the first year getting to know the system.

It was overwhelmed by the budget process. It inherited a disastrous

budget situation see .chapter on Budget) .and lived with it. Subse-

quent budget crises, due-to faulty accounting procedures and inept

management substantiate the Board's minimal involVement -"th the

Budget. Thus those groups that wide stand the budget, -such as the

UFT and.central headquarters staff have'kept control. The Board has

failed _o:Use the budget as a plan-of-action- or4LnAnstrument for

evaluation. This inaction gravely affected the 'Community School

Boards.

In its t o years at the helm, the Board has failed to issue

management guidelines to Community School Boards or give the Community

School Boards technical assistance Though it hired Cresap and

McCormick to provide a training program for Community School Board

members, this program was of qu stionable value. nterview with
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Community School Board mbers). The ensuing vacuum has enabled

some districts to make new policy decIsions, i.e., In the field o

personnel. When these decisions have violated civil service require-

ments, the judicial Process has been used. Most of the Interi B a d's

new policy directives have been in response to court de isions.

The Interim Board, inexperienced and uncertain of its role,

anxious to avoid the conflicts which accompanied the operation of

the demonstration districts placated the entrenched interest gr ups.

For example, it has played a subservient role in the face of UFT power.

In its first contract negotiations with the union, it acceded to

demands for retention of M.E.S. schools though their effectiveness

has been seriously doubted, and it has scrupulously adhered to arrange-

ments with the CSA. (See chapter on Personnel)

The Interim Boa d greatest claim to a policy change has been

in the area of students rights. A resolution for student rights was

drawn up by Dr. Seymour Lachman. Its presentation at two board

meetings provoked great hostility from principals and supervisors

throughout the city. The board subsequently distributed the handb ok

without issuing a policy statement. It has since failed to implement

adminis rative machinery to handle student rights.

The Board has escaped the wrath of the UFT and the _rofessfonal

supervisory associations allowing it to fall on the chancell New

York Times December 8, 1970, p. 35) The lack of congruence be -een

the Chancellor and the Board is typical of conflicts which have

occu red between boards and superintendents in large

R. Talbott, "Needed: a ew Breed of School Superinte

Matizine CCXXXII February, 1966 pp, 81-87.)
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Conclusion and Recommenda_ ons

The 1969 decentralization law called for a strone chancell-

and a weak board. The model utilized was the relationship between

the State Commissioner -f Education and the Board of Regents. The

intent of the legi lation, however, has been violated in i s

implementation. The Interim Board has not made lone ranee policy

its primary interest. instead it has involved itself directly and

daily in administrative decision-making often to the frustration -f

the chancellor.

The changed procedure for appointment_t_o. the board. as_to____

accomplish the decentralization. Presumably the new board would be

committed to the dele ation of powers and responsibility to the newly

created boards. As a central board they were ex ected to be -o e

visable in their actions and more dedicated to change. in fact they

have not acted any different than their predecessors. Th- have

failed to publicize their activities and keep the :ublic informed of

their decisions. They are ,no _ore accessable than earlier boards.

They have neglected to involve Corn nity School Boards in the delibera-

tions on policies whidh directly a fect them. Consequently, often their

policy decisions run counter to Community School Board a d community

preferences. In the major area of their concern, effecting decent al za-

tion they have been particularly: negligent. The failed to

the neces- ry guidelines for a smooth transfer of po er and offered

little guidance to local boards in their assumption of responsibility.

They d d nothing to reorient school p ofessionals to the changes which

the law had outlined and ign ed the ne d for train±ngschool board

members and community residents for their new roles . One can only
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conclude that they had no real commitments to the decentral zation

and like all other central boards strained to maintain the powers they

perceived as rightfully theirs. The Interim Board emu ated their

forerunners in other respects. They responded to the pressures from

traditional professional and education interest groups in the city.

One of their first acts was the writing of a teachers contract which

gave the school professionals an even greater role in school policy.

Their ag eement w th the CSA was similarly cast. Despite the Board's

rhetoric of making new thrusts, their policies often remained paper

p onosals. The students rights issue is a case in point. A strong

board statement has not greatly affected principal suspensions according

to N.Y.C.L.U. staff. This would suggest that the board has been in-

effective in cont olling and directing its own staff.

The experience of the last two years with this board would

suggest that the new method of selection has changed little and in fact

the intended role of this beard has been violated. In order to be

responsive to the decentralization legislation, a central board must

reflect the existence of Community School Boards. It may well be

questionable that a central board is necessary. If such a b ard is to

function, however, it must combine local and central or city wIde

interests. Community School Board members are in the best position to

ake policy responsive to local needs. A central board can only serve

to coordinate and that role may be best served by the establishment of a

C .missioner of Education. It would be foolish to expect that any

board appointed centrally would not guard their own powers at the

expense of local boards. If there is a real commitment to effect

decentralization, one must seriously question the purpose served by

a central board no matter how it is selected.*



a recent sta e ent issued by Professor Howard Kalodner

(N.Y.U. Law School) on Violations of th
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11tion L (presented

at the Public Meeting of the Board of Educ tion August 31, 1971) he

concludes that the Interim Board has acted inconsistantly under the

law, a ting in areas delegated to the community boards and in areas

delegated to the chancellor. He notes:

"According to the Board's agendas for November 18, 1970,
January 20, 1971, and May 14, 1971, among many others, this
Board acted on resolutions approving leasing of property for
school purposes, on the recommendation of the Chancellor,
usually acting on request of the affected Community Board.
The power and duty to lease real property is nowhere explic
mentioned in Article 52A of the Education Law. Aut section
2590-e clearly vests in each Community Board, in connection with
the schools and programs under its jurisdiction, those powers
and duties vested in the former board of education of the city
district on the effective date of the Decentralization Law.
Those powers and duties are generally described in section
2554 of the Education Law and include under section 2554(6)
the power and duty to lease property required for school rurroses."
(Kalodner p.3)

"Section 2590-e.5 vests Community Boards with the rower and
duty to make repairs to all school buildings under its
jurisdiction except that expenditures for rerairs in excess
of $250,000 must be approved by the Chancellor. On the agenda
of the Interim Board was one item for "roof cage repair at
P.S. 125. This contract award is selected from among countless
others approved illegally by this Interim Board in the nast
year. It is the Community Board and not this Interim Board that
has the power and duty to make such repair contracts." (Kalodner
p. 6).

"In meetings held Janu ry 20, 19710 and May 14, 1971, among
many other Interim Board meetings, this Board adopted resolutions
relating to the organization of elementary and intermediate
schools under the jurisdiction of one Community Board. Thus
on the former agenda was an item terminating the consolidati n
of P.S. 36-125 and organizing P.S. 36-M and P.S. 125-M as
separate entities. Both the old, consolidated entity and the new,
severed, entities were in the same Community District. The
power and duty to determine school organization was vested in
the former city board by section 2554(e) of the Education Law
therefore, insofar- ai sehools and programs under-the jurisdiction
f the Community Boards are concerned, that power and duty is vested

in the Community Boards by section 2590-e of the Fducation Law
both by reference to the Powers and duties formally held bv the
city board and also by the explicit vesting by section 259(1 -e
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of power with respect to control and operation of all
pre-kindergarten, nursery, kindergarten, elementary,
intermediate and junior high schools and programs in connectIon
therewith in the Community Boards." (Kalodner, pp. 5,6).

"The Interim Board's agenda for June 17, 1971, included a
resolution regarding the use of school buildings under the
jurisdiction of the Community Boards. It not only imposes
the requirement that the Community Boards establish a permit
system but also incorporates a lengthy and detailed set of
mandatory regulations regarding school building use.

Section 2590-e.4 of the Education Law specifically grants
to Community Boards the power and duty to generally manage
and operate the schools and other facilities under its
jurisdiation. Moreover, section 2590-e vests in each
Community Board the powers and duties vested in the former
city board of education. These powers included those
under Education LAW section 414." (Kalodner, p.7).

"Special Circular No. 23 issued by the Office of Personnel
on October 29, 1970, began with the hypothesis that Community
Boards were requi.ed to comply with a by-law of the Board of
Education relating to grant of sabbatical leaves.

Th3 basic authority with respect to personnel working under
the jurisdiction of Community Boards is included in section
2590-e.2 which assigns to Community Boards the power and duty
to appoint, define the duties es. and fix their compensation
and terms and conditions of employment ... The many
personnel powers vested principally in the Chancellor by
section 2590-j do not encroach on this Community Board power
in the area of sabbatical leaves." (Kalodner p.8)

"In addition, the exclusive responsibility for gran ing
or denying tenure lies with the Community Boards and that
the Interim Board has na authority to interfere in this
process. At most, the Interim Board might assert a reviewing
authority. Thus the Interim Boards' attempted intervention
in the midst of tenure deliberations is an unlawful derogation
of Community Board authority."

Trespassing on the domain of others by this Board has not
been limited to Community Beards -- it has extended to the
Chancellor as well. It is thus one must characterize this
Interim Board's resolutions respecting teacher.training

as in the agendas for October. 16, 1970 and. June 17, 1971,
an area vested in the Chancellor by section 2590 -h.14 and
not in the Interim Board. That the Chancellor Presented a
teacher training resolution does not alter the fact that the
Power and duty to develop and furnish training for emoloyees
throughout the city district is that of the Chancellor
alone." (Kalodner p. 8)
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Recruitment and Organizati n

One of the chief aims of school decen ialization as conceived

by the Bundy panel was to recruit a new array of participants formerly

disenfranchised from the sources of political power. In short- school

decentralization would, theoretically* emPower a lay public, largely

poor, -ith power in formulating school policy. Thus, according to

Bundy those with the natural stake in the schoo s _the parents.-

would be most motivated to reform .he schools. And it should not be

forg_tten that the ent -e school decentralization, community control

movement was the result of parental protest of a largely Black poor.

Nevertheless, a study by the Institute for Community Studies

shows that the school decentralization law did not prove to be the_

mechanism to recruit new reform-minded community school board members.

(Boulton H. Demas, THE SCHOOL ELECTIONS: A CRITIQUE OF THE 1969 NEW YORK

CITY SCHOOL DECENTRALIZATION- INSTITUTE FOR COMMUNITY STUDIES. The

foll- ing report is an updated version of the Institute's study.) The

typical community school-boad member was a White male of the Jewish or

Catholic faith a middle 61ass profeSSional ith.at least two children

attending a non-pUblic. School and, li*ing in his district for approximately

nine years. Moreover --the.orgatlizat_ 0 of-the. commPnity'bOrds did not

enhance the output pf pOicy.

n,contrast the, tYpicA1- 'school board, member .in _the- three

de onstration district (Ocean H 11-8 ownsVillet- IB-201 -end Two Bridges
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more app oached the model the Bundy plan writers had in mind. The

average governing board member was a female, a high school graduate

with poverty worker backgr_nd, with children in the public schools.

And the structure of these boards helped them in implementinp a wide

range of policies.

A. Recrultn ent

reason that the community school boards failed to sub-

stantially include an urban poor, the largest segment of public school

clientele, was that the school decentralization law and the election

procedures we e designed to make these boards unrepresentative.

The school board elections show that of the 279 members elected

throughout the city 16.8% (47) are Black; 10.870 (30) are Puerto

Rican; 72% (20 ) are White and .4% (1) is of Chinese stock.

Board,Member Profile

Occupation: 63.8% of board members hold professional, technical

or managerial positi 10.3% are employed as para-pr fessionals or

by poverty agencies; 5.3% are clergymen; 16.6% are housewives while

4.0% are employed as laborers, mechanics or other quasi killed or

un killed low-paying jobs

Age: The average age of thd embe s is 41. 8, ranging from

18 years to 68 year

Family Size: 81.9% of the local school boa d members

married, having an average of 2.2 child en per hou dhold. 46.8%

of chem have child en in the public schools; 53.2% of

children to parochial schools w -8.5% among this

the send their

latter group send-

(Appendix IT)ing their pre school children also to parochial schools
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Residence: 11.8% resided in the district 11 -,hich they won

for le--- than five years. 31.2% lived in districts for f-o--. five to

fifteen years, while more than half (57.0%) resided in their districts

for over fifteen years.

Religious Identification: 36.0% are Jewl h, 50.6% are

Catholic, 11.2% are Protestant.

RacIal-EthnIc Distribution

In six dist-icts (2 11 28) with a population

of Black and Puerto Rican pupils ranging from 30 to 48 percent, only

five of the fifty four school board members are non-White. In twelve

districts which are predominantly Black or Puerto Rican Ow th over

85% of the school populati n only six (4, 5 7, 9, 169 23) have

boards with a majority of Black or Puerto Rican members. In contrast,

the other six districts (19 129 13 14, 17, 19) have no les- than

five and as many as seven White members dstr±buted as followsl five

each in District 1 and 5; six each in Distr ct 12 14 and 17 and seven

n District 19. Thus in the ei-hteen districts mentioned, only sixty

four local scho 1 board members out of a total of 162 are Black and/or

Puerto Rican, with ninety four being White. A further bre kd wn

the figures show that a little more than 50% (44 out of a total of 87)

of the minority members of the loca_ school boards in a city-wide

dis ribution are concent ated'in six districts

23) while the

_6 and

waning forty- thret-.. minority members -are-scattered--

throughout the remaining twenty five districts

15 28

29 15

hese ten distr c

209 21 229 23 4 26, 27 and 31 with 66, 29, 22 29,

32 and 11% minority school popul tion respectively-

ele tad all White school boards. is a sIgnificant fac or since



even in districts where the White school popula ion is as low as

(District 23 in Brooklyn) e was elected to the Board; Die
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trir- 1 with 9% and District 4 -ith 2%- District 7 with 2% District

12 with 5%, District 13 with 5%, District 14 with 10% and Di t ict 16

with 9% elected 6, 3 2 6, 5, 6 2 (30) White members respectIvely.

Furthermore, there was only one dIstrict (#5 in Manhattan) where no

Whites were elected to the board city-wide. In contrast, there were

ten local school boards with no minority group member.

There were five sections of the Decentralization Act which,

more- than others, had significant impact in determining the eventual

out ome of the elections and the composition of all thirty one community

school boards. They were: ) districtin 2) nominations 3) registra-

tion and voting 4) powers of the local school boa ds; 5) and the electoral

mechanism of proportional representation. No interpretation of the out-

come of the elections can be meaningful without a discussion of these

variables and while succinct analysis wIll follow presently, it i

appropriate to first lock into the general premises of the selection

proces

If the coninty school boards are to be truly responsive to the

needs of the communities they are supposed to s rve, their composition,

as well as the criteria of their selection are crucial to eventual

educational success. The Bundy Plan for decentralizing city schoo1,

giving ample power aver policy to community boards es es a

touchstone. According to the Bundy Plan, the process of selection

should be designed to achieve parental participation w thout partisan

politics. In this ce, the Interim Board of Education abando e

the system of àppolntiñg members to the community school-board, its

thinking being that select ion on an appointed basis was incompa ible
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with the degree of authority and responsibility which the community

school boards ought to have.

Two options for determining the way in which members of the

community school boards were to be selected were considered--direct

elections and a mixed elective--appointive selection process

The limitation of board membersh p to parents of pub ic school

children only was not upheld by the legislature. It was the concern of

many that education is too vital an interest to exclude residents who

are not parents from membership on these boards. Others argued that

community school boards so created would be deprived of the special

skills experience, interest and insights of parents whose children have

finished school and of those parents who do not yet have children in

the schools or even other capable residents who are not parents.

The direct method of selection WaS adopted by the Albany leg

islators and incorporated into the Decentralization Bill. Th

proponents of this method of selecti n reasoned that since the com-

munity school boards were to have direct control of expenditures, any

mechanism short of direct elections would be tantamount to taxation

thout representaon. It is perplexing that even when the latter

argument of taxati n without representation was rebutted on the ground

that the districts would not have the power to tax and that the voters

still could express their sentiments on tax tion when electing city

and state officials, the legislature still upheld this plan. Further

more, the opponents of direct election cited the potential danger of

domination by political clubs in the pre election period; the ex-

pense of compaigning to mall,' candidates; the distastefulness of election

campaigns to men and women who would otherwise be willing to serve on the

community school boards, and the possible domination of school affairs by



majorities of residents who were not parents or by sectarian int__ eqt-A

that might not hold the interests of public educ.tion urn qt".

(Mayor's Advisory Panel on Decentralization on the 1-1ew York City

schools, Reconnection for Learning A Community I

New York City New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1969, n. 18.)

The dual election process, whereby all groups would be ren-

resented without the dange_s of di ect electionowas the proposal of

the Bundy Report but it was eliminated. The objections were that

the Bundy pro edures were too complex and that the safeguards for

ffective parental rep -esentation could be easily subverted by one of

the six democratically-elected members siding wIth the appointed bloc

of five members.

Dis risLiag.

In converting the decentralized districts to a city wide nro-

gram, the le islature ignored the administrative advantages of the small

district le islators established dist icts consIstIng of a

minimum of 20,000 pupils, wjth most districts containing upwards of

30,000 students.

On the one hand, the Bundy Report had suggested the crest on

of districts through Intermediate and Junior High School clusters,

numbe ing from about forty to fif y The exact number and shape of

these new districts would be determined with great care in order to

insure boundaries that are both educationally sensible and socially

sound.

e Bundy Report proposed --that the determinatIon - of these

clusters should-take acaotint ofshalvfactor- ad. A sense cif- dom6ini

efficient utilization of sthbol buildings school feeder patterns the
Ct.)
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number of pupils who would have to transfer from _chools they presently

attend and the diversity in composition of student population, The

Bundy Report was convinced that these criteria would assure school

dIstricts large enough to be educationally viable, while avoiding the

fragmentation and economic inefficiency of smaller districts. Another

factor in favor of district; smaller than that outlined in the

decentralization bill was the demonstration dist Jots. The demon-

stration dist icts sugge ted that parents can participate effectively

in the educational lives of their children when the school districts

are small and manageable.

It seemed obvious to the legislators that to ensure racial

harmony and a workable educational system, all those w/th an interest

in the outcome should participate in determining the boundaries. Rut,

although the legislature called for a co nity role, the Board of

Education, ci cumscribed by legislative requirements for size, deviseti

the district lines arbitrarily, resulting in the preservation of the

old existing lines and without community consultation.

The la s stipulation that no district may have less than noorm

pupils in average daily attendance had three important consequences:

the destruction of the demonstration district:, the impossibility

Blacks and Puerto Ricans to develop voting ma o ities and the easy

capture of the community school boards by organized groups.

2.) Nominations

In order to be nominated as a cand date petitions had to be

filed complying with the election law. Many lay pe s ns and no itical

scientists believe that underpriv leged citizens are devoid of p litical
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consciousness and civic virtue. Since the focal poInt of the

decentralization bill was to increase community aware e s and ina-

tion in the development of educational policy by the ienated", the

proposed electoral mechanism should ensure that the new local school

boards are representative of the community and its aspirations.

The numerous requi e ents of the section of the bill dealing

with the nominations procedure--petitioning q alifications of the

petitioner, the meeting of the short deadline in a first and unique

election, the right to be challenged and make challenges the

xperience wIth legal te inology--all militated heavily against

unorganized grass roots people. For example, alth ugh there is noth.ng

inherently illegal, Immoral or difficult in the petiti n procedure, it

could have been dispensed with. In substitution, a longer campai ning

period could have been instituted during whirth announced candidates

would debate the Issues and get themselves known, while the districts

electorate would have had more time to acquaint themselves with both

the candidates' vIews and the complicated election p ocedure.

Instead of encouraging greater numbers of communty peo le to

participate as candidates, the petition procedure was seen an an un-

necessary impediment. One Black resident of District 17, put it this

way: "The Man always wants to know how many people you ve got behind

y u before he gtves -you anythin . In short he espogne a common

conviction of hetto" -residents that all actIons of the 'Coati al .

process aremeant- to dissemble.

This does not mean that there shoUldri be any guide Ines or ua1IfIca-

tlons as to:who can run for a- eleeted-_office. Certainly, c n.iderati n

be given to -age and -eaidency-and So ofi', but:the Stivu ation-in
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the bill which called for the circulation of -etitio:', the collect-

ing of signature 5, the determination o_ challenge-- and the filint

'these petitions by January 18 1970 was unconscionable. This stipula-

ton created unnecessary hardships upon that section of the citizenry

a ready bu dened by many politico socio-economic liabilities.

Registration and Voting

The lav s ipulated that __ny regi tered voter who lives in the

district and any parent who is a citizen of New York State, a resident

of New York City for ninety days and is at least twenty one years of

age can vote. Indeed the registration procedure is a most important

element of the selection process. Without it it would be well nigh

impossible to check the eligibility of all those who present them

selves as voters, especially wIth respect to their residency qualifica-

tions. When all factors are considered, however, =he bill's stipulation

providing open eli ibility to all residents of .the district, its age

and its residency requirements were all counterproductive to the goal

of assi ilating parents of the conmninity .in the decision-making process

of educational policy.

To begin, the registration drive produced only minimal results.-

total nutber of persons who registered during this peri d city wide

wa- 40,461. Of this figure,. 25,426 were newly registered voters while

15,035- were apecially-regiateredTarents- There were more newly

registered voters than speciaIly-registering parents in- every -borau-h

except Manhattan. Therewere..3,499 new regular -voters- registered as

compared to 3,769 parents who-specially registered for the -chool

board- election... The:breakdown-fa- the-other. boroughs. Were:

5- 527 regular vote-, 3,.632-speciallr-registeredparents ooklyn
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8,692 regular, 5,214 parents; Ouee__ ,42= ra -lar- 2,340 Parents

and Richmond- 1,285 regular, 80 parent

These rewards were small when compared to the cost of one

million dollars to the city. Despite the two-week extension and de-

pread television coverage, ghetto parents did not v te.

For non-English speaking parents, the regIstratIon neriod

one of sheer trauma. Polling places in those districts h d no nrovisions

to assist them. Puerto Rican leaders in the Bronx criticized voter

registration, arguing that pirents in these communitie

completely disenfranchised by the confusing, complicated and ir elevant

registration procedures. Ocean Hill-Brownsville had to go to court

to win guarantees that at lea t one Spanish-speaking registrar would

be made available in each registration location in Puerto Rican

neighborhoods.

Evelina Antonetty, Executive Director of United Bronx Parents

and Mr. Ramon Velez, Executive Director of the Huntspoint Multi-

Service Center, detailed some incidents which may further account for

the low registration among Puerto Rican parents

Of the forty-five elementary schools in the South Bronx

Huntspoint, Morri ania and East Tremont area, parents of thirty-eight

schools were not permitted to register If they had not attended the

sixth grade. In five schools they were told to take the literacy test

at the Board of EducatIon headquar ers. In thirteen schools parents

were told that they must first become AmerIcan citizen. In two

schools Cuban parents were told to report to the immigration

authorities.

The necessity that natural parents, foster parents or guardlan8
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be twenty one years of age and over and that he or she be 1 v ng in

New York City for at least ninety days limited the parti ipation

of many minority people as voters and potential candidates. The

residency qualification worked to the discrimination against many

Southerners, Puerto Ricans and West Indians, who had immigrated or

moved to the di trict withIn ninety days of the election.

The age stipulati n could have been flexible enough to

include all parents fifteen years and over, or for that matter, all

parents. To do otherwi e would be to disregard a fundamental happenstance

of ghetto 'existence . A high proportion of Black and Puerto Rican

adolescents become parents due to pregnancies, unmitigated by the use

contraceptive devices and the inacessibility to abortions. It

would be folly to argue that the inadequate delivery of educational

services is not of interest to these adolescent unmarried parents, but

yet the law disqualified them from ever having a voice in school policy,

either as voters or candidates.

Under the Bundy Plan, these parents would have had an input

either as one of the six parent-representatives on the conun±ty school

board, or as a member of the district-wide panel or as a representative

of the individual school his child attends. There is an added bonus

here for such a parent- the only qualification for voting at any level

is that he is a parent.

4. _cal School BoardsPowers

Parental actIvists sco ed the limited powers provided in the new

decentralization bill. As a result they actively boycotted the school

elections. Their rational was best expressed by Evelina Antonetty,
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Executive Director of United Bronx Parents:

"WHY WE ARE NOT PARTICIPATING IN THE LOCAL SCHOOL
BOARD ELECTIONS.

United Bronx Parents is not participating in the Local
School Board elections. We are not running candidates.
Why? We refuse to participate in an exercise in futility.
Our children are facing real and:terrible problems in their
schools every day. We cannot afford to wsste time playing
games which pretend that change is taking place-when in
fact, nothing is changed and our children are still being
crippled.

False refotm is the enemy of true reform. We refuse to
implement this unfair, immoral, retrogressive law because:

**The local school boards will be powerless

The Election Procedures are undemocratic

**The District Lines are illegitimate"

(United Bronx Parents Leaflet, Spring 1969)

As a result of the boycott only 4.9% voted in the school elec-

tions. This compares unfavorably wIth the 1968 Ocean Hill Demonstration

District vote of 25%.

S.) The Election

The decentralization bill empowered the Board of Elections to

manage and supervise the procedures of the electionnomination,

registration, voting, counting, in effect, the whole electoral

mechanism of proportional representation. However the Board of

Elections d d not perform well.

The avowed aim of this election procedure was to avail small

groups in every district the chance of being represented roughly

in proportion to their voting strength in the district provided that

they nominate a reasonable number of candidates and obtain the vote of
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their supporters. The elect_ al mechanism for this election was a

first for most of the voters and the very uniqueness of tha PP ro

cedure would seem to suggest that the lioard of Elections would assume

the responsibility -f explaining the new procedure to community

residents. However, there was a manifest lack of public information

channels within districts.

This inconsistency and vacillation on the part of the Board.

of Education created an information vacuu- which proved to be a boon

to parochial and sectarian intere-ts organized and arrayed against

community control.

Liabilities_of the CSB Elect ons

In terns of what a tually happened in the process of the school

board elections, Bundy's fears came to pass.

Bundy, in proposing the dual election procedure, emphasized

the necessity of designing a selection procedure which excluded the

danger of domination by poli-ical clubs.

A workshop was held on June 29, 1970 at the Institute for

Community Studies on the Comminity School Board Elections: A Failure or

Success, w±th mo e than half of the,thirty one districts. renresented, All

t hv participants to-the workshop 'attributed their failurd'or success

to either one or a combination of the following:

1) that organized groups such as the Catholic Church and
UFT had enormous successes due their d sciplined
and effective vote.

that the UFT could more easily defeat a candidate than
put their slate over an act in which further helped the
Catholic Church.

that many candidates, including the few independent
who won, enjoyed high preelection exposure, reputat ons
and popularity.
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The decentralization bill, substantIvely and nroceilurallv

the mo_t import tit factor in the cresti n of slates. Substanti,Alvo

the decentralization law stipulated that "no candidate shall be

identified by political party or other organizational affIliatIon on

the nominating petitions. This stiulatIon, inserted n esumably to

prevent manifest political overtures, was counterproductive. Rather

than mlnimzing political influence, it created a proliferation of

slates which used devious methods--palm cards, the pulpit, computers

and public school children--to get their message across. For example-

it -as easy to establish that a Di t ict Presidents Council- slate

comprised candidates screened and endorsed by the parent or parent

teacher associations of the district s public schools It was also

easy to know that the "Coalition of Candidates for Better Schools"-

in District 13 represented a c operative effort initiated by a group

of candidates themselves. What was less easy to learn WA that the

"Parents Concerned for. a Better Public .Education" of District 13

represented the, parochIal school interests-or that the "Independent

Citizens Committee" of Dist.. ict 25 was a f-ont for the UFT-

and regular .Democratic Club.

Of the 1 051 candidates who. -an for the 279 cennit school

board seat- 64.9% ran on slates and their percentage of successes

amounted to a phenomenal-8Q%. Procedurally, _the long .roster of

.candidates the .campaign and the:method -for the determination.of

winners all contribmted-to..the creation, of slates,

Because campaign-strategy 'is gifunction of the election procedu-e,

proportional representation dictates only one-pote-tially7successful

strategy--that of-slate-formation. keen e of the-way Proportional

Tepresentatio: works, no-candidate. can afford -to Ignore_the other
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candidates. is the first cont ibution of PR to slate formation.

Every vote Is used only once, the way in which that vote is counted

will depend upon three factors--the relative strength of the candidate

voted for in relation to the other the extent of the individual

voter's interest in each of the candidates for which he voted (one

voter's choice may be another voter's sixth ei hth or la t choice

and the effects of the other voters patterns in marking their

ballots.

Ro ter of Candidates

Ihe roster of candidates in elm st every distrIct was unusually

long, averaging 35 per district, with as many as 55 in District 11

(B. nx); 67 in District 22 (B-ooklyn); 47 in District 25 (Queens);

43 in Distr ct 2 (Manhattan)4 and 80 in District 31 (Richmond)

Given the number of candidates running in every district and'

the novelty and heat over the concept of community control one

would expect a period of long campaigning to provide adequate voter

jnformation. These expectations did not ever materialize.

The period for campaigning was very short extending from

late December, 1969 (when petitions began to be circulated) to Jan ary

180 (nine days before the firSt scheduled date of the elections,.

January 27, 1970), This short, four-week campaign- period was possibly

decided upon because of -the .fear that -a-long period:Of tampaigning

-would exacerbate divisive feelings in the community.

The rationale fe- the short campaign period proved -inadequate

and prodded.the-COalition for' an Effective ConunItv Schobl -t-

demand -a -suspension of- the el ctiOnss-

The Board of Education-reschedule& the-_eleetions
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as to the method and purposes of the election. By abdicating its

responsibility to create an Elections Committee to act as a li ison

between the communities and itself, the Board of Education facilitated

the operations of city-wide interest gr- -a (UFT, Catholic Church)

_n their drive to apprise their respective constituencies of their

interpretatIons of the purposes aad methods of the local school board

elections.

These city-wide organizations ca,itallzed on the defaul

both the Board of Education and Board of Elections to fragment and

polarize sentiments, relating-to community control while organizing

their vote through the creation of disciplined groups in every dist

Without exception all districts fielded slates of candidates

for the elections. There was evidence of the typology a_ already

defined-UFT, Church and community-based though the extent and degree

varied f o- district to district.

For instance in District 3 (Manhattan) there was thirty-five

candidates. Although we could only account for twenty one of the

candidates spread among three slates--a Jewish-backed slate, a -UFT

slate and a co_ Arnity based slate, the slates le_eived -a 1007 victory

No independent W. elected.

In Dist ict 25 (Quee_ there -ere-four lates-the-Indepen_e

,erts Committee, Coalition ofConcernect Citizens, North East Pueens-

Ad Hoc Education Committee, and 'the- HoMe School..ASsociationi

UFT'and the Catholic thUrch had' several, internal mailings.s_nt-

their member- and parishioners advising-theM how to -vote --The

discipline& vote--ehabled' the'Churdh:to do. exceedingly well -,-e1*_il hou0h

the. UT' did Mot- far&sks -an .',the relentlegg'Istegaure it brought to.
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bear on William Schnever, a community -ntrol candIdate, substantiates

the consensus of the ICS workshop that the UFT can more ea ily defeat a

candidate than push its own slate to victory. (Although twenty three

PA's of the twenty nine schools in the distrIct intervleed all forty

seven candidates, the Independent Citizens Committee (UFT) atlirst

refused hIm an Interview, but reluctantly interviewed hi- after-

wards.)

In District 31 (R chmond) t e e were eighty cand dates out

a total of 105 petitioners. There were three malor slates--FederatIon of

PTA, a Black slate comprised of Black candidates and a Catholic slate;

The Staten Island Advance supported thirteen candidates from among

the slates. Six of them won.

All of the -lates in this dlstrjct were poorly organized. Ev n

the UFT and the Catholic Chu ch were not as organized as elsewhere

in the city. Probably because the population was mostly Italian and

Irish Catholics, there was no need for the Church to press forward

because of a ready-made homogeneous constituency. The 247 (22,049)

voter turnout (higher than in the Democratic gubernatorial primary,

where 10,548 votes were cast) was the highest in the city. It elected

a school board comprised of five Catholics one Protestant two Jews

and one orthodox Catholic with no Blacks or Puerto Ricans despi e

their 11% of the public school population

The outcome of the elections clearly showed the influence

c urch-oriented groups had on the election. Five candidates endorsed

by the Federation of PTA's and not backed by the Conservative Party

were elected.

Thi Church" vote -as evIdent when the first four nriests in

erece was declared defeated. 1.1b-:e than 500 .of these vol
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one of three nuns WAS defeated, the majority of her votes went to

the priests and two Iri-h Catholic candidates. Then a young con e ve-

backed candidate was ruled out more than half of his votes went to a

conservative priest and the second largest bloc went to a candidate

by Catholic groups while most of the remaining votes switched back

to a conservative.

What PR failed to do here was to elect a Negro to act as a

spokesman for 10% of the Richmond population which Is Black and

Puerto Ri an. Theie were four Black candidates All of them defeated.

This i- paradoxical. Decentralization was upposed to grant a

greater voice to minority groups in the operation of schools.

Negro then sat on thea-pointed board, but this seat _ill noi be re-

placed by a new all White board.

In District 10 (BrOnx ) with a composite Black and Puerto Rican

pupil population of 43% only one non,white, a Puerto Rican, Mts. Frances

Rodriguez, was elected. The other ei ht were White. This district

fielded one main slate -the Coalition for Better Schools (co-isting

of thirty Parent Associations and civic organizations ) The other

candidates who won ran independenely.

In District 18 (Brooklyn) of the thirty-nine candidates who ran,

twenty six ran on slates, all the elected candidates weze from that

group, the thirteen independent candidates went down to defeat. There

were the CELB (Canarsie Educators for the Election of Local Bo rds)

the Church slate (three winners) the PTA the UFT (four winners),

and the East Flatbush Civic Association,

The five di tricts above were chosen at random to give an
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indication of the Dervasve use of slates in every Borough luring

the rece t school board election. The success of these slates can

be further de7lonstrated by comparing the voter turn-out of the local

school board elections to that of the 1970 Democratic gubernatorial

primary.

Oueens

Six of the seven cUstricts in Queens are mainly of the I alian

or Irish descent, and contrary to voting patterns in primaries five

of these six Catholic-dominated districts polled a greater percenta e

of votes in the school board elections than in the Democratic

gubernatorial primary. For example, in District 29 (AD 20) 9,266

people voted in the school board elections as opposed to 3,979 in the

primary. Nor can it be -aid that the increase in voter turn-out was

due to increased registration of parent voters, for in the Borough o

eens as a whole, only 2,340 parent voter_ were registered still

leaving 2,970 votes unaccounted for.

Brooklyn

Of the ten local school board districts only DIstrIct 22 ( h)

and District 13 (Black and Puerto Rican) are non-Catholic, In the e

districts, the differences between the CSB votes and the De ocratic

primary averaged about 5 000 uotes. lhile there was only one Catholic

dist ict (#20) in which the CSB votes (20,362) was greater than the

gubernatorial primary (8 938 votes), the eve age difference in votes

in the other Catholic districts was only about 2,000 votes.

Manhattan

There were districts in Manhattan which reflected a

turnout for the LSB elections than for the gubernatorial primary

though the same pattern between Catholic and non-Catholic districts
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Richmond

In this district (#31) the local school board votes (22,029)

outnumbered that of the gubernatorial p imary (10,568) by 11,461

vot - an overwhelming figure. Again this shows the influence of

the Church with its ready-made constituency of an almost exclusive

Italian and Irish Catholic ma3orities..

Bronx

Only in District 8 was there a preponderance of CSB votes

but the pattern in Manhattan and the Bronx could be fully evidenced.

a whole, however, the turn-out of the gubernatorial primary was

greater than the CSB elections but even this slight ma gin (100,000)

does not militate against the efficacy of the Church.

Impact of Slates on the Cammunii- School Board E16eti ns
-Y

The greatest impact of the slates on the local school board

elections was that it produced boards domInated by maorittes

residents who were not parents and sectarian interests who did not hold

the intereat of public education rppermost.

The conservatIsm of the culawunity school boards was corroborated

by the result of a survey conducted by the Public Education Association

and the League of Women Voters which was carried in the New York Times.

The Times correspondent reported that nearly three-fifths of ehe newly

elected members were in favor of a subsIdy for parochial scho ls

whereas 42% of all candidates agreed. This latter response is in

accord with Msgr. Eugene 31 Molloy esponse to Long Island Press

reporter, Mike Gershowitz, when asked whether he was looking for more

than merely fringe benefits the cleric replied, nge benefit: do'
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not solve the basic problems."

The New York Times' analysis of the results in the five

boroughs reveala that the community school boards with very few excepti n,,

are do inated by White conservatives who have little or no commitment

to public education, l-t alone community control.

Qu stionnaires sent by the PEA wi h ten Questions dealing

with aid to parochial schools and narocotics were submitted to every

candidate who filed petitions with the Board of Elections. The

response was good. In several districts more than 70% of the

candiates responded. City-vide, 67% of the candidates replied.

inventory enabled the candidates torake known their opinions on

such major educational issues as powe-s of Coi_ -nity School Board

staff sel ction, integration, federal aid to private and parochial

schools and narcotics. On the i Ale of the need for educati nal improve-

ment, 59% -f the candidates indicated the need for major changes and

imp ovements, yet only 39% of the candidates felt that- in selecting a

community superintendent, they would choose a candidate excellent on

sensitivity to the conditio_s and needs of the community, while f ir

on educational experience and ability. Forty-three percent preferred

thi- _andidate who possessed excellent educational experience and ability

but whose sensitivity to the conditions and needs of the commu i-y

but fair.

This does not bode well for the output of the boards as they

are pres ntly constituted. Sixty-t-o percent of those who rated

educational sensitIvIty first ware from dist -cts in which the UFT

and Church slates won heavily, and .the campaign literature and

platform on which'these candidates ran espused the interests of

parochial and private schools Furthe -ore, their emnhasls upon
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educa_ional experience and ability in the choosing of a District

Superintendent reflects a belief In the wisdom of the roes1.onni.

educator as opposed to the input of co nity n rents. In other

words their emphasis seems to indicate that they have opted for a

strategy of reform which is one of long inc emental changes emanating

from the, op d (the professional bureaucracy) rather than from

the bottom up-- (maximum coimnun1ty participation).

On the major issue of aid to parochial and prIvate schools

only 48% of the candidates favored no aid at all or aid for fringe

services only; 42% favored aid, either at the same level as for public

schools or at a lower level, Again, this auirs badly for meaningful

change within the present school system, because as evidenced by the

figures 62% of the winners of the elections we e candidates backed

by the LIFT, the Church and other organizations whose politIcal

sympathies lie wIth private and parochial school interests.

There is a great discrepancy in the collated percentages of

the candidate's responses. While 59% of them agreed that the public

schools are not meeting the educational needs of most children (and

thereby in need of major changes and improvements ) and whereas 427

as opposed to 48% favored aid, .(either at the same level

public schools or at a lower level) yet the CSB is composed of winners,

62% of which were backed by conservative slates.

Comparison to Ocean ll-Brownsv lle and Large City-W de Boards

The demonstration districts IS 201, Two Br dges Ocean

Hill-Brownsville) in terns of personnel, were composed mostly of

community people who wPre hon-pr fessional and were inactive until

the issue of decentralization became a bur ing one. The total

nificance of their output is d1nned by its historic nroximity

Si
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and by it- unti ely death. Yet beyond a doubt t proved that

commun ty people are not "politically apathetic" as can be justLfled

by the 25% of turnout vote for the governing board elections,

the contrary, the 'personnel of the large city-wide boards b fore

March 19, 1970 and the demonstration districts were highly pro-

fessionalized with few women Blacks Puerto Ricans and representatives

fr

coniusions

nity parents or citizens.

Meaningful and representative community school boards were the

focal points of the decentralization bill. However- the complexities

f the decentralization bill made administration of the school

board election difficult. Consequently, despite exten_ive legal

assistance, many citizens and-parents found that their intentions

to run, vote and be counted did not actually _aterializ -the boards

were captured by the elements incapable of respondIng to pressures

for reform of the public education system of New York Ci
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Organization

The structure of the community school boards militates against

iim functioning that would be expected in a truly decentralized

system as advocated by the Bundy plan. That has shown to be true

in three areas: 1) the Bylaws of the boards do not enhance community

participation; 2) the community board- are hampered in holding its

own employees accountable; 3) and the output of policy, relatively

small reflects racial and middle class biases due to the composition

of the boards.

B Laws

To date, every single local school board has taken the init

step of organization by codifying a set of rules and principles.

The requirement of the creation of ByLaws was the only stipula

tion in the Decentralization Law guiding local school boards. The law

states that "each community board shall adopt and may amend b laws

including but not limi ed to the following requirement-.

1.) that there shall be a parents' association or a parent
teachers association in each school under its jurisdic on.

2.) that the board, the community superintendent and the
principal of each school shall have regular communication
with all parents' associations and parentteachers'
association within the community district to the end
that such associations are provided with full factual
information pertaining to matters of pupil achievement,
including but not limited to: annual reading scores,
comparison of the achievement of pupils in comparable
grades and schools, as well as the record of achievement of
the same children as they progress through the school; provided,
however, that such record and scores shall not be disclosed
in a manner which will identify individual pupils." (Article
52A, S2590d, p.p. 19-20).

This was intend2d to encourage communIty bo rd- to organIze themselves

formally.
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the CSB's spell out meeting tIe 6 and the basic

organization of the CSB and rocedures for voting. The By-Laws

generally require _onthly meetings. The time and day of the regular

public meeting are adopted b- the Board at its annual meeting. 14o

the Board retains the rIght to alter its schedule o_ ineetins if it

deems it to be in the best intere ts of the communIty. Most of the

CSB's have been holding monthly -ublic meetings au additional

meetings as necessary.

Soon after the school elections the CSBs began preraration

of their By-Laws. At duly authorized meetings the By Laws were rea

debated and approved. Gene ally, community residents had no input

in the creation of the By-Laws. Amendment procedures call for a

two-thirds of t_e total membership of the board. Notice of intention

to amend plus the text of the proposed amendment must be given to

ting at the meeting preceding that meeting at Which the action

be taken. Presumably, these procedures ar_ :.eant to encourage

public di-cu-sion of amendnents and deter hasty board action on an

(

issue. It is not uncommon, however, to have 'th By-Laws suspended at

a particular meeting to allow for immediate board action on an i sue.

Each CSB elects from its nembership a number of office

ChaIrman, Vice Chairman, Secretary and Tr asurer. mite of the CSBs

have o ganized around schools, assignIng members to be res onsible

for certain school or schools in the district.

Pursuant to the Decentralization Law, which nermits the CSB

to delegate any of its administrative or ministerial powers, many

CSBs have hi ed budget officers to assume budgetary roles for the
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district. The effectiveness of these officers cannot be evaluatee

at this early date. In nany instances, a paid full-time secretary

has been hired to handle secretarial duties for the board. The P o nt-

ment of such personnel is intended to free CSB e be from work

which they cannot perform as unpaid lay officials.

Most CSBs have their offices in one of the local nublic

schools. Several, however, have rented new quarters to house the

board and the district office. One area which has not been sufficiently

explored but which Is necessary to the effective discharge of the CSA

role in decision making is its office staf. Most of the CAA office

staff are relatively small, comprising about two to three Per ons on

the average. Sometimes the CSB chairman acts as offi e nunaer. In

his absence, the secretary (if there is one) takes charge of the one

or two helpers.

The unusually small staff places additional pressure on the

CSB members to complete their assigned tasks, not to mention the

diffi ulty the general public encounters when seeking information of

the district.

Corn nity_SchoolrBo rd and StaffAelations

The 1969 Decr.ntralization Law empowers the community school

boards to Implement disciplinary ptocedures against their own

employees. The "due process requirements" under which the CSEs can

exercise this general-grant of power delimits the boards effective-

ness in this area. Though community boards can "impose penalties on

tenured employees or dismiss them for reasons specified in the law

after trial on charges initiated by the community superintendent

the community boards' decision can be overridden by the City Board
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whose "decisIon is final, subject only to any applic ble arbitration

provisIon in a union contract or allowable review by the state

educati n commissioner, or the courts." (Summary of the 1969 S choo1

Decentralization_Law for Ne- York City, Section X.)

The letter of the Decentralization Law would lead one to

believe that all the personnel, whether pedagogical or admInIstrative,

are accountable to the CSBs. To give control over teachers and

administrators who are n _ hired by the community boards is tantamount

to a trojan gift. The power to ini iate disciplinary proceedings

against an employee through the distri t superintendent with veto

power over the board's determination given to the City Board is not

the same as the power to initiate proceedings, re =mend penalties

and impose them. These two powers differ significantly and this

difference must be emphasized and borne in mind desrite the clamorings

to the c:ontrary if the relationship between the community school

board and Its employees are to be understood.

More explicitly, the CSB, according to the law, loy a

dist ict superintendent and his staff. The law explicitly states that

the CSps can dIsmiss the superintendent for cause and with due

process etc. Very few observers of the school system argue against

the CSBs power in this respect, On the contrary, hmgever, these

observers are strongly divided on the CSBs power over even the

staff of the dist ict superintendent, far less, the teachers and
:77

supervisors. The only personnel, except -A,r the district u erin-

tendent hom the CSBs can fire without unneceseary p_essure, is

the one or two general,help in the offices of the- CM. The

power to .fire one or two general help is tot lly ineonseq0en_ al
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the Decentralization Law .purportedly gave to the CSBs,

The law attempts to separate the jurisdiction over e -loyees.

t _tipulates that the chancellor and the city board "shall retain

the power to discipline its own employees" and that the commvnity

boards also have the power to discipline their own ployees."

(Sun f Decent alization Section X) Though the language of the

law is straightforward on the division of jurisdiction over employees

between the City Board and CSBs process of hiring, assignment arid

dismissal of CSB personnel is plus harke-ed by union contracting. In

other words, whereas the manifest interest of the law was the granting

of power over teachers to the CSBs, operationally, it is the City

Board which latently exercises this Do.

In District 26 for example, there are 29 posItions pedagogical

and administrative, on the Superintendent staff Of these there

are five supervisors, seven teachers assigned as ceordinators.of.

various subjects. tight other posts com-lete the pedagogical staff,

The point here- is that- although these persons have been hireclby

CSB 26, the union contracts negotiated between the UFTCSA group and

the City Board of Educatio' renders the lawe granting of _ontrol

ove teachers and su_ervisors to the CSBs totally inef ec _ual. The

cost to the Board i $426,803 a hardly insignificant sum for these

services and this may help explain why the CSEs have but a tenuous

hold on these e ployee

I ues

A breakdown of the frequency of Issues discussed by all thiriy

one loal school board dist icts during their f year in offi e,
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TABLE T.

DISTRICT 26: POSITIONS OF D.S, STAFF AND OPERATING BUDGET

Function # S2-52311
Function Title Community Superintendent

56

Authorized Condition
A. of November 1, 1970

PERSONAL SERVICE

Title Positions Rate

1..)!Iclustsical Personnel

Community Superintendent 1 35,000
Exec. Asst. (asst. to Princ.) 1. 22,550
Assistant to Principal 20,550
Supervisor (Art, Mimic, Attendance

Con't Ed., School Library) 5 20,550
Guidance Counselors 2 16,972
Teacher assigned as Coordinator

Various Subjects 7 16,000
Teacher assigned as Coordinator 1 13,500
Supervisor of Guidance 1 21,735
School Secretaty 1 9 580

Admin:strative Personnel
1 13,650District Business Officer

Administrative Asst. 1 9,150
Administrative Asst. (Secretarial) 1 8,500
Assistant Accountant 8,400
Supervising Clerk 1 8,350
Senior Cler 1 6,300
Senior Clerk (Attendance) 1 7,800
Stenographer 1 5,750
Typist
Assistant Stockman

1
1

5,350
5 500

TOTAL PERSONAL SERVICES

TOTAL OTHER THAN PERSONAL SERVICES

GRAND-TOTAL

30

Amount

$35,000
22,550
20,550

102,750
33,944

112,000
13,500
21,735i0D
13,650
9,150
8,500
8,400
8,350
6,300
7,800
5,750
5,350
5 500

$423,799,

$ 3,004

$426 803
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shows, that a wide variety of issues were discussed. They can be

categorized under four main general heLdings: Personnel, Curriculum,

Budget and Rezoning. We have examined 65% of CSBs mirutes of public

meetings available, interviewed over 30% of tne CSB members and

observed approximately 50% of all the meetings held by the Community

School Boards during the past year. Only very few policy issues were

implemented.

It seems that community school boards which serve a predomm-

aAtly Black and Puerto Rican community spend a great deal of their time,

in comparison with boards in White communities, with personnel matters.

Many of these school boards send recruiters to Puerio Rico in an effort

to pick up bilingual teachers to replace those teachers that were fired

due to incompetence or excessive lateness. This overhaul of personnel

taking place in the schools in these communities may be seen as an

effort to rid their schools of teachers foisted on these communities

years ago by an insensitive Board of Education. In the Bluck and Puerto

Rican communities, the CSBs seem to be more watchful of the activities

and competence of the teachers.

Nor does this defensive measure prevent them from initiating

new or special programs in theit schools.

Both White and Black districts are equally concerned about the

use of TITLE I funds and spend a great deal of time on this. It was

the issue brought up the second most frequently at community school

board meetings, the.appointment and placement of principal and assist,.

ant principal taking first place. The concern over Title I programs

by both Black and White districts does indicate that it is the only

area in which they seem to have some leeway. Title I funds come from
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the Federal Government for those districts which qualify and is meant

to be a separate allocation from the City Board's allocation for edu-

cation. Community school boards in Black and Puerto Rican communities

spend more than twice as much time evaluating the effectiveness of the

different Title I programs than White boards (71% to 29%). This fact

can also be substantiated in the difference in time spent on the

RECRUITMENT OF OUTSIDE PERSONNEL. Black districts spend 61% of their

time on this issue. White districts spend 39%. Many of the outside

people hired by the Black districts consisted of people or organizations

to coordinate and evaluate Title I programs.

The largest difference between the White and Black districts

existed in Rezoning and Utilization. Rezoning and Utilization were

almost entirely "White" issues.

Black Whitees*
Rezoning 16% 84%
Utilization 27% 73%

The large disparity between these two figures highlights the will or

lack of will to equalize utilization of the schools in districts that

had large differences between schools in the same districts. Rezoning

is an attempt to segregate the Black and Puerto Rican children in the

districts to certain schools. This issue was not brought up at the

meetings of Black CSB districts because they do not have anyone to

segregate.

Plant Facilities, Repair Maintenance and Construction were

issues discussed across the board. Drug abuse programs for the schools

was an issue discussed more at White districts than at Black districts--

57% to 43%. Although the difference is only 14%, the 14% should be

the other way, to correspond with the degree of drug abuse in the city's
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area. It may show the school boards in the A districts unwilling to

compete with drug programs already existing through city, state and

federal agencies already in Black and Puerto Rican communities, disci-

pline was an issue not widely discussed but brought up almost equally

at Black and White community school board meetings.

This analysis suggests that there is some correlation between

the kind of policy output and the composition of the district. That is

to say, that the issues raised, discussed and acted upon bear a closer

relationship to the ethnic composition of the districts than to an

objective commitment to raise educational standards and achievement.

In White districts, the main issues raised so far has been on Rezoning

and Drug Abuse. For instance, when the issue of rezoning or busing

arose in District 22, the attendance at these meeAngs increased

dramatically. District 22 maintains a somewhat cordial relationship

with the community but the CSB was never so attacked as when it decided

to bus children within the district so as to help desegre( ion and

relieve over-utilized schools. Some SOO people packed .uditorium

and criticized the CSB. Nevertheless, the CSB won.
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COMPARATIVE FRE UENCY OF ISSUES DISCUSSED BY THE DISTRICTS

TOPICS DISCUSSED
A DISTRICTS B DISTRICTS

Percents

.1111.milm.01.

No. of times
discuesed

Percents No. of times
discussed

Recruit teachers 66.6 (8) 33.4 (4)
Hiring Practices and Procedures 42. (21) 58. (29)
Granting tenure 52. (18) 48. (17)
Teacher transfer 55. (5) 45. (4)
Appointments 44. (25) 56. (31)
Criteria to select personnel 40. (13) 60. (20)
Suspensions 78. (11) 22. (3)
Outside personnel 61. (11) 39. (7)
Budget modifications 62.5 (5) 37.5 (3)
Use of Title I Funds 44. (16) 56. (20)
Other ways to obtain Title I Funds 50. (7) 50. (7)
Evaluation 71. (12) 29. (5)
Rezoning 16. (5) 0 84. (24)
Maintenance 43. (6) 57. (8)
Repair 33. (8) 47. (7)
Construction 50. (11) 50. (12)
Utilization 27. (3) 73. (8)
New programs 25. (6) 75. (18)
Drug abuse 43. (10) 57. (13)

Discipline 43. (3) 57. (4)

Table based upon the information from over 35% of the minutes
from all the districts.

A (Districts with over 70% Black and Puerto Rican pupils- 1,
8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 23)

3, 4, 5, 7,

B (Districts with over 70% White pupils - 2, 6, 10, 11, 18, 20 222 24,

25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31)
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III. COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

One major purpose of school decentralization was to involve the

school community both formally and informally in the decision-making

process. The assumptions underlying this precept have long been ac-

knowladged by educators and laymen alike: the more parents and citizens

are involved in their schools, the less alienation is felt in the homes

and the better a child produces within the school context.

Moreover, the growing distrust and hostility towards school, that

became the legacy of the former apathy of the urban poor, both black and

white, was in immediate need of correction. The symbol of that economic

and racial antagonism was the fortress school in the urban black ghetto.

Hopefully, a community school system would enlist the apathetic

and the hostile in new relationships in the school. One brillant con-

ception in the Bundy plan was to have only those who had the greatest

stake in education, the parent clients, choose the community school

boards. Unfortunately, the desigd of the school decentralization law

strongly influenced the community boards to exacerbate an already tense

situation. The new community boards were unrepresentative, as has been

shown, so that white middle class board members with other than public

school interests would administer school policy for a predominantly

black poor constituency.

An essential test of the community school boards would be their

effectiveness and concern in broadening community participation in
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school decision-making. To keep the community informed of the activ-

ities and decisions of the board and to facilitate the community's

participation in the formulation of district's policies, Standing Com-

mittees have been established by all local school boards. One common

committee has been Community Relations *hose function it is to "focus

on .all aspects of relations between the Board and the entire com-

munity which it serves." (Article V, Sec. 1-By-Laws District 22)

A second measure instituted by the community school boards to

achieve broadened community participation was the mandating of the

creation of Parent Associations and Parent-Teacher Associations in all

schools, where such organizations had not hitherto existed. The ratio-

nale behind this mandate is for the community school board, the district

superintendent and the principal of each school to have a community-

based organization with which to have regular communication. Though this

mandate was stipulated under the Decentralization Bill (Section 259e-d),

the vigor and dispatch with which it has been complied does indicate an

honest attempt for community participation.

Moreover, some districts, Manhattan's #2 for instance, have gone

farther than the law and have established Area Advisory Councils in

each elementary, intermediate and junior high school. Community School

Board #2 recognized that it has the responsibility in three general areas:

(1) to "ensure proper representation in the educational
affairs of the district." To this end, these Area
Advisory Councils have been established to "hear the
programs and problems of each school and assist
concretely with advice and work in the implementation
or solution thereof.

(2) to convey to the staff of each school the needs,
resources and aspirations of the community sur-
Minding each school, and to,
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(3) interpret to the community the program, needs and
achievements of the school. All three goals are
geared to constituting the school as a comolete
center for community activities." (Article TV,
Sec. I; Article XI, Sec. I)

The Chairmen of Community School Board 16 in Brooklyn has assigned

"liaison" members to the various schools in the district. Their func-

tion is to serve the Board as a clearing house of information and data

with respect to the schools to which they have been assigned. More

specifically, they are to "establish lines of communication between

their respective schools and the Board." (ArticleV, Section 3).

Procedures at public meetings are generally the same. Pro-

posals and topics on the agenda can be formulated and placed by board

members as well as by community residents. The community is officially

permitted to and does participate heatedly in the discussion of issues.

The long catalogue of issues raised, the number of proposals

discussed in the local school board districts, the seemingly democratic

procedures adopted by the CSBs and their vorkman7-like structural

arrangements would, at first sight, lead one to believe that the CSB

members are serious in their desire to involve their districts in real

community control. However, closer inspection-of the decision-making

process contradicts one's first impressions and pointsup the fact that

the intent of decentralization to enlist the community into the decision-

making process is being negleCted, if not controverted.

There is nothing in the decentralization law, however, that sought

to provide accountability of the community school boards to the community.

It is left entirely to the community school board to determine the

extent of community and parent involvement and the mechanisms for
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effecting broader participation. Some are skeptical of the value of

this confrontation because the District Supelintendents ofter respond

with, "I'll check it out tommorrow." Though the record of the rela-

tionship of the Community School Board to the community is less than

desirable, some CSBs have indicated efforts in an attempt to expand

participation of community groups in the district. The experimental

districts of Ocean Hill Brownsville and IS 201 showed that community

hostility to unit administrators or to CSBs can be assuaged only by

a sincere acceptance of the community as a partner in the decision-

making as it pertains to personnel, budget and curriculum. Corre-

spondingly, the few community boards sought to broaden participation.

Preliminary studies of the new local boards by the Institute

reveals patterns of indifference to enlisting informal mechanism for

community participation. On the whole, the actions of community school

boards could be categorized under these headings: 1) domination by

professionals; 2) general disregard of community; 3) increased racial

hostility; 4) active disregard for the boards by the community; 5) dom-

ination by Catholic Church-influenced boards; and 6) exceptions where

community enlisted wide community support and participation.

1) il..........a.lfj._._Dominatior.ofessionals

The pattern of local suburban school boards is for a formal role

for public participation in policy making through elected school boards

and an actual role whereby policy is designed by the professional expert,

the superintendent. Through a syndrome of drift, laymen defer to the

wishes of the superintendent and merely ratify his decisions.
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This has also been true to a large extent in the New York

community school districts. At best, in many cases, the lay members

defer to their community superintendents; at worst, theirs is an

adversary position with the superinte,-Jent able, in the final analysis,

to determine policy. This has been particularly true in such districts

as 7 and 21.

In District 7 in the South Bronx, for example, board and super-

intendent relations became extremely strained. What has occurred is a

steady demise of community trust in the community board to the point

where the June public meeting where two new members of the board were

elected, broke into a verbal confrontation. This display clearly il-

lustrated the community's distrust of the board, as no candidate the

community wanted was elected, and the audience felt it was being manip-

ulated. The reasons for the erosion of confidence between the board

and the community are easy to'isolate.

One community school board member in District 7, referriog to

the district superintendent, cites one prime reason for the breakdown

in District 7. "He (the District Superintendent) does not follow our

suggestions. . he makes up the law." The president of the board

agrees. She claimed the district superintendent didn't inform the board

on matters. Thus, the one individual most responsible for implementing

changes, doesn't seem to follow the policy decisions of the community

school board. To the community, it appears that the only programs

adopted by this board are those favored by the district superintendent

office. (Board Interview in July.) This pattern is repeated in

District 21 in South Brooklyn.

"We've done nothing. We don't run this district", one board
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member stated when speaking of the district superintendent. This

district superintendent, similar to the superintendent in District 7

of the Bronx, has been reluctant to ntilize any of the clans of the

curriculum committee of District 21. The district superintendent works

as she did under the centralized system, ignoring programs she doesn't

approve of. The district superintendent is often secretive, and in

general has prevented this community board from bringing any meaningful

changes in curriculum or procedures.

In District 18, one board member felt the district Superintendent

did not fully inform the board. A board member of District 26 reacting

in a similar fashion to the actions of the district superintendent

charged, "I only know what she wants me to." Again, as with the dis-

tricts that do not include the parents in decision making those

diotricts with district superintendents who are living in the world of

centralized education1 have little to show innovating in the areas of

curriculum, budget, or T

In District 3, in tue upper West Side, one finds another model for

a strong professional role. The district has a new superintendent, young

and articulate. An index of the CSBs relationship to him is indicateA

by "explanations" to proposals made. They often begin, "CSB 3 accents

the recommendation of the community superintendent ..." or "the follow-

ing persons have been recommended for tenure by the community suner-

intendent shall be issued permanent certificates of appointment." Such

language suggests that the CSB defers to its district superintendent.

There are, of course, exceptions. He recommended, for examnle, that

Title I and state urban aid monies be spread around the district more

equitably. The CSB sharply rebuffed him for this; it favored a comae
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of experimental programs in two schools and chose to continue funding

them as before. A board member, furthermore, expressed her belief that

the district superintendent often tended to subvert the CSBs directives

by presenting them in his own ambiguous versions. But the general pat-

tern seems to remainthe CSB follows the district superintendent's lead.

A paradox exists in the largely middle class District 24 in

Queens. Here one finds formal mechanisms for participation which iron-

ically have not been resorted to by a traditionally highly active white

community politically and educationally. All actions taken by the board

seem to be the results of its committee findings, and voting committee

assignments are open to everyone. A committee consists of one board

member, 2 UFT representatives, 2 CSA members, and as many parents as

would like to join. Since all members vote on decisions, if fiv,) or

more parents showed up for each committee, they would in fact control

board policy. When observing District 24, one has to be struck by the

lack of participation. Not only are committees open to members of the

community, but this board has taken the step to announce to Parents'

Associations which teachers are on probation.

2) General Disregard for the Community
-

Another symptom of the lack of community involvement has been

the outright disregard of the expressed wishes of the community made

felt in the monthly board meetings. This has been particularly true,

for example, in Districts 17, 19, 27 and 29.

Districts 17 and 19 are predominantly black districts in Brooklyn

where unrepresentative white boards make school policy. In District 17,

this situation is dramatic: the board is dominated by 6 whites who
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represent 12% of the population, whereas three blacks represent the

majority 77% of the population. Not unexpectedly, the community is

never involved in the decision making.

The disregard of the community is also prevalent in the white

areas. In District 1 in Manhattan, the community board shrugs off par-

ental criticism at meetings that they do not have a say in school.

With a 91% minority pupil population and a school blard composed of

3 Puerto Ricans and 6 Whites, the community felt unrepresented and

urged the Community School Board to appoint the black candidate on

the following three criteria:

(1) He was fully conversant with the district's needs,
being president of NAG (negro Action Group), and
the parent of 3 children in the public schools of
this district. It is important to point out that
only two of the CSB members have children in the
public schools in this district.

(2) He was top runner-up in the original school board
elections in March 1970. He polled 22 votes less
than the candidate who was elected 9th.

(3) He won the unanimous backing of the Black Caucus
Organization who supported him for the vacated
post.

In the official screening procedure set up by the C. makt-

recommendations for the vacant post, the President's Council of the

PTA gave 10 votes for the black candidate, 3 for a white, and 1 for

another white.

One wonld think that these events would influence the CSB to

appoint the black. Instead, they became deadlocked since only four

members on the CSB svpported him--the 3 Puerto Rican members and the

chairman--and the determination of this item necessitated a majority of

five votes. One week afterward, word was passed to the chairman that the
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appointment in return for a 3-point package deal which included the--

(1) announcement of a member's resignation as a member
of CSB #1, and the resulting vacancy on ,61e Board
at the same meeting.

(2) appointment of the resigned member to the $25,000
per annum job of Executive Assistant by the board
at the same meeting, and that

(3) the appointment of the resigned member be immediate
and unopposed.

This item on the agenda was entered as "plural vacancies", even

though only one vacancy was in the possession of the CSB. When ap-

proached, the chairman of the Community School Board's Personnel Com-

mittee refused to reveal names of the other candidates for the position

of Executive Assistant to the other foul' members of the CSB who were

making the inquiry. Not only did he refuse to say whether the resigned

was one of tentative candidates. However, in an '..xecutive session of

the Personnel Committee of the CSB, one day before the open meeting,

the chairman did reveal a list of 12 candidates for the job and one of

them was the resigned member whose candidacy was never discussed by

the CSB as a whole.

At a meeting on February 23, 1971, the CSB voted 5-3 for the

black's appointment, putting off for another date the appointment to

the post of executive assistant. lo date, however, the post is not

filled because the four recalcitrant CSB members are now unwilling to

sponsor the candidacy of the resigned member's for fear that his absence

would now make them the minority faction on the board. In the meantime,

the community waits.
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In District 30 in Queens, the community school board in District

30 effectively cut-off communication with the community when 24 out of

25 school PAs petitioned for a particular person to assume a seat on the

board vacated by a disqualification. District 27, also in Queens, also

does not involve the community in interviews of principals, except to

observe the proceedings.

3) Racial Schism

The unrepresentativeness of the boards create tense racial

conditions between the white boards in black school communities. This

_is true in Districts 17, 19, 27 and 29, among others.

In District 19 in Brooklyn with a combined school population of

88% black and Puerto Rican with only 2 members represented on the board,

the conflict between the board and community was not hidden. This ap-

parent disregard and loss of respect for the community school board was

evident during a recent board meeting where the board president asked

the community to submit resumes for a vacated position on the board.

To date, not one resume has been turned in.

In District 1, the election of a replacement for the CSB seat

vacated by one member who resigned in September, 1970 is a good example.

The byzantine plots and counterplots which characterized the procedure

of the CSB to fill this vacancy suggests a CSB which is hostile to

community sentiments and arrogant in its operation.

The main contender for this seat was black.

4) Active Disregard for the Boards by the Community

Community opposition to the boards has taken various forms

including disruptions at meetings and failure to cooperate with the
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boards. One of the most extreme cases indicative of this type of

tension occurred in an overwhelmingly white area in Brooklyn, District

22, where court action was instituted by parents against the board.

The district has had one suit in this area: the PA at PS 222

sued the CSB arguing that is was not legally consulted on the appoint-

ment of an acting principal for its school. The PA group contended

that it was presented with "the choice of one candidate" and asked that

the board be directed to remove the appointee until there has been

"meaning:u1 consultation." The State Supreme Court dismissed the case.

The attitude that characterizes half the CSB is expressed by its

chairman: It was "unwarranted to think we haven't considered parent

consultation. We tried to persuade the parents that consultation does

not mean a veto over our judgment."

5) Church Domination Participation

The final force that has been effective in preventing change has

been the church. District 30 is generally stalemated on all issues by

a powerful church bloc. District 26 in Queens allowed the Cath-lic rhurrk

to gain important influence and this influence has restrained all move-

ments towards parent involvement and reform in curriculum, personnel,

and budgetary management. In District 20, representatives of the

Catholic Church dominate and do things as they see fit. In addition to

these districts, the church has significant strength in Districts 21, 25

and 22 (where four members ran on a church slate causing a genuine com-

munity suspicion of the board). Moreover, in all of these boards, few

achievements would not have taken place under the old centralized sys-

tem, and the parents are not included in decision making.
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District 20, with a pupil population that is 79% white, elected

to its community school board in southwestern Brooklyn, nine white mem-

bers. This board, presiding over the largely Catholic areas of Bay

Ridge and parts of Bensonhurts, is run like a "tight ship" by Reverend

Michael French. District 20 does not suffer from a paucity of programs.

As power and control of the district remains firmly in the hands of the

church dominated board, there has been little initial change in the

administration of education.

District 14 includes Greenpoint, parts of Brooklyn--Fort Greene,

Williamsburgh, and Bedford-Stuyvesant. The pupil population is 63

percent black and 10 percent white. The CSB presently consists of

S whites, 1 Puerto Rican, 1 Cuban and 1 blsick.

The church has made itself felt in this district. Six CSR

members ran on the Catholic slate. Brother Lally is the president of

the board. Perhaps the most notable instance of the churdh's impact

occurred when the CSB passed a resolution supporting the adopt

the Lerner Bill to provide paront-stuutht aid for the education of

students in full time attendance in non-public elementary or secondary

schools. This step did not endear the board to those in attendance

as disruptions immediately followed which prohibited further

proceedings.

Exceptions

The one district that significantly had a rapport with the

community in making school policy was District 6 in the West Sidet

.perhaps the only really integrated community in New York City.
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District 6, located on the Upper West Side of Manhattan, unites a

white, middle class community (25% of the school's population) with a

black and Puerto Rican community (75% of the school's population in

this district). With the election of the only three members of the

black and Puerto Rican communities to the district board, this com-

munity school system, with its heavy white over representation, seemed

ripe for explosion. However, instead of that anticipated breakdown in

confidence between the community and the board, this community school

board, led by its president, has managed to gain the respect of the

comlnuniVY.

The paining of confidence for this board was in no small part

due to the multitude of curriculum programs presented in a twenty-

eight pne booklet, Tentative Planning: 1971-72 Federal and S-ate

Fuoded hvgrams. All of these programs were designed with the coopera-

tion and ,alp of strong parental advisory committees.

In matters of personnel, this board has shown its belief in

coMunitY participation by allowing primary interviews for principal

poSitioas to be done by the parents. The Parents Association of each

school interviews all candidates, and sends to the community school

boArd a list of three individuals they would be pleased to see as

principal. The community school board then selects one of these people.

To dates the community school board has gone along with all Parents'

,
Association recommendations, in black as well as white schools, and

bean able to give 'the available position to one of the three people

listed.

In the discussion of a Vermont Summer Camp, where the community

wanted to send 75 children for four weeks, the board wished to send only
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crisis to Vermont". Racial inuendos were bantered dbout and parents

felt they were being manipulated. Eventually, the board realizing the

determination of the community, changed their minds and sent the 75

children to Vermont.

Clearly, despite the forward thinking and community attitude of

this board, by its disproportionate make-up, it is incumbent on the

black and Puerto Rican parents to remain a highly effective pressure

force, and the board to keep up its strong policy of parental input into

the decision making process. With both sides following this pattern, it

will be easier to maintain peace and achieve educational success.

Com arison With Ex erimental Districts

These preliminary investigations of the Institute for Community

Studies of the role of the new boards vis-a-vis citizen participation

compares unfavorably with the three ill-fated pilot programs previously

incorporated--Ocean Hill-Brownsville, IS 201 and Two Bridges--which

sought community control. A recent three year study by the Institute

--Demonstration for Social Chur-reported a high degree of parent

participation in school policy in those districts.

The study noted that: "In addition to the formal mechanism of

elected boards, there were secondary participatory mechanisms insti-

tuted in the three demonstration districts. These included such features

as mandated open governing board meetings, school meetings, district

meetings and rallies; school committees; use of para-professionals who

functioned as a bridge to community; employment of community people in

special programs; use of schools as community centers; consultation with

the community; and the free access to district staff and school staff.
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Moreover, the governing boards often informally solicited the

opinion of the community on policy matters. In Two Bridges, the

governing board asked the school committee in PS 126 to help select a

principal. In the same district, parents were queried on their re-

actions to Title I programs. In Ocean Hill, Principal Louis Fuentes

sought community opinion and involvement in the installation of an

innovative bilingual program.

The districts sought more informal contact with the community.

In Ocean Hill-Brownsville, schools maintained family rooms for the

express use of parents. In IS 201, the district operated their

schools as a community cultural center, becoming the focus of leading

events in Harlem. Individual schools often ran open house to famil-

iarize parents with school happenings." (Marilyn Gittell et. al.,

7monstration for Social Change New York: Frederick Praeger, 1971

p. 10).

Moreover, the study showed that a sample survey of parental

attitudes toward the governing board in one district, Ocean Hill-

Brownsville, indicated that the parents had a feeling of making school

policy and a closeness to the governing board and staff.

"The results of the survey also show that theiparents had strong

feelings of efficacy in running the schools, as four-fifths of the

parents interviewed believed that they had more influence or about the

same amount in running the schools compared with a few years before the

creation of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville school district. Nearly three-

quarters of the parents thought that the schools were better or about

the same in that comparison. While the respondents felt that they had

a considerable amount of influence in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville school
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distri-...t, they wanted more.

The respondents in the survey seemed to have positive attitudes

towards local control in the district. In an overview of the job

assessment given school officials in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville ex-

periment, the parents assigned positive ratings of 75 percent to the

principals, 57 percent to the local governing board, 58 percent to the

unit administrator, and 50 percent to the Board of Education. In

general, the evaluation given to local leaders and teachers was higher

than for city-wide educational leaders. This survey also offers evi-

dence that the parents developed positive feelings toward school facil-

ities and the school environment." (Gittell, p. 65).
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PART TUO

SCHOOL POLICY

INTRODUCTION

The current debate in educational circles focuses on the ahilitir

of schools to affectively educate its clientele, incluOing an urban noor,

Traditional reformers are tonvinced that what troubles the schools concerns

faulty school policy. Public schools have not (and nerhans never have)

succesefully accomplished their mission because of varied r,oll.cy

malfunctions. What must be done, according to these reformers, is to

make policy fit the need.

On the other hand, one group of analysts seriously luestions

whether the public schools can overcome the social and home background

of pupils. Certainly, with the poor, they argue, the schoot cannot over-

come deprivation adequately. Tlire, one must first reform society,

specifically, eliminate povert,, :;cher critics, such as Ivan Mich,

contend that public schooling by its nature destroys the will to learn,

and counsel for the abolition of public schools. That extreme view

illustrates the widespread alienation schoolmen have recently exrerienced

concerning the ability to learn.

The bulk of the evidence tends to support the position of the

reformers intent on changing school policy. The largest educational

studies we have such as James Coleman's et al lulls,. of Educational

Opportunity --- indicate the potentials of imnroving educational opPor-

tunity through policy change. And educational achievement is the goal
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of schooling, and policy, merely the recipe.

There are winners and losers in the public schools. There are

those who will achieve whatever the circumstance, and those who can only

achieve under nurtured circumstances. And the educational principle we

have rediscovered is that various youngsters flourish under different

auspices and in different programs and different rates of develoPment.

This educational variety must.be accounted for in policy.

One glance at the educational failure in New York City schools

reveals the dysfunctional school policy. Approximately one tlard of all

New York City, pupils fail. 77.1y?

This review of school policy attempts to trace that failure as a

result of dysfunctional policy. It does net take into account social

class and family background; studies of the crippling effects of poverty

should complement policy studies to obtain a more balance picture.

Government must, therefore, legislate not only on educational policy but

on broader social concerns to improve the schools. But our main concern

is policy that has direct relationship to pupils.

We have examined four critical areas of school policy which, affect

public schools and.pupil achievement: 1) educational program; 2) perschneit

3) budget; 4) and school construction. Unfortunately, Islew York City has

mit Witnessed:a euccessful schOol policy in those key areas, partly due

'to the lack of a clear and coherent educational Philosothy, and partly

due to the inability to change. A great measure of thnt inadequacy mist

lie with a bulky and hesitant school structure which, by its unaccountable

nature, undermines the design and implementation of school Policy.

That distribution of policy power has placed authority almost solely

in the hands of school professionals. Those, who as a group, are least

motivated to sweepingly change school policy administer it. Consequently,

80
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groups who most want change have been unable to obtain it. Thus,

many school reformers advocated revamping the structure through

decentralizatibn and community control.

This summary perceives school policy to account for educational

failure. Many studies over the years have repeated this same criticism.

In the matter of governance and structure, Marilyn Cittell's Partici-

pants and Participation, David Rogers 110 Illiarton St., and the %Indy

panel (Mayor's Advisory Panel on Decentralization of the New York City

Schools' Reconnection for Learning) recommend decentralization and

community control. These studies summarize the findings of thirty years

of recommendations from a study by the Women's City Club to William

Jansen's studies in the 1940's.

Similarly, studies of personnel practices, student policy, con-

struction and budget over the years have severely criticized policy and

its effect. The thrust of the recommendations of these studies has been

to revitalize the policy process so that there will, in the long run, be

fewer losers and more winners in the public schools.

81
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Educational policy in the New York City school system poses a

paradoxical problem for serious educational analysts. On the one hand,

there can be no doubt that the greatest educational variety is insti-

tuted in New York City schools. Nearly every educational approach and

curriculum finally gets tried in the school system. On the other hand

there can also be little doubt that zhe New York City schools are failinr

their clients, particularly an u n pnor.

Fully one third of New York City public school Pupils are one

or more years behind in reading compared with national norms. The re-

sults of the latest tests .in 1970 show that number to be edging towards

40%. Only one third of New York MO school students go on to colleee

compared to nearly half of those high school students nationally who

enter college. The dropout rate of Black and Puerto Rican students is

over 50 percent. Approximately 14,000 pupils were suspended in 1971.

This dismal record is not limited to a Black and Puerto Rican Poor,

who, admittedly are least served by the school system. A stimi* by the

Institute for Community Studies showed that students in thirteen pre-

dominantly White Brooklyn high schools performing poorly. (Carol A.

Wielk, White Academic Failure in Brooklyn High Schools Community, Feb.

1970. The study found that: 1) In three schools over 50% of the White

students in the June 1969 graduating class did not qualify for academic

diploma; 2) In four schools more than one third of the White students

in the same class did not qualify for academic diplomat 3) In the

remaining six predominantly White high schools iu Brooklyn at leait

20% of the whole students in each graduating class did not qualify for
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academic diplomas.

Another study by the Snecial Task Force of the Citizens romm

ittee for children of New York in 1970 corroborated the Tnstitute rennrt.

The Task Force report continued:

Of the 65,203 students admitted into high sc"oul in June of 19,

18.8% did not complete their junior year, 39.57 did not cornlete their

senior year. Only 60% finished high school and were rvTanted 4iinloras.

63.4% of the 1968 class either transferred or dronned r of se nol or

received diplomas which certified them as being able to enter cmlleee.

These figures on achievement are corroborated hv nther statistics

on teacher and pupil absences indicating the serious mal,fm+ge off the

school system. Of all major cities New York had the lowest nunil attendance

(83% and steadily dropping). In 1930-1, the attendance rate was (12.17

and in 1965-6 it was 87%. One school, Boys High, had a 517 figure of

attendance. And a recent Board of Education study cited in the Feb. 1,

1970 New York Times reported teacher absenteeism as having increased by

50% in the previous three school years.

Yet, New York City is renowned for the scone of diverse educational

programs instituted in its various schools. It has a progressive educa-

tional policy concerning both ctirriculum and pupils in the last few years.

One can see an open integrated classroom, a Montessori classroom, a

school without walls, a Bereiter-Engleman schools, the latest bi-lineual

classroom, talking typewriters and computerized education, a More

Effective school. in short, nearly every new educational idea has been

instituted in New York Citr.

Mbreaver, the New York City public school system has been of a

pioneer in adopting rules pertaining to student rights. In the last
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year, New York has drafted a bill of student rights attemPting to

beneficially affect public policy. One seasoned educational observer

credits the school system with high marks for its far reaching ability

to absorb new trends and methods; the New York City bureau of

curriculum, according to this observer, is considered as one of the

top agencies nationally attracting highly qualified professionals.

The major difficulty in affecting educational policy that will

improve the lot of New York City pupils has been implementation. Critics

contend that more enterprising educational innovations are implemented

on an experimental and piecemeal basis. One can find exciting educa-

tional ventures in scattered classrooms; little effort is made to trans-

late these successful recipes into programs that might effect substantial

numbers of students. This, in the eyes of many erttics, was the case

under the old system prior to the creation of comnunity school boards

whereby cducational policy was determined by professionals and trickled

down to a school level. Since then the Community School Boards with

their limited powers over curriculum and pupil policy have been unable

to counter the previous trend due to lack of time and experience. Tn

some schools in some districts, of course, the boards can claim

individual efforts of a high caliber.

A more notorious aspect of the failure of education, under the

old system policy is lack of implementation. This was succinctlf

documented by David Rogers in his study 110 Livingston Street regarding

the lay board's Adoption of open enrollment -- permitting Black pupils

to attend any school of their choice. The board had laudably adopted a

program to better integrate the schools, In practice, Rogers notes,

open enrollment failed simply because the field sunerintendents and
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principles disregarded board directives and failed to notify Mack and

Puerto Rican parents in their school communities of this nrogram.

Rogers observed:

Flooded with so many dtrectives from so many

bureaus, angry at haw little headquarters knows

about local conditions, and frustrated by the red

tape, many field personnel of the New York City

schools concluded that headquarters could

usually be disregarded. This was not lust a

minority view held by a few rebellious field

officials, but was part of their shared outlook,

and one was a deviant if he did not follow it.

(p. 299)

The School Decentralization Law diffused educational nolicv

responsibility to the community boards. The community boards could

establish policy concerning curriculum, textbooka.and evaluation with

the approval of central headquarters (the Chancellor), provided also that

these programs meet standards set by the Chancellor; and with the ex-

ception of special policies adopted by the central board affecting all

districts. In two instances the central board mandated a Black history

program and narcotics education program in all the districts.

Few of the community boards were able to sufficiently muster

significant energy to implement innovative educational Programs, one

notable exception was the community board in District 6 which Prenared

an education design of some 70 proposed educational nrograms including

open integrated day, urban and ethnic studies, bi-lingual programs in

Spanish and Greek and a host of improved reading prolects. Other areas
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such as District 1.8's board instituted a few nrograms such as the

Block School which is a variant of the onen classroom for pre-schoolers.

Nevertheless, no pattern is emerging so that the community school board

patchwork of educational innovation resembles that under the central

board before the creation of community school boards under the 1969

state act. Some educational pioneer programs have been continued

year after year without ostensible signs of nroductivity. rnr examrle,

the More Effective School Program, initiated by the teacher's union and

implemented some seven years ago, nrovided saturation teacher and

special services for ghetto children. This program - hailed as an

educational Panacea - has failed to live un to its exnectations. Pre-

liminary studies have not shown substantial gains in nunil achievement.

With some 17,000 pupils the MES Program -- the most widely known and

expensive project in the country for noor children -- was not a ranacea.

The latest evaluation in 1971 by the Pyschological Cornoration observed

a program that greatly enhanced the pupil's image in terms of understand-

ing in confidence and learning desire, but did not Produce academic

gains. Still the MES program continues.

Yet study after study has emphasized the need for innovative pro-

grams which would reach a sizeable segment of the student ponulation. A

report on student unrest partially disclosed last summer in the New York

Times (but not officially released) emohasized the malor need for a

variety of new educational programs to reach "non-motivated and bored

students" and that these approaches be sufficiently broad since

curriculum innovations and special offerings reach too small a Per-

centage of the school pooulation." This study, commissioned by the

Chancellor, interestingly enough, was conducted not by narents or student
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representatives but by authority figures -- representatives of the

Council of Supervisory Associations the United Federation of Teachers,

and the Police Department. They reported on the widespread student

unrest in the high schools of the past few years where half the hiph

schools had to seek additional nolice help. A major cause of the

disruptions was the failure of the high schools to offer "viable

programs for a large segment of the student population." (New York

Times, Aug. 2, 1971, De 32).

One notable lack of educational policy under the old system wag

the absence of a policy role for either narents or students in determin

ing curriculum. A study by Marilyn Gittell in 1965 published as

Participants and Participation observed no participatory role for the

clientele in making educational policy, rather that policy was fashioned

by the central headquarters staff.

Under the new community system, little has changed. The

community has little voice in determining policy. In those districts

where there is a significant educational output, however, such as in

District 6, the curriculum was designed with the cooperation and strong

hel0 of parental advisory committees. There has been almost no student

involvement in the creation of educational policy.

Significantly, the new Chancellor has made as ton oriority items

in his administration implementation of decentralization and his attack

to change personnel policy rather than curricula advances. Chancellor

Harvey Scribnei has.promoted minor ventures at this time -- a school with

out walls, an auxiliary high school and the like -- but no malor educa

tional thrust. His staff are engaged in the study nhase with a Study

and Implementation program that theoretically gives the central Board of

Education a blueprint for future action.
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pupil Policy

Neither has their been a dramatic change in pupil policy under

the new decentralized system. This is especially true in such critical

educational areas as tracking (ability grouping) and suspension and

dropouts.

Tracking or ability grouping has long been deplored, oarticularly

by civil rights groups, as being both educationally unsound and racist.

Under homogenous grouping, children are grouped beginning with the

second grade on the basis of ability to read. This has a deleterious

effect on late bloomers who soon realize that they are "slow" and

expected to be under achievers. By the third or fourth grade puicils

are assigned to "intellectually gifted" classes based on "high ability"

and slow learners are relegated to "low-ability" classes, classes for

children with retarded mental development and schools for socially

maladjusted children.

Most schools in New York City track pupils. Their rationale is

the teacher teaches more effectively by limiting the range of student

abilities in each class. The student is assigned in his first year to

an official class bearing two numbers, grade number followed by a second

number indicating the group with the grade. Teachers and most Parents

and students regard the second number as indicating whether the class

is "bright", "normal" or "slow". Student's "ability" in the first

grade includes standardized test results, the teacher's estimate of the

student s ability, emotional health, social maturity, and the student's

age and physical health.

By the second grade, however, reading as measured by the

Metropolitan Reading Tests becomes the main basis for "homogenous
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grouping". During the rest of his elementary school career the child,

for the most part, is grouped into classes which have a range of

reading test scores of two years or less.

In the spring of his last year in elementary school the student's

'articulation card' is forwarded to the Junior High School which he will

attend. This card gives the standardized reading and math test results

of each student plus assessments of the student's emotional maturity

and information on any academic or behavioral problems he may have.

Articulation cards are the basis on which the placement of A child in

a particular group in Junior High School is made. The bright students

may be placed in a SPE (Special Progress Enrichment) class or an SP

class (an accelerated class compresoing three years into two). In both

SP and SPE classes the children may be given an opportunity to learn a

foreign language. Behavioral problems are assigned to smaller non-graded

classes with names like "Special Guidance".

Students in Junior High School are grouped as in elementary

school. They use different classrooms.as they change sublects during the

day, but these students tend to travel as a single class, changing rooms

as a unit.

In High School the student is theoretically permitted to Choose

between five basic types of programs offered: general, vocational,

commercial, technical, and academic (college »reparation). The general

diploma is regarded by most employers as useless. Theoretically the

student's record in Junior High School is no banner to entering the

academic track. However, each high school can set its own criteria for

admittance to the academic Program. In most high schools students who

fail to have a junior high school diploma or who are two years behind in
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reading are not admitted to the academic nrogram. moreover, changing

from a lower to a higher track in high school is extremely difficult,

requiring extensive remedial work and, in general, is not encouraged

by the high schools. Unfortunately, the Roard of Education does not

explain differences in type of degrees.

It can be readily seen why teachers, on first reaction, would

prefer homogeneous grouping. Tracked pupils require less effort in

teaching. Perhaps that is why the teachers union in New vork City,

The United Federation of Teachers, has contractually Promulgated a

tracked policy. The recent union contract, for examPle reads:

d. In order to make certain that teachers are

not frozen into pcsitions which are relatimelv

easy or difficult, the following Procedures

should be adopted in making class assignments

(other than special assignments, such as PTT,

IGC) on a particular grade level:

(1) On each grade level, classes should be

divided into two categories, "difficult" and

"less difficult", in terms of reading achieve-

ment. In general, a teacher who has been assigned

to a class in the one category for a period of

one year should be assigned to the other

category for the next year. Teachers who have

serVed in a school for one year or longer should

receive assignments for the next school year

before June 15th.

Yet, tracking is both legally and educationally unsound. A recent
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report on tracking in a sixth grade ICC class in the Two Bridges

district score the racial imnacations. ... of annroximate1v twenty

five students, eight were Chinese, one was Black, two were Puerto

Rican, and fourteen were White. Tn the lowest grout, of the same grade,

there were roughly ten Chinese, three Black, six Puerto Pican and one

White student. This is not to suggest any conscious discrimination

against minorities. Tt does say that however the system works, children

in the lower tracks tend to be dispronortionately from minority Rrouns:

that the basis for the assignment to these grouns is dubious". (Mildred

Byrum et al. "Tracking and Homogeneous Grouping", Pub. 1969).

Legally, tracking has been condemned. In a landmark decision

in Federal court in 1967, Hobson v. Hansen, Judge J. Skellev vright

ordered the District of Columbia to halt its practice of trackinR nunils.

This system, Wright declared violated equal protection under the consti

tution. That decision was affirmed on appeal, Smuch v. Hobson, 1969.

Educationally, a study by Harvard Psychologist Robert Rosenthal

and school principal, Lenore Jacobson, nOted the crucial imnortance of

teacher attitudes in pupil performance. These researchersdtscovered

that teacher expectations of pupil performance nlays a large role in

determining that performance. Their experiments with controlled prouns

led them to the conclusion that "change in teacher expectation can lead

to improved intellectual performa4ce". (Robert Rosenthal and Lenore

Jacobson, aralion in the Classroom, New York Holt, Reinhart & Winston,

1968, p. 181). The tracking system irreparably influences teacher

expectation.

Moreover, evidence is accumulating to show that heteropeneous

grouping -- mixing "ability" and racial and socioeconomically different
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students -- increases achievement levels. This seems to be true not

only for the typical White middle class student but for the Black

lower class pupil. One such experiment in heterogeneous grouping in

New York's upper West Side -- Balanced Class Project -- recorded

dramatic results. Balanced classes were organized in a series of eight

schools in the first, second and third grades with school Populations of

approximately 505 White and 50% Black and Spanish speaking children. The

study encompassed one year between October 1967 and April 1968 when

reading tests were administered.

The results showed significant improvement of both White and minority

children. /t seriously questions their fears that "high ability" children

will dateriorate in their school work. In the second grade, the balanced

class students gained nearly a year or morerilmost up to grade level. The

bi-lingual balanced class reading scores rose from 1.7 to 2.5 whereas the

average traced second grade pupils registered a 1.9; Black balanced class

students reading scores increased from 21. to 2.8 as compared to traced

Black students score of 1.8; White increased from 207 to 4.1, way above

the expected grade level norm of 2.7.

The scores wtre equally impressive for the third grade. Bi-lingual

emerage in the balanced classes was 3.7 right on the expected norm as

compared to 2.4 for two non-balanced classes in the district; Black

scores wore 3.4 as compared to 2.5 for non-balanced; and the White score

was 5.2.

One component of the balanced class project was a formal Parental

role in the project. Parents took part in parent-teacher social work-

shops whereby Spanish speaking Black and White parents met on a continuing

basis with teachers to discuss common goals. Children visited different

homes in attempts to break down ethnic and racial suspicions and
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hostility.

An obvious conclusion on the teacher's role in heteroRenous was

drawn; teaching children of varying "abilities" and backgrounds means

more work. "In short, the effort required of teachers", the renort

sites, "is much greater in Balanced Classes but the results also seem

=chatter. (enphasis added) (A. Ballard, Balanced Class Report,

unpub. 1968, p. 18).

There are other sound educational reasons why tracking, in nractice,

is abominable. Many Spanish speaking pupils for whom English is a second

languea often are grouped with pupils with severe emotional or behavioral

problems because of their reading scores. Moreover, the level of edu-

cational content varies too greatly between the "fast" and "slow" learners

rather than the pace of teaching the same materials. And, teachers with

the beat qualifications and the most experience are Riven the best classes

and those with the least experience the slowest classes only to be ro-

tated on a union contractual basis of difficult and less difficult each

year. The net result is that pupils who start out in a low group remain

in that tracked group.

Under the old centralized system, trackiug was official policy. For

example, a 1966 circular issued by the Board of Education for district

superintendents and principals stated: "For purposes of prover classifica-

tion and placement in grade one, teachers and supervisors should make every

effort to identify intellectually gifted children by the end of kinder-

garten year. The ju4ment of teachets and supervisors should be the basis

of such identification".

Officially, the Central Board now disavows tracking gith re:meet

to the Intellectually Gifted Classes in the elementary schools, the Board

program has been decentralized with Authority to determine, whether to have

an IGC program is up to the districts. The Board has abolished the central
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office in charge of IGC. This is true also of the sr nrograms on the

Junior High School level. Nonetheless, in pactice, tracking for the most

part persists and the snecial classes remain since the community boards

have maintained the status quo.

as2snsions

Both the central and community school boards have lagged in re-

forming the suspension procedures. The low status of parent and child

in the school system is more evident in the suspension Process. Ghetto

parents have long suffered the stigma of "disruptive" children. Signifi-

cantly, during the existence of Ocean Hill-Brownsville and I.R. 201, the

Governing Boards and staffs of these demonstration districts were able

to eliminate suspensions. However, teachers and 'principals in the New

York City school system, still rely unduly on the suspension mechanism

to maintain control.

According to General Circular No. 16, issued April 18, 1966 by the

Superintendent of Schools, a susnension is considered a "guidance conference

for the purpose of providing an opportunity for parents, teachers, counselors,

supervisors, et al to plan educationally for the benefit of the child".

Attorneys'sre specifically prohibited from representing the Parent or child.

The circular stresses the therapeutic nature of the suspension hearing.

The circumstances of suspension were investigated by the Community

Service Society, a philanthropic social service agency, because of its

work with the disadvantaged, the main victims of suspension. CSS under.-

took an exhaustive analysis of the records of suspension cases in Dis-

trict 5 for the year 1968-69. The group found that even in a district

which used the suspension policy sparingly, the child and parent were

abused. All the arrangements were made for the convenience of the

717
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teacher and principal. Though professionals took preat care to-lahpl the

hearing therapeutic, this actually was euphemism. No evidence WAS nre-

sented to support the rationale of suspension from the child's noint of

view. The history and background of the child were often missing from

the record. There were no educational provisions made for the child

during the period of suspension. And, if the child was truly disturbed,

there were inadequate services that might help him overcome his nroblems.

As a result of its study, CSS recommended "the right of third nartT

representation on the part of the child and parent". A Immr earlier,

Judge Constance Baker Motley ruled that a student had a right to

counsel at such hearings "which put into jeopardy the mincrr's liberty

and right to attend public school". However:4 this decision was overruled by

the Court of Appeals upon suit by the Board of Education.

In 1969, the State Legislature enacted a new susrension law

granting the right to counsel in suspensions of more than five days

(superintendent's). The right to cross examine witnesses was given in all

suspension cases. This policy change was imposed on the Board of

Education as a result of pressure from a new group - the parents of Tlhite

middle class students who were previously immune from susnension.

Political suspensions had broken the class and color barriers. During

the school year, 1968-69, student rebels were suspended in great numbers.

The High School Principals' Association objected vigorously to

this new legislation claiming that it turned a paidance conference into

an adversary hearing. .Association spokesmen warned that the new law

would create chaos out of the schools. Six months later, a circular

was issued by the superintendent to principals listing the new rights

of parents and students but stressing "the responsibility of the district
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determine the time needed as well as the procedures to be followed

within the framework of the law and the circular".

Despite the circular's reassurances that Principals and

superintendents remained in 6ontrol, the new law was perceived as a

threat. A study by NYCLU of 13,000 suspensions, in years 1968-69

showed that 12,800 students had no legal help and that most, if not all,

of these suspensions were unlawful. In the school year, 1969-7n (nrioT

to the new suspension policy), there were 12,661 principal suspensions.

The redliction in suspensions was accompanied by a rise in "benchines"

and "exclusions", which Ira Glasser, Director of the New York Civil

Liberties Union, termed illegal. In a letter to the then 8oard

president, Joseph Monserrat, Glasser stated: "It is not human error

I am seeing; it is willful disobedience. The principals I have had

contact with who have violated by-laws and policies of the Board, have

not done so out of ignorance or error. What I am complaining about is

not the occasional mistake, but rather a systematic violation of the

Board's own laws".

Glasser also pointed out the injustice,of havine the nrincinal

sit as both judge and jury. The nrinciral's word is accented rro forma.

Glasser cites a case which was investigated by "superintendent Broyn

who didn't even hear opposing testtmony because he hannened to know the

principal and had confidence in his statement". Glasser sueeest

amending the laws to include the use of independent hearing examiners

such as provided for teachers in the recent United Federations of

Teachers contract. But the real thrust of the efforts of the Civil

Liberties Union is to achieve full constitutional rights for students.

So flagrant are the abuses of suspensions, that narents have

96
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formed lay advocate services in each borough to inform rarents and

students of their rights. One such service is the Oueens Lay Advocate

Service started a year ago by Mrs. Miriam Thompson, and organized with

the support of Thelma Miller of the York College Center for Community

Education. Parents who volunteer for this service are trained by

lawyers on the legal rights and avenues of redress for susnended students

and their parents. In its first year, the Oueens service handled 200

cases. One of these bordered on the inane, twolving a "lost" child

who was not on any school revister for six months. The Oueens service

has helped get attorneys for arrested students ancimmt with local police

to develop more humane guidelines. According to Mrs. Thompson, work-

ing with suspended students has brought the service into contact with

students and parents who have other complaints such as inequitable

tracking.

New board policy was initiated on suspensions in two areas:

1) on June 24, 1970 the new suspension policy was promulgated and

2) on November 5, 1970 a suspension appeal procedure was adonted.

The new suspension policy entails notifying parents of a nuPil

suspension by certified letter; a principal conference for all but high

school pupils Who have a community superintendent hearing; the right of

parents to have at least two additional persons includinR a lawyer; and

a hearing which must be held within five days; the right to cross examine

and bring witnesses; the superintendent decides on action whether to

return, transfer or refer for pupils. Appeals can be made to the

community superintendent and then to Comarunity Boards for primary students

and directly to the boards for High School students.

The lay Board of'Edudation and its pvofesaional staff at 110

Livingston Street are resisting grievance machinery for parents and
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students. In the past two years, three new programq have been

formulated in response to student and parents demands: the creation

of consultative councils in the high schools; new procedural riphts

in .suspension cases; and creation of a Parent Complaint Board,

currently under consideration. An examination of.the.first two

polities and of the prospects for change in the third yields little

hopm, for reform. Parents and students. _remain in an essentially weak

position.

The idea for consultative councils originated with.the pro-

fessional staff. In the spring of. 1969, the Acting Superintendent of

Schools, Nathan Brown, issued guidelines for the .establishment of

committees in each high school to consist of parents, students and

faculty. This .tentative step, was. taken :(Administrative.rhetoric stated

"the need for opening lines of communication to a greater degree.than they

had been in the pag.tn. 13.ecause :the, high schools of the city were seething

with student discontent. pften :eruptingAnto, riots.

.E4ucation interest groups such..as. the. Public EducationAssociation

andthe. Citizens.Committee forChildren,enthusiastically:received the

superintendent'splane: Inaddition., they urged that. .the high .school

committees include representatifrOm,the community-, the university,

business and 1,41?or. subsequencIT,.. Board. upon Tecommendation, of the

superintendent,: .adopted. aTesolution,,mandatingthatin.."eachAligh, school

therebe:establighed consultatiyeCouncilconsisting-of.representatives

from the. parents.' Association, student bodyl.the Professional. .staff,

communityschool. boards and_others 1:o advise. OnH"alLmatters,

affecting'curriculumaboye theminimum:requirementsanders.tAte.an&city

statutesvthe initiationianct approval:. of:innovative:vrogramsi student
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rights and responsibilities, school discipline and other annronriate

areas of the high school prominale. This resolution seemed to confront

student unremt.

The Education Association acted as watchdop on the

implementation of this new policy. A PEA High School Field Team visited

selected schools from October, 1969 through May, 1970 and interviewed

faculty, students and parents. 'PEA has issued a nropress renort scorinp

the consultative councils as; being inaffective. Few students use them

since they are dominated by prtncinals. Students are outnumbered by

adults, and, in ehe likelihood an alliance develops between students

and parents, the principal wields veto power. There is no appeal

machinery. Principals hesitate to make new policy without smnort from

central headquarters. The High School Field Team also observed that

representation on the council does not reflect a spectrum of community

groups. Parent representatives are recruited from the parent associations.

Those parents who have become disillusioned with parent associations -

and there are many as evidenced by the small turnout at PA meetings - are

not on the council. Students on the council too, are usually from the

docile Student General Organization. Student dissenters organize out-

side of the council and the organized ignore it. ..Thus, 'the-consultative

councils, contrary to their promising agenda, are reinforcing fhe

authoritative structure of the Mei schools..

The Board of Education considered another proposal a Parent

Complaint Board, authored by one of its own members, Seymour Lachman.

The PCB attempts to advance parent -rights by tightening up procedural

loopholes (such as making records accessible to parent0) and providing,

for independent hearing examiners. However, parents remain in a weak

position ViSaViS teachers and administrators because the powers of

9
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the PCB, accordt.T :42 the proposal, would be merely advisory. As with

the consultat±ve t_uncils, no enforcement machinery is provided. The

plan allows far complaints in three kinds of cases: IIIcorporal punish-

ment, racial anit?nr religious defamation and racial and/or religious

discrimination' lIcthing substantively new emerges from this proposal

since students ame Already protected by law against such abuses. And

the difficulty tmlcumenting the subtle institutional racism of which

minority groups =_Jmulain was brought out in the testimony before Judge

Rivers in the case of the "Ocean Hill-Brawnsville nineteen".

A frequen= complaint of ghetto parents is that teachers aren't

teaching. Under present arrangements, when a child or parent has a

complaint, he goes to the principal in the elementary school, and to

t he guidance counselor in the junior and senior high school. Fach tells

the parent and child that the child must learn to adjust to difficult

situations. The Parent Complaint leaves intact the present arrangement

of teachers and p ipals which are not accountable to anyone but them-

selves. These arrangements are contracted by the United Federation of

Teachers and therouncil of Supervizory Associat&ons.

So far, tine clients served by the educational bureaucracy have

been severely shortchanged. Under decentralization, Community School

Boards do not have the power to make new policy in the critical areas

of student and parent rights. Only strong pressure from organized

parent groups can force the Central Board to give up any of its vvver.

Despite a Tleasonable formal policy on student rights, the

central board of admeation has failed to implement this Policy in a

satisfactory fashion. One educational observer has characterized

Chancellor Harvey letibner's student rights policy as being "low

priority". "Thia is the same type of action we would exPect from a
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traditionalist from within the Board of Education hierarchy, "she

said", and not from a supposed education innovator brought from outside".

The New York Civil Liberties Union which had worked cooneratively

with the Interim Board in preparing a code for student rights scores the

enforcement of student rights provisions. According to Diane Divoky,

head of the NYCLU Student Rights project, the New York school system

is a pioneer in student rights program. The NYCLU points out, however,

in their massively distributed handbook on student rights (200,000

copies have been distributed and they are in a third printing) that the

EYC school board is not giving away anything. Nearly all of the rights

of a student - length of hair, to distribute literature - were won in

cases before the courts of the land. The central board in sending out

a circular on rights and responsibilities for High School students

publicized these decisions and principles.

The NYCLU finds that the new administrative machinery to handle

student rights cases is simply not working. The main fault, the NNTLU

finds, is that the central board refuses to take a position on enforc-

ing the administrative machinery. The NYCLU finds itself handling as

many cases as before, some 400 last year with three times more inquiries

and 78 court cases.

The NYCLU finds that deadlines and time limits are not adhered

to. One incident at Bushwick High School is a case in point. The

principal censorship of the school newspaner and radio station where-

upon the students, many politically conservative, resigned. However,

the matter was not adjudicated through the board administrative

machinery until late June when the parties had graduated.

There is no doubtljudging by the rhetoric of Chancellor Scribner's

speeches, that he is not unaware of the high school studenes plight in
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terms of alienation. Yet the central board's actions on various

cases such as cutting of class revealed little of this official under-

standing. As a result of the torturous time lag in the administrative

cases, the NYCLU by-passed the board machinery and began to bring cases

directly to the courts.

Moreover, the NYCLU has scored the central board for failing to

enforce "98%" of cases. Principals disregard the Board's directives and

are not held accountable for their actions. As a result, the NYCLU was

forced to initiate court action against the central board regarding their

prohibition against students to distribute the NYCLU student right handi-

book. In June, 1971 a court stipulation resolved the matter in favor nf

the NYCLU with the first provision stating that:

"The Board of Education hereby agrees to take all stens necessary

including appropriate disciplinary action against school officials to

enforce Circular 104, statement of student rights in all city high

schools."

Consequently, the central staff IA empowered to enforce violations

of student rights perpetrated by professional school staffs. It is

indicative of the dysfunction of school policy that the. impetus for

student rights and its enforcement has been from without the system.

The CommunitY B ards and Curriculum

Most CSB members interviewed referred in some way, to the

educational failure of the eitY's public schools. They seem to agree

with the Bundy Report that "the true measure of a structure of formal

education is its effect on individual children": (in Marilyn Gittell

and Alan Revesi, The Politics Of 'Urban Efteation, Praeger. 1969, nil 264). They

are dismayed by low test scores and high dropout rates and are agreed that

drastic remedial action is needed. A few blame this situation on
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problems unique to disadvantaged communities. Many more, however,

tend to stress the school system's responsibility to educate its

clientele. And expectedly, they attribute considerable blame to

certain school professionals, namely, teachers who cannot teach.

Criticism has also been directed against what is held to he,

an old-fashioned and irrelevant curriculum. The great importance of

curriculum suggests that the CSB ought to "have the freedom to melee

changes in educational approaches, instructional materials, and

educational objectives in order for school programs to be more closely

related to the experiences of their students." This does not mean that

the CSB" should discard all the traditional Practices but that the

community schools should have the power to modify and reconstruct the

curriculum where necessary to improve its effectiveness and to strenethen

its contribution to the self-worth and"dignity of students" CRenry M.

Levin ed., Community Contr.ol of Schools (Brookings tnstitut.ton, 1970,

p. 260).

The decentralization law stipulates that the CSBs will determine

matters relating to the instruction of students and will select text-

books and instructional materials sub ect to the antroval of the

Chancellor. The law required further that the CSBs submit annual re-

ports on the educational effectiveness of the districts' schools and

programs.

What have the CSBs actually have been able toaccomplish in the

area of curriculum? Lack of acttvity, in this area, for example, con-

stitutes one of the greatest disappointments for members of CSB 22. They

indicate that they are just now beginning to consider the evaluation of

old programs and the adoption of new ones. As is true of the many die-

tricts which have done little or nothing in the area of cUrriculump this
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CSB emphasizes that it has had to develop procedures and "feel its

wav" before it could exert itself with any confidence in such a new

and uncharted domain.

A soon to be published study by the Institute of the demonstra-

tion districts suggests, as District 22 indicates, that a lack of

educational goals can be responsible for ineffective programs as much

as is a CSBs need to feel its aay (Marilyn Gittell et. al., Demonstra-

tion for Social Change (N.Y.: Praeger, 1971). In fact, the inability

of the CSBs to deal with the issue of educational goals, to grope for

a coherent philosophy of education, is probably their basic failure in

this regard.

Most districts have at least continued some old programs which

are experimental and innovative. Special rAading and math nrograms,

educational assistants to aid underachievers, after-school study

centers, etc. have usually been carried over. The More Effective 5chools

program put forth by the UFT is perhaps the most notable such nrogram

even though it seems to be losing enthusiasm in several districts. The

UFT reports, for example, that six districts have eliminated nine MPS's

and eight districts have voted to cut funds for eleven MES's. The

budgetary situation has obviously had a negative imnact on this proeram.

Several districts, however., have developed new innovative nro-

grams. District 6 is one such example. The CSB, in its booklet,

Tentative Planning: 197172 Federal and State Funded Programs, has

outlined a multitude of curriculum programs of which the following were

adopted and implemented:

1. Orientation and Ad ustment of the New Arrivals in the School

Community., This program will attempt to foster image-buildina for
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Elementary and High School children so as to enable then to view

education as a process beginning in Kindergarten and ending in

Graduate or some other Professional or Technical school.

2. Bio-Medical Careers for Teens and Pre-Teens. This rro-

gram is geared to provide an exposure to career opportunities; to

remove the fear of science and technical subjects by facilitating out-

of-school association with experts who now work in those fields.

3. 1122.1atranajkoom. The experience room provides a multi-

media approach to Language AriSA instruction which cuts across grade

lines and provides for the individual expression of their unique exoer-

ience.

District 16 has also developed some new programs. Perhaps

its most innovative program is the Parent Program Assistant assigned to

Health Related Services. The purpose of this program "is to raise the

level of success for child)...en by detecting or identifying impediments

caused by health problems and alerting the school doctor and/or nurse

in an attempt to remove such defects" (A Guide to State and Federally

,Funded Programs in District 16.2. p. 7). This district has also initiated

a program of apperceptive training for inner.-city children, suorortive

training f, inexperienced teachers and the like. Five other districts

have developed programs ,imilar to these. Besides this, several dis-

tricts are experimenting with the open corridor conceot, which aims for

individualized instruction as much as possible.

We noted that the law requires that the CSBs submit annual re-

ports on the educational effectiveness of their orograms. This means

that some form of evaluation of curriculum has been necessary. All rro-

posale for evaluation of funded programs must be submitted to the

Chancellor for final approval and such proposals must be voted on by
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city board at their public meeting. District 14 in Brooklyn worked out

an interesting program which included both parent and community

evaluators. The primary concerns were with reading and writing and

math. For every teacher in a class there were four Paraprofessionals

and one tutor in each comolex for the summer program. There was a train-

ing period of one hour a day for the paraprofessionals and teachers. A

total of some 1,500 community people were emoloyed. Besides this, the

Institute for Educational Development was hired as a consultant; the

IED in turn hired eight or nine community people to work as an evalua-

tion team to be supervised by trained evaluators. The Community people

actually went into the schools each day; the teacher to be evaluated

would not know when the team would be visiting. Most of those involved

with this program were agreed that it was successful.

One of the major af!complishmenta of such a program was bringing

teacher a. into contact witik community people. District 14's program of

community evaluation serves to recognize the community's right to

scrutinize this process. It did so in a way which indicated that the

demand for public influence n curriculum matters does not mean a re-

jection of professionalism.

Very few evaluation programs, however, have sought to involve the

community in such a fashion. Many CSBs seem to have a deep seated

suspicion of community involvement in this area and tend to defer to

the expertise of the professionals. For example, many people in District

28 did not know the CSB had submitted an evaluation proPosal for their CEC

program. Upon learning of the proposal, parents managed to push through

an amendment to include the training and use of parent evaluators to

assist the evaluation team, '(The Advocate, queens lay, Advocate Service,
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Spring 1971), vol. 3, No. 2, p. 5). The evaluation of certain CPC

programs in District 16 includes the community in no way in the nrocesm.

Nor do most evaluation programs.

This is not to say that these programs are useless. They An

surely, inform the public of what is going on in the schools (at least to

a certain extent). A problem, is that you have professionals reviewing

professionals. Their backgrounds are often eimilar as are their views.

This means that they may lack perspectives which community people have.

Besides losing in this sense, the evaluation proposal and result may often

be couched in professiohal jargon minimizing its use to the Public. For

example, District 16's proposal includes the following: "A snectally

prepared and field-tested self-image scale will be administered on a ore-

post basis and the significance of the difference determined by candler's

A test for correlated means." To the average layman this means nothing.

It is one thing to evaluate a program and another to usethe

evaluations effectively. For example, in District 5 a few innovative

programs have been developed in the area of curriculum. A day care nro-

gram and multi-media programs were considered as quite successful. Several

parents lobbied for these programs. However, they were angered in the

coming year. The community superintendent, when asked what he would

like to see in that district's curriculum, responds that he is satisfied if

the minimum required program can tie met. o the fact that annual reports

on educational effectiveness are required by the city bOard does not

mean that they will be heeded. It would seem that inclusion of the

community in more aspects of the evaluation proceeis might faciliate

this feedback. Some public pressure, it least, would exist in favor of

using theevaluations effectively.

The successes of the CSBs in curriculum probably has something
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to do with the participation the CSBs have allowed with respect to

its determination. There does seem to be a correlation between the

more innovative districts in terms of curriculum programs and the dis-

tricts which permit the parents to participate most in determining

them. There seems to be only one or two exceptions to this general-

ization.

Several districts have developed new programs which are financed

by state and federal funds. This funding may explain in part the

relatively greater achievements of the CSBs in the area of curriculwm.

There is, for example, with respect to Title 1 funding, at any rate,

room for local initiative which does not exist in the case of general tax

levy programs. Although the State Department of Education evaluates

these proposed programs and the Chancellor must approve the form of the

proposal, it is still true that both parents and the Ms can draw un

proposals and have them submitted to the District Title 1 Coordinator,

who generally seems to possess greater independence and insight and

responsiveness than those who inhabit the Bureau of curriculum Research

at School Headquarters. It may be that the outside funding assured

there would be no threat to the central agency and other local districts

and was therefore an area in which local discretion could be easily

granted.

There has been, secondly, a court case in this area. The State

Supreme Court ruled that District 3's CSB had the right to make decisions

locally about the use of federal funds that are allocated to Poverty areas..

The law, it was reasoned, turned over selection of Title 1 programs to

the CSBs, with federal and state guidelines.

A third possible reason for the relattvely better performance
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of the CSBs in the area of curriculum than in personnel and budget can

be gleaned from their resPonses to a recent interview. Mien asked

whether they had conflicts with the city board in the areas of personnel

and budget only two responded in the negative. Curriculum, however, was

mentioned in an area of conflict by less than ten percent of the re-

spondents.

Nevertheless, one must be guarded in seeing one vattern of

curriculum development. The CSBs seem to have some power in the area of

specially funded programs. But such programs are used to supplemont, not

replace, the regular school program with additional education services.

Considering the educational failure of our schools, one asks whether this

approach is sufficiently extensive. A large part of the failure probably

stems from the poor basic curriculum.

The CSBs have done nothing to restructure the basic curriculum.

What stops them from changing it? Three factors are responsible. First,

recall that the decentralization law stipulates that the CSBs trill determine

matters relating to the instruction of students and will select textbooks

and instructional materials subject to the approval of the Chancellor.

This provision potentially limits the CSBs in the area of educational

policy.

Second, it was suggested that a clear and distinct educational

philosophy is requisite to changing the curriculum. Few if any of the

CSBs exhibit such educational goals. They have not in fact mished for

significant changes in matters relating to fhe instruction of students.

Third, a major shift in educational policy might well challenge

the vested interests of the central bureaucracy which relate to its

control over curriculum. The discretion granted the CSEs in the area of
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specially funded programs does not challenge these interests as would

local initiatives with respect to the basic curriculum. The discretion

granted the CSBs in the area of specially funded programs does not

challenge these interests as would local initiatives with respect to

the basic curriculum. To say this does not entail that the central

board has been doing much in curriculum -- indeed, their lack of creativity

is a commonplace. Nonetheless, producing and maintaining an uncreative

and ineffective curriculum, involves power, and there is no reason to

believe its present holders are likely to delegate it to the Ms willinply.
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II. PERSONNEL POLICY AND PRACTICES

Perhaps, the most important ingredient in educational policy con-

earns personnel. In recent years, studies have shown the imPortance of

teacher attitudes in terms cf pupil achievement (Robert Rosenthal and

Lenore Jacobson, asvalioa in the Classroom, New York: Holt, Rinehart.

and Winston, 1968). Teachers have been described as having the onvortunitv

"to enable the individual student to make a personal resPonse to his

environment." (C.H. Bowers in Education and Social Policy: Local Con-

trol of Education, eds. C.H. Bowers, Tan Housego and Doris Dike, New York:

Random House, 1970, p. 11). Most educators concede that the overall

educational level and the tone and climate of the schools depends on

principals. "Building principals participate in, and affect, decisions

about every single aspect of education at the local level." (Dale Mann,

Administrator/Community/School Reltltullps in New York State. Final re-

port for the New York State Commission on the Quality, Cost and Financinp

of Elementary and Secondary Education, August 1971 p. 34). Fred Hechinfter,

educational critiC of the Nev'York Tin,13, compared the job of the school

principal to that of a ship's captain. David Rogers in his study of the

New York school system admitted tliat he spent more time investigating

personnel than almost anything else about the school bureaucracy,

111 5
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The Old System

The rIcr'iciencies of the New York City School personnel syststem

have prompted_ studies by city commissions, universities, civic associa-

tions, and the Board of Education for twenty five years. The need for

reforming personnel practices and procedures in New York City Schools

was identified early.

The areas of greatest concern to social scientists studying the

schools system have been:

The Recruitment and Selection Procedure

Inservice Training and Supervision

The Promotion and Examination Process

The Procedure for Evaluation of Personnel

The Inbred Nature of the Entire Personnel System

In an extensive study of the New York City schools GeorFe Strayer

and Louis Yavner in 1951 found supervision in the schools to be poor,

guaranteeing tenure to almost all teachers as a matter of course rather

than competence. They conclueded: "Any view that an examining board

exists primarily to keep out of the system incompetent persons who might

have obtained employment under a political spoils system is several

decades behind modern thinking in public personnel administration."

(George Strayer and Louis Yavner; Administratilte Maria efterit of the School

of New York cipE New York, Mayor's Committee on Management Survey,

October, 1951, Volume II, pp. 766-67.)

Strayer and Yavner felt that supervisory personnel should have the

authority to control their own schools, to assess community needs, and to

organize, administer, and supervise their schools in order to meet those
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needs. They should be Riven ample latitude in formulating and

implementing in-service training programs and workshoos for their

teachers, using local talent or specialists.

In 1960, Wallace Sayre and Herbert Kaufman determined in their

study that the Board of Education had little say in personnel matters be-

cause "the controls issued from Albany in state law and rules developed

largely under the influence of the lf;saders of the teachers' organization

bind the discretion of the Board to procedures and policies the leaders

of the teachers prefer. If they cannot move the Board to take all the

action the teachers want, they can achieve their alternative goal; the

Board is immobilized in any effort to move in directions the leaders of

the teachers strongly resist." (Wallace Sayre and Herbert Kaufman,

Governing New York City: Politics in the Metropolis New York: W.W.

Norton & Company, 1960 p. 425).

A study by Daniel Griffiths, et al in 1963, recommended a

comprehensive study of the role of the Board of Examiners that would

focus on the validity of the testing Procedures, the tests themselves,

and the outcome of the testing. (Teacher Mobilit in New York City: A

Stud Of Rec uitment Selection Appointment and Promotion of Teachers in

the New York City Public Schools, New York: New York University School

of Education, Center for School Services and Off Campus Courses, 1963.)

In 19669 Dr. Griffiths and his research team at New York University up-

dated their study. They reported bureaucratic inefficiencies in recruit-

ment and promotion procedures, commented on the outmoded nature of the

examination system and on the favored position of insiders. They

recommended creation of an entirely new personnel system. (Daniel E.

Griffiths, et. al, A Report of Recommendations on the Recruitment,
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Selection, Appointment, and Promotion of Teachers in the NvC Public

Schools, Center for Field Research and Social Services, New York

University, 1966),

In 1966, Dr. Marilyn Gittell Director of nueens College's

Institute for Community Studies, examined five areas of educational

decision making in New York City for the Temporary Commission on City

Finance. The study later published under the title Particinants and

Partici ation: A Stud of School Polic in New York City, (New York:

Frederick A. Praeger, 1967) included sections on personnel Policy and

practices. This study revealed that "with the exception of two assistant

superintendents, who had experience in school systems outside 6f New

York City, the entire core supervisory groun was bred within the New

York City school system -- many as principals, almost all with long

experience at headquarters (Gittell, Do 11).

As a result of study of The New York City school system documenting

the failure of integration efforts, David Rogers found: "Most decision

makers and staff personnel in the New York City schools are trained as

teachers and supervisors, not as administrators. They might not be able

to make good decisions even if they had access to informational devices

that exist. Furthermore, interest in their careers ana their units

might lead them to neglect goals such as pupil achievement and desegrege

tion. Outside administrators, with no vested interest in the existing

structures, would benefit the system, even though they would have to win

over many.insiders to their ideas -- a very difficult and tedious task."

(David Rogers, 110 Livingston Street New York: Vintage Books, April 19690

p. 326).

In 1967, the Mayor's Advisory Panel on Decentralization of the New
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System for New York City, New York City, New York: Praeger, 1(167,

(better known as the Bundy Panel) called for broad discretionary newer

and authority for community school boards in the selection, recruitment,

assignment, and nromotion of professionals and nonnrofessionals.

Since 1967, it has been rising ghetto hostility towards teachers

and principals which has provided the major imnetus for changing the

system. In 1966, Preston Wilcox, community control theorist, conductefi

a series of workshops on the significant role of teachers in ghetto

schools. (Working Paner by Preston Wilcox: Teacher Attitudes and

Student Achievement, June 1966.) A study of ghetto tarents by the

Center for Urban Education in. 1967 concluded that they perceived

principals and teachers to be the key factors in the educational

performance of their children. They wanted powers to fire those teachers

and principals they deemed incompetent. The whole community control

movement beginning with the I.S. 201 boycott, stressed the need to

establish accountability of school professionals.

The I. S. 201 boycott in 1967 was the turning point. Within a

year more than a dozen parental boycotts in the ghettoes hinged on the

removal of a principal. As a result of pressure from parents in ghetto

areas, three experiments on local control were instituted in 1967 by the

Board of Education as demonstratipn districts. The experiments were

evaluated by the Institute for Community Studies over a three year period.

Participant observers reported that the one common complaint Public school

parents have against the schools were with school personnel; they wanted

to hold teachers and supervisors accountable.

The Institute's study of the three demonstration districts
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documents the frustration of local boards in recruiting Personnel. In

particular, the boards and administrators of Ocean Hill-Brownsville and

I. S. 201 believed that selection of their own versonnel was crucial to

the success of the experiment. (Marilyn Gittell et al, Demonstration vv._

Social Chan et New York, Frederick Praeger Inc., 1971). They were aware

that a majority of New York City supervisors were hostile to the intent

of the projects for fear of encroachment on their civil service status.

In desperation, they pressured the State Education Commissioner to grant

the creation of a new job category of "demonstration school principal"

which by-passed traditional city civil service procedures. qver the three

year course of the experiments, thirteen of the princirals were sclected

by the unit administrators and *Ile boards in Ocean Hill-Brownsville;

four of the eight principals in I. S. 201; and two of the six nrincinals

in Two Bridges. New York City, had for the.tirst time, via the demon-

stration districts, a substantial number of minority Personnel, including

the first Black superintendent, and Black, Puerte Rican, and Chinese

principals.

For most of the three years of the exeeriments, New York City

experienced a traumatic conflict over the community control issue, The

conflict reached into the state legislature which found it almost

impossible to resist the well organized and financed campaign of the MT.

Thus, in 1969, it enacted legislation which avoided transfer of substan-

tial power to the local communities.

On February 16, 1970, the New York City school system was

legislatively reorganized. Despite modifications, the legislation re-

tained'the city wide examination system, thoueh diluted in the case of

appointment of supervisory personnel, and maintained most teacher hiring
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as a central function. It provided for local hiring in dtstricts wheT-e

schools scored in the lowest 45% of reading achievement.

Frustrated by the state legislature's refusal to undermine the

power of the Board of Examiners, the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational

Fund filed a suit in federal court challenging the board's testing Pro-

cedures. The NAACP charged that central testing nrocedures wem

discriminatory and violated the New York State-constitution's require-

ment thal all public appointments be made on the basis of "merit and

fitness." The brief pointed to the small percentage of minority rersonnel

(compared to other cities) in a school system with a majority of dis-

advantaged students. See Table T.

In June 1970, the New York City Commission on Human Pights which

had been receiving complaints of discrimination began conducting

investigations into the school system's noor minority hiring record.

Finally, in November 1970, a major attack was launched on the

Board of Examiners by School Chancellor Harvey Scribner and Chairman of

the City Commission on Human Rights, Eleanor Holmes Norton. The

Commission widened its investigation and began to hold hearings on the

Interim Board's current methods of training, recruiting, selecting,

appointing,, and promoting teachers and supervislrs. (Equal Emnloyment

Opportunities and the New York Cit Public Schools, An Analysis and

RecommendatiOns Based on Public Hearings held January 25-29, 1971 by the

New York City Commission on Human Rights).

Teacher Selection and Recruitment

Testimony by Dr. Jay Greene of the Board of Examiners at the

City Commission Hearings, revealed little change in the process described
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TABLET

COMPARISON OF PERCENTAGE OF BLACK AND PUERTO RICAN PRiNCIPALS
TO WHITE PRINCIPALS IN THE FTVE LARGEST SCHOOL SYSTEMS TN TIM COUNTRY

Cat

Detroit
Philadelphia
Los Angeles
Chicago
New York

Total No. of 7 Black and
Princinals % Black % Puerto Rican Duarte Rican

281
267

1,012
479
862

16.7%
16.7%
8.0%
6.9%
1.3%

0
011410

1.7%
weOS OS MO

0.1%

16.77
16.77
9.77
6.97
1.47

Thus New York City has by far the lowest percentage of minority
representation. The next lovost city, Chicago, has almost five
times the percentage of minori'v rrincipals found in New York
City, and as the following t'lle shows there is a similar imbalance
of minority Assistant Principals:

Total No. of 7 Black and
(111 Asst. Principals % Black % Puerto Rican Puerto Rican

Detroit 360 24.7%
Philadelphia 225 37.0%
Los Angeles MIMED

Chicago 714 32.5%
New York 1,610 7.0%

Source: Chance et al

(SONY)

0.2%

0.2%

24.9%
37.0%

32.5%
7.2%

v Board of EducatiOn et al., 70 Civ. 4141
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by Griffiths in 1963 and 1966 regarding the selection and recruitment

of teachers. Ninety percent of the teachers in the New York City public

school system are trained for teaching in a New vork City College --

65% of them at one of the colleges of the City University (uP 5

percent in the last nine years.)

Upon completion of the education sequence, students are qualified

to teach according to state standards but not according to city standards.

"The only way one can be licensed to teach in the New Vork City school

system is to pass an examination. This is in contrast to the procedure

in other districts, urban and suburban, where the entrance doors for a

candidate consist only of state certification requirements and a Personal

interview," (Bundy Report, p. 45.)

At the classroom-teacher level there are two categories regular

and substitute. Regular teachers are those who have met all require-

ments and passed a regular teacher-licensing examination. Permanent

substitutes (as distinguished from per diem substitutes) only have full-

time continuous classroom responsibilities in one school. They are not

fully qualified and have not met all requirements but have passed a less

demanding substitute's examination. Since February 1969, the Board has

atopped issuing permanent Jubstitute licenses in response to pressure by

parents and the United Federation of Teachers. The teacher shortage was

over. The Board encouraged its substitutes to obtain a reRular teaching

license. In June, 1970, the Board announced plans to drop 200n full-time

substitutes.

The severest criticism of the substitute license is its elimination

of the requirement for student teaching. The student teac4a.ag emw.:1enc&

has been likened by educ...i.ors to the internship in medicine. Without it,
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teachers are not adequately prepared to teach. Despite New York City's

special examination requirements which have been justified by the need

for high standards, most regular teachers have entered elzystem as

substitutes.*

ItacheLiaalin

Testimony at hearings of the City Commission on Human Rights

also broughl nut criticisms of colleges and universities for "rushing

through" most teacher candidates whether or not they are competent in

subject matter. And on their part, officials from central headquarters

of the board testified that college records are not used by examiners.

Although each of the city colleges enjoys a relatively high

degree of autonomy, -- the typical teacher candidate receives a

baccalaureate degree which includes twenty four semester hours in the

professional study of education and a college supervised student teaching

xserience. Table II shows a sample of CUNY colleges and number of hours

of student teaching. As the table indicates, the education sequence has

remained the same for years. All schools offer student teaching in the

final year. For most prospective teachers this is their first professional

* The Griffith study (five years ago) indicated that one 'third of all

teaching po-itions were filled by substitutes. Wher the figures for all

positions were broken down, the primary route to high school teaching

was by substitute license. That figure has since declined to 12-157.
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contact with children. And student teaching assignments are in no

small measure based on travel convenience for both student and super-

visor. Teacher preparation is far removed from the classroom

experience especially in the urban school. As Dr. John Fisher,

president of Columbia Teachers College has observed: "...academic training,

though essentii-,10 is not sufficient. Understanding of the Peonle with

whom one works, understandinR of the situations from which those people

come, is at least equal in importance to possession of the traditional

typen of academic and systematized professional preParation." (Commission

Hearings, p. 21.)

Recently, City College introduced an experimental program which

minimizes traditional course work. Instead, students sPend most of

their time in the field working with children. Clearly, a root cause of

the problems of middle class teachers and poor students has been the

training and educational background of teachers. For years, the ghetto

schools have been understaffed largely because teachers who passed the

examination and were licensed to teach in the city simply did not want

to teach in the ghetto areas, and thus either refused assignments to

schools they regarded as difficult (Progress Report of Board of Examiners,

1962-630 pp. 2,3) or transferred from these schools as soon as possible.

In an earlier study, David Rogers had concluded: "The city celleges

have not only failed to play a role as change agents, they have actively

obstructed school reform by failing to revamp their teacher traininR

courses in light of the vast demographic and socio-economic changes in

the city in recent decades. They are almost as resPonsible Coz the

schools' failures as are board officials0 since they trained most of

these officials." (Rogers, p. 495).
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In-Service Training

In the Griffiths study, the majority of teachers nlanninv to

leave the school system complained of no orientation on tl,.eir first

assignment. This was deemed the most significant factor in causinv

bewilderment and job dissatisfaction. Griffiths found the role of the

Board of Education in orientation negligible. There was an absence of

in-service courses, and standardized information. Also, few pr-5, -ipals

played an active role in the professional development of teachers.

Because only twelve teachers from a staff of 60,000 had been dismissed

over a six year period there was little need for develoPinv accounta-

bility.

Now the UFT contract provides new teachers with a training pro-

gram during their first yean However, an evaluation of this provram

prepared for the State Education Department concluded that the provram

had little value. One of the evaluators, Dr. Shields testified that

the union mandates a two-hour-a-week workshop on Monday afternoons for

beginning teachers. He reported that this has been a total failure.

"It seems to have nothing to do with anything. I havpoken to new

teachers around the city about it, and mostly they try not to go. As

a matter of fact, many of them just stop going." (Hearings, p. 12).

Without financial remuneration, teachers find little incenttve to

participate in the after school training program.

Paraprofessionals

The only significant break in the closed personnel system has beer

the recruitment of paraprofessionals.

In the three demonstration 'istricts paraerofessionals were used
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extensively in the schools because they were "community people."

Principals, teachers and observers have commented on the commitment

of paraprofessionals,to working with ghetto children.

"Currently, some 15,000 paraprofessionals are employed in the

city in a variety of job titles, mostly as educational assistants.

The UFT, through its involvement in the paraprofessional Program, has

probably made its most significant contribution to eeuel employment

opportunity in this aspect of the school system. Gardner Atwell, head

of the Board of Education's Auxiliary Educational Career Unit, estimates

that 48% of the paraprofessionals are Black and 16% ore Puerto Rican.

Although many have been working in the schools for thtee years or more,

less than one third are enrolled in career developmetit nrograms in

local colleges. The career ladder designed for paraprofessionals Pre-

dicates progress on college course credits. Under current released time

provisions, it wia take, on the average, eight years of combined work

and study to acquire a Bachelor's Degree. To date, none except five

who had prior college credits, have achieved the Associate Arts Degree,

a level on the ladder providing a small pay increment, but no clear

enlargement of function. No provision has been made to evaluate or

accredit the years of experience and the skill acquiVed in in-school work,

except where college programs accord experience some weight in countinp

total credits." (Hearines, p. xxii).

Clearly, the paraprofessionals are a prime source from which te

enrich the teaching profession with increased minoritv Personnel of

demonstrated aptitude for teaching as a vocation. Yet, traditional

credentialing procedures make difficult their achievement of professional
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status.

Procedure for Evaluations

Teachers and supervisors generally undergo a three year pro-

bationary period. Recently the period has been extended to five years.

At the end of this period, tenure is granted, to satisfactory candidates.

The tenure process has been sharply attacked by educators, local boards,

sL, arintendents, principals and officials of the Board of Education be-

cause probationers are routinely gtven satisfactory ratings by their

supervisors and tenure is routinely granted. Thus, year after year

less than a dozen teachers, and generally few administrators are refused

tenure after their three year period of probation.

"Sor2 witnesses attributed the routineness of the process to the

impact of the Board of Examiners. According to them, the examination has

assumed such awesome proportions in the system that once a candidate

passes it there is a strong presumption that he has met the major

qualifications for a permanent eosition in the school system." (Rearings,

p. 17.)

The Examination System

For the past twenty years the rating of all teacher and surer-

visor candidates by the Board of Examiners has been a Point of con-

troversy. The practice has been both defended as the only practical

defense against political influerce or favoritism in professional.

appointments and has been attacked as irrelevant to competent on-the-

job performance and conducive to "inbreeding" of the staff. A significant

outcome of the 1/4. amination system and the reliance upon city college

personnel is the neglible amount of Black and Puerto Rican professionaia

in the NYC school system. Rogers has auggested one reason for this
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closed system: "If there is a New York City education establishment, it

includes top administrators and faculty in the city colleges as well as

board professionals. The links between fhe two are often puite close,

with city college neonle serving on examining boards in the schools."

(Rogers, n. 495.)

"Recruiters for the New York City school system cannot make

strong commitmenta to promising candidates since all annlicants must

be referred to the Boilrd of Examiners." (Bundy, n. 45).

Strong testimony from witnesses at the Hum_a Rights Commission

Hearings indicates that the system both discourages annlicants, and

lacks validity. For examnle9 Wendy Lehrman, a teacher at P. S. 87

in Manhattan, said: "I was told where to go for this coaching (given

by supervisors in the school system)...It was memorizing - they nave us

old answers and ..we were told that we mustn't stray from or challenRe

the status quo. There were certain answers to be exnected from us. 14e

weren't to use multisyllabic words or complex sentences..because we

might misspell them or do anything to increase the statistical chance of

error. We were given the key vocabulary in fad that year in order to

incorporate it into as many anseers as possible. I spent two weeks

memorizing meaningless phrases..It was apparent that T 4as neither

expected to be intellectually or morally committed to, or canable of

carrying out, any of the answers..I passed the examination and there

was no way they could tell whether I could communicate with children."

(Hearings, pp. 509 51.)

In a recent ki,tuey of high school principals, Arthur Vidich con-

cludes: "It obvioualy is .1e3t a system to encourage and reward the

innovative or the critical. This is not to say, however, that it does
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not select competent men. It is that competence is oriented almost

entirely toward mastering the tasks, definitions of Problems, and the

rhetoric of the established system. And the examination system Is of

course administered by men who are a product of it: the loard of

Examiners." (Arthur Vidich, and Charles W. Reynolds Hiph School

Principals Seminar, Final Report, U.S. Department of Health, Education and

Welfare, February 1969, p. 5.)

School Chancellor Harvey Scribner, testifyinR about the examination

process, called it..."antiquatedi outmoded, and inconsistent with both

contemporary educational requirements and the concept of de-entralized

schools." (Hearings, P. ii.) Most damaging was the testimony of

Dr. Theodore.Lang, Deputy Director of Personnel for the Board of

Education that the Board of Examiners operates without clear criteria

and remains the sole judge of content and performance. There are no

job descriptions to pass on to the Department of Personnel. And annoint-

ments are not challenged by the Chancellor.

j.222zewiszst22L

The new decentralization law opened a major new direction in the

old debate. It gave the Community School Boards the responsibility for

making supervisory appointments for the schools under their jurisdiction

and changed the function of the Board of Examiners in preliminary

screening.

In the first year of their existence the Community School Boards

have had to function in a system incompatible with the goals of

decentralization. Personnel practices under centralization were

buttressed by the United Federation of Teachers and the Council of
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Supervisory Associations. Just before the newly elected Community

Boards took office, all persons on the eligible list for elementary

school principal approved by the Central Board received amoointments

to the title and salary of elementary school principal (this was in

accordance with the law.) Former City Council President Francis X.

Smith had urged the Interim Board as "its first order of business to

find places for some fifty principals and assistant principals who are

wasted in routine chores." (New York Times, May 30, 1969, n. 25.)

The 106 individuals on the elementary school principal eligible

list who were automatically Appointed on March 31, 1970 were denominated

"auxiliary principals" have yet to be placed in elementary school

priticipal vacancies. (Most of these "auxiliary principals" are serving

as elementary school assistant principals or are stationed in Junior

High Schools.)

This circumstance offered the Community School Boards an

opportunity to experiment in the appointment of principals. In ehe

absence of an eligible list, Boards were able to select acting princi

pals who met state certification and had some experience or training.

This was the policy established by the Interim Board,

The Community School Board had an option of one of the following

four to fill a vacant elementary school principal position according to

an interpretation of the decentralization legislation -subsequent-court

decision and Board policy directives:

"1, appointing a principal who applies for transfer from
another school

2. appointing a person on the qualifying eligible list
for position of day and elementary sr.hool principal

3. appointing an "auxiliary principal"
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4, appointing an acting principal."

(John Timbers, "Appointment of Elementary School Principals," Manual

on the School Decentralization Law School System Prolect, New York

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, 1971, p. 1).

Although most of the Community School Boards continued to use

licensed personnel, a few Boards opted for the fourth alternative,

the acting principal, because this allowed them to circumvent the

New York City examinations and procedures. In those districts with

the poor educational outout, the Community School Boards perceived

personnel to be crucial to the learning process. For example, Dis-

tricts 9, 10, and 13 established more personnel committees than other

districts and hired more minority supervisors. Of a total of 108

acting principals appointed by Community School Boards, forty five are

minority.* Appointment of an acting principal as a device to cir-

cumvent an eligible list has also been used in DistriIt 5. The Council

of Supervisory Associations challenged the appointment of an acting

principal in court and lost. In one District 22, the acting princiPal was

selected to buy time so that the Board could look for a comPetent

principal for the vacated post.

The acting principal option answered the problem of putting a

man in charge who the community and the Community School Board thought

was the most competent. The community had more confidence in its own

judgment than the Board of Examiners.

We cannot overlook the fact that various persons having the duty

of selecting supervisory personnel, such as members of community school

boards, have stated in affidavits filed with the court that they have

often found that holders of licenses from the Board of Examiners do'not

*See Table III.
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TABLE ITT

PRINCIPALS APPOINTED BY COMMUNITY SCHOOL BOARDS SINCE (cEPT. 1970)

Acting Principals

Elementary
Day Jr, High Total

85 23 108

MINORITY PRINCTPALS APPOINTED BY COMMUNITY SCHOOL

Acting Principals

Source:

BOARDS SINCE (SEPT, 1970)

Elementary
Jr. Hifth Total

35 10 45

Director of Peraonnel of
Board of Education, New York City
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possess the ability to perform the duties of a sunervisory nosition

for which a candidate is sought. The result is that in order to

select qualified personnel it has been necessary to annoint unlicense4

candidates on an acting basis. (See testimony of Peter 3. Strauss

and others, Chance and Mercado v Board of Education).

Even though acting principals were judged and selected by the

Community School Board to fill the nosition of princinal some of the

minority group principals felt they were discriminated against by the

Board of Examiners. They could not receive their full licenses. In

addition, the new flexibility of appointment was to be terminated with

the promulgation of a new elementary school principals list.

In District 3, the Community School Board challenged the Board of

Examiners in court on behalf of Acting Principal Louis Mercado.

Mercado refused to take the principal's examination on the ground that

it was discriminatory. He was joined in the suit 1)7 Boston Chance, an

acting principal in a Harlem school, who had failed e nrincital's

examination.

A considerable jolt was given to the Board of examiners when Judge

C. J. Mansfield, who presided over the case, ruled in favor of Acting

Principals Chance and Mercado. ,

The plaintiffs had argued; "Rere it not fo- New. York City's

special examination and licensing procedure, plaintiffs Chance and

Mercado would have been certified by the state for the position, and

both are specially trained to be principals, having graduated from a

year-long Fordham University Instructional Administrators and

Principals Internship Program in Urban Education." (Chance, et al,

vs. Board of Education et al, 70 civ. 4141 CSD, New York, n. 3.) Judge
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Mansfield concluded that the evidence reveals that "the examinations

prepared and administered by the Board of Examiners for the licensing

of supervisory personnelo such as Principals and Assistant Princinals,

have the de facto effect of discriminating significantly.and sub-

1.3.3.1.../sttjassit. and Puerto Rican attliscants." (P. 20)

Subsequently Judge Mansfield charged the Board of Examiners

"to consider an overhaul that will not onl eliminate racial dis-

crimination but lead to procedusts.tticaallzaneadaptable to the

CommunitLatoljautritzpe of administration. (Chance, et al, vs.

Board of Education et al, p. 22).

A temporary restraining order is presently in effect which forbids

the Board of Examiners from promulgating any new eligible lists until

new performance based criteria are developed. However, based on con-

clusions of Judge Mansfield, the feasibility of the Board of Examiners

developing an examination with predictive validity is doubtful.

Mansfield conclusion regarding criterion for principal suggested that

such attribute would not be determined through written examination.

Chancellor Scribner recently (Oct. 6, 1971) suggested using state

accreditation as the criterion for licensing and the interim Board hAs

since approved this proposal. State licensing already provides an

initial screening of candidates on their education ard experiellee,

and the decentralization law now requires the thirty one Community

School Boards to develop their own fair and objective procedures for

selecting'from among those on a qualifying list the particular candidate

who will best fill a vacancy.

The recent budget cuts have revealed tlia interim Boards' commitment

to a narrow interpretation of the UFT Contract and Civil Service
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requirements. Personnel released from headquarters nositions in the

last few months have been assigned to local districts indiscriminately.

According to Dr. Sidney Rosenberg, Director of Personnel at the Boarci

of Education, these people are being bumped. The plan is to bum

them according to seniority. If a district doesn't want them, the

district office may abolish a position and they will be sent to another

district.

Lack of control of budget and personnel is also hampering those

districts with schools in the lowest 45 percentile of reading. Accord-

ing to the law they are entitled to recruit teachers directly. The

Department of Perdonnel has received names for approval by Community

School Boards. According to a senior staff person in that department

these applicants cannot be approved because either they have never taken

the National Teachers Examination or failed to submit transcripts of

college courses attesting to eligibility. Only about 100 are qualified

for appointment by central Personnel Department Standards, but onlv

if there are vacancies. If the intention of the legislation was to

loosen personnel recruitment and give community boards greater discretion

it has not secceeded in achieving those results. Little has changed

under the 1969 legislation.

The Mansfield decision has, however, provided a significant

challenge to the state legislature for reforming personnel practices in

the next session. The decision establishes that sound criteria for

select fan of principals is unlikely to be translated into written and

validated test form. Current lists can no longer be used by the Board

for placement and state accreditation has been established by the

Chancellor and the Interim Board as acceptable procedure. It would seem

especially appropriate now for the legislature to finally come to grins

133
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with the issue and abolish the Board of Examiners and encourage use

of state standards to regulate city personnel practices. These state

standards can be effectively supplemented by Community School Board

regulations.

Although the Mansfield decision refers only to supervisory per-

sonnel, its argument can also be used as the basis of recommendation of

the written examination procedures for selec`ion of teachers. Joining

the commitment to widening the discretion of local boards in teacher

selection to the accepted limited value of the examination procedure, the

argument for accepting state teacher accreditation standards in N.Y.C. is

increasingly convincing. With the teadher shprtage at an end, the time

is opportune to reform teacher training and selection procedures.

The Community Boards and Personnel

Most CSB members interviewed identified personnel as one of the

most important issues. Their judgment affirms the projection of several

of the analysts of decentralization, that "the effectiveness of the

local school board in changing the schools will depend to a great extent

on the cooperation and proficiency of the school staff in carrying out

such changes" (Henry M. Levin, ed., Community Control of Schools [Brook-

ings Institution, 1970.], 289). One can argue, furthermore, that "if

the local district is bound by existing personnel practices (that is,

central examination and assignment of staff). .it will not have

broadened its own power base in the vital area of control over jobs"

(Marilyn Gittel, "The Balance of Power and the Community School" in

Levin, 119).

The experience of the demonstration districts underscores the

importance of the area of personnel. The board members here viewed

it as most important, and acted on it immediately, challenging

134
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established practice.). Many predicted (and/or feared) that the new

decentralized districts would confront the system on personnel.

The Decentralization Law and Personnel

The lsw provided for two hiring and assignment processes: a

basic method which applies uniformly to teaching and supervisory per-

sonnel and an alternate method which applies only to teachers and which

community boards may employ only under certain circumstances.

According to the basic method, all candidates hired will have

to meet minimum education and experience requirements (not less than

state certification requirements) established by the Chancellor. All

candidates, except those for the position of Chancellor, executive

deputy, deputy and assistant superintendent, must be examined and

placed on eligible lists by the Board of Examiners.

The Board of Examiners is continued in substantially its

traditional role except for a few minor adjustments. Although the

Chancellor may serve as a member of the Board of Examiners, he can

never be chosen as chairman under the new rotating ehairmanship system.

Ranking is continued for the filling of teacher vacancies, though it

is abolished for supervisory positions.

The bill stipulates that the Chancellor will appoint and assign

from appropriate eligible lists all teachers for community school districts.

The alternate method may be used by community boards any time,

between October 1 and May 1 any year to obtain personnel for the follow-

ing September for any school which is ranked in the bottom 45% of a

citywide reading test given annually by the Chancellor.

This method may also be used by a community school board at

any time to fill a teaching position when there are no names on an

eligible list. This authority, however, is subject to four conditions

which must be met by the appointee--state certification requirements;

1R5
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attainment of a place on an eligibility list or passed an equivalent

qualifying examination; pas3ed the National Teachers Exam within the

past four years at a pass mark required of teachers during the prior

year in the five largest cities using this test as a qualification

Summarx_of the 1969 School Decentralization Law for New York City)._

The primary role of the community school board is purportedly

policy formulation and one important indicator of a district policy

orientation and its attitude to the community is reflected in the

choosing of its superintendent.

Under the decentralization law, community school boards are em-

powered to employ a District Superintendent for the district upon such terms

and conditions as the Board shall determine, subject to the existing law.

Not very many districts exercised this power to appoint new dis-

trict superintendents; only eight CSB districts (3, 5, 6, 10, 15, 18,

23 and 30) did so and two are in the process of doing so (22 and 28).

There has been general agreement on the part of those who have studied

the school system over the years that the selection of supervisory

staff is primary.

No single decision of the school board approaches in importance

the selection and appointment of the person who will serve as chief

executive officer of the school system. "If the superintendent is a

person in whom the board has confidence, the board has a reasonable

chance of fulfilling its responsibilities. If he is not such a person,

there is almost no way in which a board can function effectively,"

(Public Education Association). Selecting a Superintendent. A

Handbook for Communit School Boards. (Introduction p. 1).

Most districts require that final selection of the district
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superintendent be made at an open meeting. In this respect; Article TV,

Section 3 of Community School Board 13 By-Laws is at once, instructive and

exemplary. "The Community Superintendent shall be elected at an coen

meeting of the Board, at which he must receive the votes of a malority

of the whole number of the members of the board, taken by roll call."

The character and educational philosophy of the District Suner-

intendents has been a major factor in determining the direction of the

district. Relationships between the community boards and their suner-

intendent are of considerable importance.

One method of strengthening relations between the District %Per-

intendant and the community is spelled out in the By-Laws e many school

districts. The district superintendent is required to attend all Public

meetings and speak on all matters presented before the Board. At these

meetings the audience is encouraged to question the District Sunerintendent

on any matter concerning schools in the district. This procedure is

intended to give the community an opportunity to deal directly with the

superintendent and hold him accountable to the district's residents. At

the same time the superintendent's feedback from some CSBs have requested

principals to be available at public meetings as well. Parental corn.

plaints range from ignorance of certain meetings which have not been

adequately circularized to bomb scares in buildings which were never

vacated.

Most CSBs have not deviated from central guidelines in the area of

principal selection -- they have consistently hired Principals who have

their licenses, who have passed their exams.

The legal requirements have produced considerable difficulty for

137
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the CS13s. For example, in District 9, many members pf the community

prefer that the school board appoint two popular acting principals,

who are Black, as regular princinals, but the board cannot do so be-

cause the two do not have their regular principal's licenses.

Some districts, however, have sought to gain power in th2 area of

perE^nnel by hiring sacting, principals. Doing so enables them to by-pass

the civil service requirements for principals. The table indicates

those districts which have been active in this area.

A direct clash between Community School Board 21 and the Central

Board was avoided by the recent Mansfield decision. Prior to this decree,

it had been unofficial board policy, that assistant princiPals be allowed

to serve for one year only as acting principal. Faced with severe budget

cuts, Community School Board 21 decided tu continue some individuals in

acting positions past the one year limitation. Interviewed nrior to the

Mansfield decisicn, Community School Board 21 felt that

some action against nral policy would be net, inary.

This decision was reached when Mercado and Chance challenged the

central board. Mr. Mercado was an acting principal who refused to take

the principals' exam on the grounds that it was discriminatory. The re-

sult was a victory for Mercado. As a result, the central board extended

the tenure of acting principals until 1972 pending study of the implica.iu

tions of the Mansfield decision. The court order bans apnointments.from

new lists.

Most districts have hired some acting principals or assistant

principals. The motivation for CSB's doing so does not always seem to be

to challenge the central board or to gain more power in personnel or
ft.:
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budget. It is sometimes simply an expediential move--it gives the CSB

time to find someone who meets central requirements, yet is accentable

to their own situation. It is also a way to hire more minority group

persons who were not on eligible lists.

One last factor concerning the deployment of supervisory personnel

by the CSBs deserves attention. Such personnel are entitled through

their contracts to periodic.leaves. Furthermore, some surervisory

people are assigned to headquarters although they are paid from local

district budgets. Both factors combine to severely curtail the CSB's

deployment of personnel, since they cannot use these lines for other nur-

poses. The same applies to teachers--they also are entitled to sabbatical

leave after fourteen years of service. Because this leave does not often

amount to a whole school term, the CSB's are hard pressed to find teachers

willing to serve for the time of the leave and then have to make way for

the regular teacher's return.

State law abolishes tenure for supervisory personnel; ranking is

abolished for supervisory positions, This translates into a rower re-

source for the CSBs. As we have seen, however, other constr.& ovelace

to curtail the CSB's deployment of supervisory personnel. Nor have most

districts challenged these limitations.

Teacher Selection

Perhaps one of the most important constraints on the CSBs one

mentioned by many members, stems from the union contract, over which

local boards have no control. Local districts are denied a wide area

of policy-making powers (in the areas of salary, fringe benefits, and

utilization of staff) -- they are bound by a contract they have no role

in decision making. A significant shift in power to the local community

would require a shift in negotiating contracts from the city board to
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the CSB. A major feature of the Bundy plan was the negotiation of

supplementary contracts by local district boards.

Most CSBs have granted tenure to teachers uniformly. Ry State

law, anybody who has been satisfactorily emnloyed as a regularly annointed

teacher for five years receives permanent appointment. By State law,

also, credit of up to three years towards permanent status may be vived

for satisfactory substitute service, so that where a teacher has been

satisfactorily employed as a substitute for two years, only one year of

regular explrience is necessary.

New York City differs from the rest of the State in that, else

where a teacher may be discharged without a hearing during probationary

service, whereas in New York City, Section 105A of the ByLaws of the

Board of education requires at least on one interpretation that a two

bationer be given a hearing. The probationer's hearing is before ihe

Chancellor or his designated contAttee; the tenored teacher's hearing is

before a trial examiner appointed by the Community Board.

In the schools the principals generally evaluate the serVices of

all staff members, be they substitutes, probationers or taured personnel,

since all are rated annually. These annual ratings are submitted to the

district superintendent. For probationary teachers the princinals are

generally required to submit reports of their observations of the teachers

at work to the superintendent. If a teacher does not receive a U rating,

he can expect to be granted permanent appointment automatically.

The district superintendent recommends permanent tenure; the CSB

grants it. A teacher who receives permanent tenure is given a Certificate

of Permanent Appointment signed by the chairman, the CSB and the district

superintendent.

It is not standard procedure that the CSBs must grant tenure so
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uniformly. A few teachers have been suspended--but very few. Tn

District 14, for instance, three teachers were denied tenure, pendine

the investigation of charges against them, District 4 refused tenure to

two probationary leaders. The dictrict also discontinued the services

of another prooationary teacher (PS 107) because of her excessive

lateness. According to the Bureau of Teacher Record, this teacher was

late eighty six times In one school year, 19694970. Such instances of

exertion by the CSBs however, are infrequent.

Why has this situation developed? An excerpt from District 15's

minutesis explanatory:

The Community School Board has run into a problem in the

1........acrerantii, which should never have occurred. We,

are governed by rules, contracts, laws, regulations. When

we proceeded to investigate tenure in the district, we

requested the names of people cold.ng up for tenure. We

were given twenty fivl names. We sent letters to principals

asking for reports and opinions on these teachers. Last

week, we were given a new list, containing seventy five names,

Rating should be submitted sixty days before tenure date. lb

Nr. Kaplan stated that as President of the Community School

Board, he would accept responsibility for the acts of others.

He further said that "HE HAD BEEN HAD" by the system. He had

not been forewarned by principals, (who had an obligation to

send this information in advance) and feels that unfair

advantage was taken by the administrators.

Although this CSB and others faced with such situations have learned

from them, there are still limits on their power.

District 14's CSB, for example, granted tenure to a number of

teachers who served a probationary period of one and one half years and
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supervisors who had served a probationary period of one year. The (AA

was sued and the court decided that the board did not have l'ower to re-

duce the probationary period provided for by the central board by-laws.

A few CSBs, however, have attempted to be as indenendent of

central constraints as possible. With respect to the UFT contract, the

CSB in District 4 has taken legal action challenging the constituttonality

of the UFT cons.ract excessing rules provision with regard to teathers,

because those excessing rules result in de facto discrimination amone

teaching staff.

The CSB offered the following explanation:

"The implementation of the excessing rules of the UFT

contract, in the light of the recent budget eut, will

certainly result in the loss of a significant number of

minority group persons employed in teaching positions"

!neeting agenda for CSB 4).

There are, even now in the district befere the cutting of staff,

few Blacks and Puerto Ricans employed as teachers. If teachers are

fired on the basis of "last hired, first fired"--which the excessing

rules require--then it is conceivable that a district with 90% minority

children could wind up with clove to no minority personnel.

Trouble is probably forthcoming in District 13 as well. Tf lay*

offs are necessary because of the budget cuts, this CSD is considerine

the criterion of performance rather than seniority. This will undoubtedlv

cause considerable flak with the UFT.

Most districts are faced with teacher layoffs because of the budget

cuts. The problem is urgent because the extent of the cut, are not known.

Thus the local districts cannot even decide who to keep. Many teachers are
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/eft not knowing whether they have a position.

Another district has taken the initiative with respect to

special personnel. In District 9, in the Bronx, guidance counselors

were assigned to the district without the knowledge of the community

school board. Board members complained because none of them could

communicate in the Spanish language. 43% of the children in the dis-

trict are of Puerto Rican heritage and another 4% are of other Spanish

speaking heritage. Said one member: "A large number of the rarcnts

of our children cannot communicate in the English language and many

of the children in our district do not speak English. Row can a

counselor advise or give guidance to.children and parents when he can-

not understand them or they the counselor?"

Accordingly, CSB 9 sued the central board and won its case. A

good number of its guidance counselors will thus have to be bilingual.

A similar situation is developing in District 8. At the public

meeting of July 14, it was brought to the attentiou of all TIT A...At that

two guidance teachers were assigned to the District. The consensus of

these present was that they were not needed. The CSB, after listening to

the community indicated that it would take steps to have them removed.

Some CSBs have shown discontent with the need to hire from the

eligible lists. For example, CSB 26 has searched carefully for bilingnal

educators and has shown its skepticism of the eligible lists nravided

the Board of Examiners. Members of the CSB feel the district will have

numerous problems with the central educational bureaucracy in the futtwe

as they move sere and more from the acceped procedures to acquire the

people they feel the district needs.

There is also the alternate method of hiring. "Based on the ciO.wwide
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reading tests, 320 schools, mostly in Black and Puerto Rican

communities, are eligible (to hire under the alternate method):

(this figure includes) twenty four schools in Ocean Hill-Brownsville,

twenty three in Bedford-Stuyvesant, twenty seven in Central Harlem, four

in East Harlem, nine in the Bronx, and several on the Upper West Side of

Manhattan. Oliver Gibson, special assistant to the Community Superin-

tendent in District 12, South Bronx, explains: 'Barring any hankr-panky

from the United Federation of Teachers, at least 120 teachers will be

hired in the Fall.' The UFT, which supports the 3oard of Examiners is

not enthusiastic." (Community Information Bulletin, 7/71-1).

Dr. Sidney Rosenberg, the city's Assistant Superintendent for

Personnel, has indicated, however, that "we have about 750 approvals for

such persons from various districtshowever most of the- cannot be

approvad by this board because either they have never taken the National

Tea her Examination or failed to submit transcripts of college courses

attesting to eligibility. Only about 100 seem to be qualified for

appointment, but only, if there are vacancies. The entire situation is

very unclear--of approximately 100 NTEs out of 750, only a small fraction

may be appointed. If there are excess persons in various districts, they

may wipe out the number to be appointed."

One could argue that granting of this alternate hiring method to

local school.boards is of questionable benefit to children with low read-

ing scores because only those schools which rank in the lowest 45% in the

city would qualify although a far larger number of the city schools may

very well fall within the lowest 45% of a national averagea

Community Involvement in Selection of Personnel

The decentralization law, some allege, was intended to widen
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participation beyond the CSB to parents in each school. The PA or

PTA groups have generally been the major mechanisms through which this

participation takes place. Various and contradictory interpretations

of this requirement have been rendered.

Several CSBs use the rhetoric of "consultation" to define the

role of parents in a school. The case of District 22 is sugeestive in

this respect. It has had one suit in this area: the PA at Pg 222 sued

the CSB arguing that it vas not legally consulted on the appointment of

an acting principal for its school. The PA group contended that It WAS

presented with "the choice of one candidate" and asked that the board

be directed to remove the appointee until there has been "meanineful

consultation." It assumed it should have a role and pressured for a sav.

The State Supreme Court dismissed the case indicating that the law does

not require a parent role. The attitude that characterizes half the CgR

is expressed by its chairman: It was "unwarranted to think we haven't

considered parent consultation. We tried to persuade the parents that

consultation does not mean a veto over our judgment." The term "consulta-

tion" thus means different things to different people. The CSBs, however,

generally use it in such a way that meaningful participation by narent

groups is excluded.

The notion of a CSB as a kind of enlightened vanguard characterized

District 20. In hiring of personnel, while some board members in this

district claim the Parents' Associations have been involved in selectlons

of principals, parents claim there has been no change from the east

procedure of excluding parents.. In effect, the community seems to feel

it is cutoff. The CSB has argued that the PAs are not truly representa-

tivesat one school Puerto Rican parents are cut out of effective
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representation in the PA because, among other things, its officers do

not inform them of meetings and events--and therefore should be by-

passed in favor of selected parents. Thus parental "advisors" at some

consultations over the hiring of principals were not from the PA of the

school in question. In fact, the PA of that school was not notified or

asked to send a representative.

This counters the spirit of decentralization. Regardless of CIA

20's view that it must encompass the entire community viewnoint, in a

principal decision, the PA of that school appears to have a larger

stake than any other community group. The defense that the rAs are not

truly representative and therefore should be by-passed in favor of

selected parents is not validated by those minority group members at

public meetings. For if this move to get parents was a liberal move to

17-pass racist PAs, the open animosity that exists, between Black and

Ottarto Rican parents and the community board at the public meetings would

be absent. Unfortunately it is not, leaving one with the belief those

parents who do sit in at interviews are deemed "safe" and will say what

the board wants to hear.

Two or three districts appear to have allowed the community a more

significant role in this process,. For example, District 6 has shown its

belief in community participation by allowing primary interviews for prin-

cipal positions to be done by the parents. The Parent's Association of

each school interviews all candidates, and sends, to the community school

board a list al three individuals they would be pleased to see as prin-

cipal. The community school board then selects one of these people. To

date, July, 1971, the community school bOard has gone along with all

Parents' Association recommendations, in Black as well as White schools,
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and been able to give the available position to one of the three peopie

listed.

The CSB in District 24 has provided a mechanism through which the

community might have a meaningful input into the selection of personnel.

All actions taken by the Board seem to be the results of its committee,

findings0 and voting committee assignments are open to everyone. A

committee consists of one board member, two UFT representatives, two CSA

members, and as many parents as would like to join. Since all members

vote on decisions, if five or more parents showed ap for each committee,

they would in fact control board policy. Unfortunately, the narents

have not shown much interest in this process, so the hiring has been given

by default to these other groups.

In District 4, the procedure is such that the PA for the school to

which a principal or acting principal is to be assigned, must approve of

the candidate before he is appointed. Other than the case of these two

or three districts, the CSBa have generally allowed parent groups little

role in the selection of supervisory personnel.

Those districts havirg the greatest parent participation not onlY

experienced the greatest change in personnel selection methods, they also

seemed to differ from their counterparts in the types of people chosen

and preferred. These districts generally sought to hire and maintain a

level of minority personnel most commensurate with the composition of the

pupil population of their district. As we observed, the budget cuts

threaten to curtail the effectiveness of these endeavors. But we also

indicated that the CSB in District 40 which gives the PAs a veto rower in

the selection of supervisory personnel, has sued the city board because

of the certain discriminatory effects of these cute.
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III. BUDGET POLICY AND PRACTICES

Budgeting policy can be a major instrument for developing con-

tinuous evaluation of and innovation within a system, or it can be a

routine bookkeeping operation supporting the status quo. The implica-

tions of budget policy are so enormous that they reflect on all aspects

of educational policy,

The forces that contributed to the decline of the Public schools

during and subsequent to World War II are the same in all large cities.

Capital expenditures, curtailed during the war, were insufficient in the

late 40's to replace an old and deteriorating school plant. Teachers'

salaries were low and potentially competent teachers ware attracted to

other fields and suburban school systems. Overcentralization and un

manageable school bureaucracies emerged to limit change and discourage

initiattve. The malaise in tities' school systems was widespread

yet a cult of "professionai, insulated the school bureaucracy from out-

side criticism.

Ihe Old System

In New York City, commission studies and consultant reports in the

1950's and 1960's scored the budget and management process as a central

reason for the ills in the education arena. The Strayer and Tavner re-

port Administrative Nana ement of the School S stem of'NewYerk ei 1951,

and the Preusse Report (Board of Education: Organizatien and Manatma

of School Plannin and Construction 1959), and the Crewson Report (Report,
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on the New York CULIchools, 1962), criticized the budget and manapement

procedures at the Board of Education and recommended extensive revamoinR

of the decision...making and administrative functions. Tn 1961, the New

York Times reported that: "A management survey has found that serious

administrative weaknesses prevent the efficient operation of the city

school system" (Leonard Buder, "Bad Management in City's Schools

Charged in Study," The New York Times, Aoril 27, 1963). The renort, pre-

pared by the consulting firm of Cresap, McCormick and PaRet in 1962, at

the request of the Board of Education, discovered that the lines of

responsibility between the central board, and the Sunerintendent and

headquarters staff were unclear and resulted in inefficiency and lack of

accountability. In addition, the report concluded that the diffusion of

budget responsibility was an important reason for the lack of productivity

at the Board of Education. (Bundy Reporti,p. 90)

The system's budgetary procedures have failed to provide quality

control and accountability for several reasons.

There has been no mandated or regular outside review of monies

spent by the Board of Education.

Budget decisions have been made by a small group of tor head-

quarters personnel.

. Budget policy and allocation have resulted in inequalities in

distribution of resources.

Thus, the budget has not been used as a plan of action or a measure

of performance.

Fiscal Accountabilla

In an expansion of a staff report on education decision.makine,
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to the New York City Temporary Commission on City Finances in 1966,

Marilyn Gittell examined school budRetinR and its imn1icatinns for 'Allele

areas of educational policy. (Marilyn Gittell Particinants and Particina-

tion: A Study of School Policy in New York City, New york: Frederick. A.

Praeger, 1967, pp. 23-27.) That study concluded that the Board of

Education, in contrast to other city agencies has wide discretion aver

its budget. The Board receives a lumpsum approoriation thus allowinp it

the freedom to "shift funds from one program to another without snecific

approval of the Mayor, the Board of Estimate, or the Bureau of the Bud-

get, though in certain Instances it must hold public hearinRs." (Cittell,

p. 23)

Freedom from outside surveillance exempted the board from an

accurate accounting of monies spent. David Rogers has chronicled the

frustration of parent and community groups in 110 Livingston Street.

"There was virtually no accurate accountinR of the final use

of public monies. Even when officials from established civic

groups went to headquarters for an account of budgetary shifts,

they got it only with great d fficulty and were sometimes

insulted and ridiculed in the process. One of the top administra-

tors of the Bureau of Business Affairs had acquired a reoutation

for being an obstinate guardian of the board's budgetary

records. He would divulge nothing, except under extreme nressures."

(Rogers, poi 329)

The Memorandum of Understanding in 1962 stated no shifting of monies

could be done without a public hearing. Nonetheless, the practice

continued. The Citizens Committee for Children, the Citizens Budget

Commission and other interested groups expressed great dismay in 1963
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and early 1964 that the board kept violating the memorandum by making

major fund transfers without holding public hearings. (Rogers, Do 329)

In 1967, budget flexibility was modified so that alterations

among seven major programs require mayoral approval and changes within

the appropriations require validation by the Bureau of the Budget, How-

ever, observers continued to lament the fiscal system's chaotic state

and the fact that school headquarter- has not been able to provide

information on the actual expendit,.res for any individual school.

(Bundy Report, p. 53)

In 1967, the Board instituted procedures for a Program, Planning,

Budgeting System to gather information on a district wide and ultimately

individual school basis. It also fought to decentralize minor budget

items. Neither of these steps were effectively implemented. PPBS Pro-

cedures were basically concerned with costs rather than effectiveness and

did not change the base of budgeting. The increased budget leeway given

to district superintendents aver maintenance and the principals' fund for

"purchase of small value" did not transfer responsibility and accountability

to local boards.

Though the school system was legally decentralized in 1969, budii;

geting has remained a central function. The new Interim Board inherited

the old disastrous fiscal system and made no effort to change it to adiust

to decentralization. Thus the budgetary crisis in the spring of 1971

caused by the Board of Education's $40 million deficit magnified the in-

adequacy of fiscal communications and controls. In March, 1971, the

LaVerne Commission appointed by the State Senate to look into the deficit,

investigated the expense budget. (Interim Report of the Soedial Senate

Committee to tovestiote the New York City Board of Education, Submitted

March 15, 1971.)

As an example of mismanagemantr the Commission cited the central

152
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board's use of accruals for forced savings. Accruals are a means of

effecting budget reductions without deleting specific jobs by enforced

vacancies. At the Commission Hearings there was serious disagreement

between the Board and city officials over whether the Board could affect

savings of $59 million by not filling vacancies.

"Mt. Bergtraum testified that when the Board dIscovered that the

Mayor's Executive Budget was going to require the Board to save $59

million during 1970-1971, and the Board's figures indicated that it has

saved only $27 million in accruals the previous year, the staffwas set

to work on research to determine what the Board would have to *, to

double the previous year's accruals. This research indicated that the

Board would have to cut personnel expenditures by approximately five

percent." (Interim Report p. 5) However, Edward R. Hamilton, the City

Budget Director, told the Committee that his figures "indicated that the

Board of Education had actually achieved $76 million in accruals during

the previous year, and that the great bulk of that amount was in personnel.

The $76 million figure included the $27 million mentioned by the Board,

$10 million in unexpended funds and $39 million in emergency reductions

during the previous year." (Interim Report p. 5)

The Commission faulted the Board for overspending its substitute

teacher appropriation by 50%. The Commission concluded that the Board's

"fiscal, accounting and management procedures., are totally inadequate to

provide information necessary to make decisions concerning the operation

of a school system." (Interim Report p..9) The Commission's report added

that lack of external audit or control by the Bureau of the Budget and

the Comptroller had contributed to the problem.

The capital budget has also come under sharp attack. In a
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memorandum to Budget Director, Edward Hamilton (Augunt 13, 1970) on

Capital Budget Issues for the Board of Education the following criticisms

were made:

1. The Board requested $604 million for capital budget

(1971-1972), when it will be unable to spend more 'hail

$250-260 million next year.

2. The Board's mix of schools is a "wish-list of every pro-

sect that any community group or Board official ever

thoughtof. It bears no relation to the resources which

are actually likely to be available for building schools

during the next six years." (Ronald Singer and Cheryl

Clark, Capital Budget Issues for Board of Education,

p. 1)

In this connection, the report points out current enrollment projections

isnore migration trends resulting in large errors in transitional areas

of the city. The report concludes that the capital budget is neither a

document nor a plan.

The Closed Budget Process

Though the school system constitutes over one-fifth of the cost

. of city government, and the school budget must be adopted by the Mayor

and the Board of Estimate, participation in the education budget process

has been limited primarily to the school professionals. "In order to

influence the development and growth of the city, the School Board, the

Mayor, and other community people must state and translate school policy

into financial terms and have it voted into the budget." (Marcia Marker

Feld, A Basic Guide to the New York Cittalool Budget Process) Institute
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for Community Studies, Queens College, 1969, v. 5). Ity this standard,

the budget process must be judged as a failure.

An analysis of budget procedures and decisions reveals that out-

side participants generally play an insignificant role, First, there is

almost no flexibility in the budget because of the commitments made in

previous years. It has been estimated that mandated expenditures com-

prise 60 percent of the budget (Bundy, p. 53). Thus, budgeting is largely

incremental.

Second, "Local boards and district superintendents have little or

no discretion in the development of the budget. Adjustments to local

needs are nonexistent (except in formulas established for special service

category schools). Individual principals have no budget leeway: they are

restricted by headquarters policies and directives." (Gittell, p. 25)

Third, the time schedule mitigates against outside participation.

Though the budget is a continuing year-round operation, the period for

budget preparation allows 30-90 days for review and analysis. This is

only suitable to incremental, short range planning. Often there is only

a week between the publication of the budget in September and the first

public hearings.

New York City has two separate budgets -- expense and capital out-.

lay. Both budget procedures are governed by the 1963 New York City

Amended Charter. (Recent decentralization legislation does not change

this procedure.)

Different budget schedules for the city, state and federal govern-

ment mitigate against rational programming. Federal funds are delayed so

that new programs often never see the light of day. In addition, the

budget process is further complicated by the role of the New York City

155"
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Office of the Bureau of the Budget. The Bureau staff establishes rro-

cedures anti 7equirements for education which do not add to the olanninr

and evaluation of programs but encourages a parochial view of the budget

process. "Until very recently, the expense budget was a "line item%

each individual item being given a single cost. This meant that it was

quite difficult to understand the actual costs of, for examole, a school

remedial reading program or an afterschool sports program. Even those

in the New York City Office of the Bureau of the Budget were unable to

piece together a comprehensive view of a school operation. Due to this

fragmented approach to the budget which often hid the real cost of the

program, those critical of the performance of school programs could not

pin-point the cost-benefit problems": (Feld, p. 28)

In short, the budget system has operated to date w/th little

accountability either to the mayor or to local communities. Budgetary

decisions have been made by a closed group of top headquarters staff.

The Board itself has had inadequate staff and time to review the budget

in relation to program needs or performance.

The present five-man Interim Board of Education became aware early

in its tenure of the disastrous state of Livingston Street's fiscal systems

and hired the consulting firm of Peat, Marwick and Mitchell to: (1)

recommend new accounting procedures for the new community school boards

and (2) review and make recommendations for restructuring the city

board's systems. The accounting system for the community boards was al-

ready being instituted at the time the Peat, Marwick and Mitchell reoort

was issued, and community boards were critical of the fact that they were

consulted neither in its preparation nor before implementation. On the

city board's fiscal operations no report had been published prior to the
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budget crisis.

The foregoing analysis of the Board of Education budgeting

policy supports the inescapable conclusion that the budget is not

used as a plan of action. Although the Board has extenstve control,

budget making is incremental and nonprogrammatic.

"Over the last decade, despite a more than doubling of the school

budget, only a small percentage of the budget increase is associated

with significant changes in the educational process. Almost all of

the increased expenditures were mandated by either enrollment increases

or negotiated increases in salaries." (T. Edward Hollander and Marilyn

Gittell, Six Urban School Districts, New York: Praeger, 1968, p 129).

A study by Frederick Hayes (Analyzing Education Budgets) of the

1970-71 modified budget pin-points the problem. Hayes discovered that:

"Only seventy seven of every one hundred teachers assigned to the

elementary schools is needed for classroom duty at the specified average

class size. The remainder represent teacher assignments outside the class..

room or supplementary to classroom duty. He concludes: "The main policy

input is the maximum class size of thirty two required under the contract

between the United Federation of Teachers and the Board of Education.

This could, of course, as readily represent a policy or an objective of

the Board of Education." (Hayes, p. 12)

Hayes points out the implications of the staffing pattern for the

budget. Extra or surplus teachers represent a total of $41.2 million, of

which approximately $33 million is for salaries and $18.2 million for

fringe benefits. "Not surprisingly, Board of Education reports do not

indicate clearly what they are doing.. Some are carrying out administra-

tive duties; some are doing guidance counseling; some are presumably
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carrying out special programs. At this point in budgetary review, the

budget director can well say that it makes little difference what the

surplus teachers actually do; so long as they are not essential, the

budgetary problem requires that numbers be specifically cut back."

(Hayes, p. 14).

The Hayes Report discovered that guidance counseling is the largest

allocation of teacher assignments in the high schools, 321 of these

positions are included in the instructional budget; 130 are provided

for from other funds. Hayes ccmments "This represents one counselor or

teacher-time equivalent for every 224 pupils and an average of seventeen

per high school. This is certainly sufficiently high to warrant more

careful examination and comparison with recommended standards and

practices in other systems." (Hayes, p. 22)

Finally the Hayes report blasts the lack of evaluation procedures

for the myriad of new programs adopted by the New York City School

system. He says: "The heart of the problem of analysis of exrenditures

for remedial or compensatory education is program evaluation. If we

frankly recognize the trial and error nature of much of our effort on

special educational programs the first caution is to use the evaluation

of programs in other jurisdictions and not repeat, without modification,

programs that have failed elsewhere. That we do, especially in educa-

tion, repeat the same mistake again and again in different milieus and

contexts says something about our low institutional capacity to learn

from our mistakes." (Hayes, p. 24)

Allocation of Funds

The amount of resources from the city and state available for educe-
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tion in New York City is a function of taxing and appropriation decision.

made by the Mayor, City Council, Board of Estimate and state Legislature.

Resources have been traditionally allocated according to centrally de-

termined norms such as pupil-teacher ratio and per capita allotment for

supplies and equipment. There was no allocation formula as such. Mod-

ifications have been made where there have been recognized needs in

certain areas of the city.

"The modifications reflected the Central Board's concept of a pro-

gram rather than a variety of responses to the diverse needs and ideas

of the district staffs and boards concerned." (Bundy, p. 55)

Expenditure patterns have been related to class size, teacher and

supervisor salaries, age of the school building, availability of hours

for adult education, and other community activities. Th6 evidence is

consistent using these indicators that the predominantly Black and Puerto

Rican schools obtain the least resources. It is clear however that poorer

neighborhoods, in general, recetve fewer resources. Correlated with this

inequitable distribution of resources is poor performance date.

The pattern of inequality has extended to use of federal funds.

Rogers documented the illegal practice the New York City Board of Educa-

tion pursued in the co-mingling,of Title I funds with city tax levy monies

in order to mask the original inequalities in resource allocations to

schools and districts. Federal lftw specifically prohibits the use of

federal funds to cover up existing inequalities but it intended to

supplement resources. (Rogers, 110 Livingston Street) Moreover, a recent

California State Supreme Court decision scores state finance formulas

based on property taxes. Last summer, Judge Raymond argued in a maiority

decision that California discriminated against the poor through the
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financing of education from property taxes. Education, the court

argued, depends on the wealth of parents and neighbors. That system

violates equal protection under the law. The implications of this

decision for other states in resource allocation are large. New York

State Assemblyman Stanley Harwood has followed the California lead to

strike down the property tax by filing a similar suit in New York courts.

The New System

The decentralization legislation required the Interim Board to

devise an allocation formula based on need to distribute funds and

presumably control to community school boards. The Board hired McKinsey

and Company to recommend the basis for a formula.

The McKinsey Report

The McKinsey report recommended that need be measured by the

number of students with one year or more years reading retardation. It

also suggested that this "direct" measure of educational need be com-

bined with two "predictors" of need -- namely English language difficulty

and enrollment in the free lunch program. Critics of the Report pointed

.out problems with some of these indicators. Students must apply for the

free lunch program and whether they do so depends on a number of factors --

so enrollment in this program is not an accurate measure of poverty (a

"predictor" of educational problems). The figures for Aid to Family with

Dependent Children, when available, provide a mote accurate measure of

poverty.

Another problem concerns the reading retardation measures. Using

this or any other adhievement measure as the basis for allocating "need"
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funds serves to reward failure and penalize achievement. It has been

suggested that it is perhaps better, therefore, to rely exclus*vely on

poverty as an indicator of educational problems.

In addition, only 5% of the total dollars available for distribu-

tion are allocated for special needs. Many of those familiar with the

problems of education in the city have suggested that three or four times

as much is required to equalize discrepancies in district resources.

As for the non-need portion of the allotment, the MtKinsey Report

discusses the equal pupil-teacher ratio formula as well as tit* equal

class size formula. The former is rejected because those districts with

the most Title I schools would have larger average class sizes than dis-

tricts with fewer Title I schools. The districts with more Title T

schools must assign more teachers to cover preparation periods instead

of assigning them to their own classes.

McKinsey sees several advantages in the equal class size formula.

First, it provides a good measure of educational resources and the formula

leaves more funds for distribution in terms of need than the equal nupil-

teacher formula. They estimate that high need districts will be hurt less

by this.formula than by an equal dollars formula.

The Allocation Formula

The Board adopted the McKinsey recommendation. The formula which

went into effect July 1, 1971 is as follows: The main basis for alloca-

tion of funds to the districts is the equal per capita grant. Adjustments

are made, however, for salary levels and need.

According to the city board per capita allotments are computed as

follows: "Three total dollar allotments representing separately kinder-

1614;i:
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garten, other elementary, and junior high/intermediate dollars were

developed from the total amount of personal service dollars available

for distribution by per capita formula. These three separate allot-

ments reflect the relative costs of kindergarten, other elementary and

junior high/intermediate education." (Business and Administration

Circular No. 1, 1971-72)

The special needs allowance is computed as follows: Each dis-

trict's special needs allowance was computed by multinlying its nercent

of the city-wide total of elementary and junior high/intermediate nunils

one or more years retarded in reading on the 1970-71 MAT reading tests

by the total dollar allowance available for need. The actual nercent

calculated represented the students actually tested and those Category

2 Non-English speaking pupils excluded from the tests. When this formula

is applied to Community School Boards, salary adjustments are subtracted

from the special needs allocation. (See Table T) Thus, it is interest-

ing to note that several of the districts involved have severe educational

Problems. Two such districts -- 12 and 23 -- actually end up with less

money than is included in their basic allocation formula.

Per capita and special needs allotments for each district are

totaled to provide the basis for adjustment for salary differences. Dis-

tricts with average teacher salaries above the eitr-wide average salary

receive an additional dollar allotment equal to the difference between

the district's average salary rate and the city-wide average teacher

salary rate multiplied by the number of teacher positions iu those dis-

tricts. Districts with average teacher salary rates below the city.awide

average have their basic per capita and needs allotment reduced using the

same methodology as described above for districts with above city-wide



TABLE I

1971-1972 TENTATIVE COMMUNITY DISTRTCT
TAX LEVY ALLOCATION - DIRECT INSTRUCTIONAL ACTTVITTES

(MODULE 2)

Basic
District Allocation

1 $13,092,758
2 15,900,280
3 150138,748
4 14,806,712
5 16,970,294
6 13,733,431
7 21,801,233
8 24,246,395
9 25,414,295

10 19,811,431
11 20,003,141
12 25,808,309
13 17,978,916
14 21,160,868
15 18,779,609
16 26,929,539
17 18,801,632
18 15,542,678
19 27,937,683
20 18,175,854
21 19,249,053
22 18,498,324
23 18,193,646
24 16,137,565
25 17,437,954
26 13,199,528
27 19,687,204
28 19,177,052
29 17,269,751
30 15,968,461
31 25,117,278

TOTAL $591,969,622

Special Needs
Allocation

$ 928,458
791,370
947,151

1,034,389
1,028,158

872,376
1,380,224
1,467,462
1,629,474

953,383
785,139

1,526,659
1,121,627
1,451,883
1,236,905
1,747,868
1,025,042

598,201
1,782,140

828,757
810,064
476,691

1,205,749
769,561
442,419
283,522
872,376
772,676
788,254
785,139
813,179

$31,1560296

Adjustment
For Teacher

Salary Differences

$ 72,751
502,221
81,468
51,435

309,921
30,204
706,828
270,530

1,190,230
451,684
721,844

1,541,150
860,506
680,284
630,327

1,575,955
957,167
213,675

1,115,370
524,520
696,916

1,537,723
(-) 1,350,733
(+) 147,759
(4) 1,700,661
(4.) 19590,101
(4) 643,442
(4) 808,890
(4) 706,381
(4-) 292,091
(+) 415,235

SOURCE: Business and Administration Circular No. I, 1971-1972
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Total Allocation

$14,093,967
17,193,871
16,167,367
15,892,536
17,688,531
14,636,011
22,474,629
25,443,327
25,851,539
21,216,498
21,510,124
25,793,818
18,240,037
21,932,467
19,386,187
27,101,452
18,869,507
16,354,554
28,604,453
19,529,131
20,756,033
20,512,738
18,048,662
17,054,885
19,581,034
15,073,151
21,203,022
20,758,618
18,764,386
17,045,691
26,345,692

$623,125,918
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average teacher salary rates.

Nancy Ticktin, Assistant Director of the Public Education

Association, criticizes the Board's policy on salary levels by making

a distinction between salary adjustments and salary supplements: "The

modification for dealing with unequal salaries should be considered as a

special supplement to the basic per capita grant to provide temporary re-

lief for districts with above average salaries. Whereas salary 'adjust-

ments' would simply convert the equal per capital formula into an equal

teaching formula, 'supplements' for above-average salaries would be a

special allowance to take care of a current condition, which could then

diminish aver time to zero on the theory that the above-average salaries

would not have to be, or should not be, subsidized indefinitely" (state-

ment at Public Hearing in Chancellors Recommendad Formula for 1971-72

Allocation of Funds for Districts). The virtue of this approach is that

- such supplements need not become "mandated coats" for the future.

The Bud et and the Communit School Boards

The allocation formula, though a significant reform, does not

necessarily give new budgetary power to the community school boards. The

Board of Education commissioned McKinsey and Company to conduct a pilot

study of the management capabilities of a sample District #14. (Strengthen-

in Communit District Nana ement: A Pilot Stud of District #14 Board of

Education, City of New York, January 1971). The report, issued in January,

1971, indicated that 'the budget process now serves little puroose at the

district level." Two main reasons were posited:

"First, various budgetary and legal requirements - outside the control

of the (district) superintendent - require a high proportion of the
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district's - available funds: most tax-levy funds are

used to pay teachers, and allocations for this purpose

are determined primarily by centrally negotiated UFT

contract restrictions on maximum class size and prepara-

tion periods.

Second, ., the superintendent's actual financial control

is even further limited by the actions of other groups in

the system. In fact, many key decisions - e.g., the ultimate

utilization of teachers - are made at other levelr."

(McKinsey, pp. 2-5)

Thus, many Community School Boards have refused to abicf6 by budget (cuts

and are challenging the validity of the entire budget process.

The provisions of the new system call for each Comimunity School Dis-

trict to receive allocations according to modules. But boards can only

transfer a small amount of funds (only from the administrattve module)

to other modules. Thus the major proposition of funds remains out of the

control of local boards.

Community School Boards will not be able to discharge their

responsibility for management until the central board identifies,

separates and allocates all funds for these boards and provides the kind

of technical information to the boards so they can engage in the budget

process.

Conclusions

Since 1962, the New York City Board of Education has had extensive

control over its budget. The central board has exercised this control by

means of a lump sum appropriation and the ability to shift funds from one
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program to another without critical review. Since 1967 the Bureau of

the Budget reviews transfers but that seems to have had little effect on

the procedure. This greater flexibility has not resulted in increased

innovation nor has it helped to encourage accountability in proeramming.

The Board has not been able to secure the necessary budget informa-

tion from its own staff to use the budget as a means of determine policy.

Budgeting remains a dark area of routinized operations. 13udgeting is

largely incremental and nonm-programmatic, with mandated expenses, such

as salaries, accounting for sixty percent of the total.

For the last decade the various new boards have committed them-

selves to a more reasonable and useful budget system. A variety of

experts have been called in to assist in the effort yet recent budget

issues indicate that solutions have been hard to come by.

The Interim Board continues to be plagued with the ineffectiveness

of the budget processes and has demonstrated its lack of control of the

operation. Although they were responsible for developing new Procedures

under decentralization the only effort they made was to meet the require-

ment of preparing an allocation formula. Local boards have not made

significant inputs in the budget process and function largely as book-

keeping agencies. Certainly community groups have even less influence

on the determination of the budget and allocation of resources.

If effective decentralization were imp/emented under new leeisla-

tion a decentralized budgeting procedure under the district boards could

be developed. Such a process could establish reliable performance and

cost analysis on an individual school basis. The budget could then be

used as a management and policy tool for rewarding workable programs and

eliminating costly and unproducttve projects.

166
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Full state assumption * of financial resnonsibility for educa-

tion would encourage the implementation of district budgeting assuming

each of the districts were identified as independent recipients of

state aid. District collective bargaining supplemental to state

agreements would reduce the excessive constraints and mandatory ex-

penditures which so greatly limit budgeting as a policy Process.

The Community Boards and Budget

Many observers of the public schools maintain that in order to

have significant power in any area of the eduanational program, control

over both the expense and capital budgets is a necessity. Nearly all

CSB members interviewed identified budgeting as one of the most important

issues with which they must deal, yet they indicated that they have not

been very effective in this area.

1.) Expense Budget

The decentralization law states that the CSBs must hold public

hearings and submit budget estimates for their activities to the

Chancellor. These estimates may be modified by the Chancellor after

consultation with the community superintendents. They are then sub-

mitted by him--along with an estimate for city board activities--to the

board of estimate and the city council.

Upon approval by these bodies, the Chancellor is to distribute the

monies to the CSBs on the basis of "objective formulas" arrived at each

year by the city board in consultation with himself, the CSBs and the

Mayor. The Chancellor will also be authorized to make special allocations

from appropriate city board funds to any CSB for special needs or inno-

vative programs.

* The California case should raise the issue of financial reform of
education as a more immediate concert.-
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The law i0 states that the Chancellor will develop procedures so

that CSBs can 7...thlish and modify annual schedules for the expenditure of

appropriated fra1t -5. These procedures were, "to the maximum extent fea-

sible," to enabut the CSBs to do this without prior approval, "subject to

regulations wiTr'- the Chancellor or budget director will establish to

assure. . .comart;mmce with the legal and fiscal requirements" (A Summary

of the 1969 Sch:anfilecentralization Law For New York City). Although

these proceduras lAmre to have been established relatively promptly, they

have not yet bee-: developed.

Most of t:rue expense budget consists of instructional cost; a recent

Institute study placed the estimate at 70 percent (Marcia Marker Feld, A

Basic Guide to the New York City School Bud et Process). Because the CSBs

are bound by the EIFT's contract with the city board, local discretion is

drastically curtailed. The vast mandatory expenditures for teachers

salaries plus established ratios for specialized personnel make it clear

that the budgetarrpower of the CSBs is of a very limited nature. In this

vital area, the .01111s cannot change schedules without the Chancellor's approval.

Another ..-7zaated limit on the CSBs budgetary powers occurs when the

city board, thrmugh a budget cut or some other exigency, has excess per-

sonnel. What happens then is that these persons are assigned to the

respective districts or to central headquarters but must be paid from

local district budgets. The result is that the CSBs are severly cur-

tailed in their deployment of personnel and use of funds.

The cent7al board's authority to transfer such employees is in

the decentralization law:

Within simmly days after February 16, 1970, the interim board,
acting through the Chancellor, will transfer to each community
board authorIty over all city district employees serving in
or in coommot4on with schools and programs under that
community- boatid's jurisdiction. All employees serving in

170
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or in connection with programs which continue under central
jurisdiction will be retained. The interim board acting
through the Chancellor can either transfer to apPropriate
community boards or retain other city district eriployees.
(Summary

It is clear that the central board did have the power to transfer

various excess officials to the community system. Aut sixty days after

February 16, 1970, have long Passed, so its continuation of this Practice

seems legally questionable.

Some districts have sought to maintain their autonomy against the

city board's encroachments. A direct clash between Community cchool

Board 21 and the Central Board was avoided by the recent Mansfield de-

cision. Prior to this decree it had been unofficial board policy that

acting assistant Principals be allowed to serve for one year only. raced

with severe budget cuts, Community School Board 21 decided te continue

some individuals in acting assistant positions past the one year limitation.

Interviewed prior to the Mansfield decision, one member of Community

School Board 21 felt that some action against this central policy would be

necessary.

Certain of the more prosperous districts are disturbed about the

monetary problems which follow from the bussing of disadvantaged children

into their schools. For example, CSB 24 was promised last year that all

open-enrollment children coming into their district would have Title I

and state-urban money follow them. The city board did send $100 of the

$269 Title I funds per child, but the other $169 from federal monies were

never received. As Joseph Whalen, a CSB member. stated: "With the in-

adequate funds given to us for these children, we are unable to Provide

the extra help that is needed. In addition, the learning process for our

own children is slowed down." (12,4221,1,12.ttLatellitE, In, June 19711
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CSB 24, p. 2). CSB 24 advised the city board that it "will not accert

any open-enrollment students in District 24 next term unless the full

allocation of their Title I and State-urban funds are given to District

24" (Ibid.) A confrontation may develop.

Other predominantly middle class districts share these worries.

CSB 22, for example, has acknowledged an obligation to receive oren-

enrollment children, but believes that its first obligation is to its

own children. This district, hawever, has been more successful in

getting the state and federal monies in question--it has received about

70 percent of the full amount for each child.

Included in the expense budget are the operation and maintenance

of plant. The law provides that the general responsibility for the

care and control of school property will remain with the city board.

The city board will hire all school custodians. This can have the same

unfortunate effect on the employment of minority groups as can the city

board's handling of all construction contracts.. Some have argued that

the custodians union supported the UFT in the Ocean Hill confrontation be-

cause it feared that community control of schools would remove White workers

in the custodial services.

The "care, custody, and control of school property" is an

ambiguous matter. One CSB member in District 22, had indicated that the

city board has recently given this phrase some interrretation. Tt has

decided that the decentralization law has given the CSBs power with re-

spect to "the extended use of school buildings." This refers to the use

of schools by Boy Scouts and other community grours. Whenever a school

is used for such purposes, the city board's agreement with the custodians

union mandates the assignment and payment of custodians to orerate and
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maintain the plant. Although authority over these matters (the union

contract) has not been given to the CSBs, they are yet responsible under

the new interpretation for allocating funds for payment of such personnel.

The city board will be distributing funds to each district for this Pur-

pose. These funds, however, will net be adequate; this is to exPected in

a year of across the board budget cuts. But the city board refuses to re-

lease the previous costs of these activities to the CSIls. This refusal

conjoined with the fact of general budct cuts lead many CSR members to

suspect that the funds allocated for the extended use of school buildings

would be grossly inadequate.

The upshot is that the city board is decentralizing, through this re-

cent interpretation, the problems. It is using the CSBs as a buffer to

protect it from the outbursts of various community groups who want to use

the schools but will have to pay an excessive and perhaps prohibitive

cost to do so. The CSBs will not be a target of protefJt and the city

board will be able to avoid criticism by saying such Powers now reside

with the CSBs. One member of CSB 22 indicated that his CSB is discussing

ways in which this situation, which he considers to be contrary to the

spirit of decentralization, might be remedied.

2.) Capital Budget

With respect to the planning and construction of capital prolects,

the powers of the CSBs are severely limited. The decentralization law

charges the city board, through the Chancellor, with the responsibility

of "submitting a capital budget for construction, remodeling and enlarge.-

ment of all school system facilities to the city planning commission."

The powers of the CSBs merely entail submitting proposals for schools
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within their jurisdiction to the Chancellor, Mayor, Board of Estimate,

City Council and City Planning Commission, The city board, through the

Chancellor, "will continue to employ all personnel required for construc-

tion and design." However, the law does give the CSBS certain advisory

powers, in the areas of "site selection and design and construction of

facilities under their jurisdiction" (Summary...), For example,

the CSBs may select proposed sites for submission to the city site

selection board, select architects for particular nrojects from amone

several on the panel proposed by the city board and the like.

The limited power of the CSBs in this area has in some cases re-

sulted in considerable delays and interference with discretion in local

educational policy making. District 15 for example, experienced con-

siderable difficulty in obtaining the aop;!oval of the Division of School

Planning and Research for two mini-schools. The central agency refused to

give the go ahead to these projectswhich the CSB and community believed

were desperately needed--because the plans did not meet certain soace re-

quirements. After several months of mutual bickering, the CSB did eet

permission to proceedthLi funds were released--with nlans that differed

only in minor ways from those initially submitted. The limited cower of

the CSB, and the lack of responsiveness of the central bureaucracy meant

that many children were deprived of a mini-school experience.

Another and similar situation developed in District 26 over the

modernization of PS 159. The job had begun but the CSB later deviated

from the.central bureaucracy's speciftcations for the rest of the job,

which cost $20,000. .The project was halted because of the central board's

veto, the delay cost being over $16,000 a month. Because of the hassle,

the job has not been done for eight months; thus the delay cost has
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significantly passed the cost of the nrotested section.

Despite bureaucratic inefficiency some districts have nroceeried

quite well with their construction projects. District 18 has followed

the central guidelines and has been able to open up several sionexes to

schools which have helped ease the avercrowding of schools. These onen-

ings, in the words of one member of the CSB, could not have occurred

within the previously structured system. District 22 has also proceeded

quite well in the construction of I.S. 387. The selection of a re-use

design for this school is supposed to save some six months to a year in

completing the project.

Although the CSBs legally have little or no power in this area, it

is perhaps iair to say that they can exercise some informal power. }kiwi-

ever, this entitles one to conclude little more than that some CSBs

have this power in spite of the decentralization. law.

As was noted, the city board retains the responsibility to employ

all personnel required for construction and design. Part of the motiva-

tion behind this perhaps exists in the board of education's plan to force

the construction trade unions to admit minority group members by with-.

holding construction contracts. According to the Board's resolution of

February 18, 1970, an accepable plan for onthe-iob training programs

i_oolving as. many workers from disadvantaged areas is practical is re-

quired by contractors and, subcontractors on all new school construction

and major modernisation contracts. Mayor Lindsay furthermore, signed an

executive order effective September 1, 1970, that required contractors

working on city construction projects-- or projects assisted by the city--

to" hire one minority trainee for every four journeymen on the job.

This means.that authorized projects--those already approved by

*the Board of Estimate-have very often not been constructed. For example,
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in District 29, three projects are involved: a mini-school for P.S.

34 in Queens Village, a wing for /4. 231 in Springfield Gardens, and

renovation of an annex at P.S. 37 in Springfield Gardens. The President

of the CSB has demanded an end to what he branded the city board's

"starve-into-submission-certain-unions" policy. His district has not

had construction starts since the present city board assumed effice over

two years ago. Meanwhile, he states, continuing inflation is increasing

the cost of the projects so that existing appropriations are becoming

"increasingly inadequate," Furthermore, the insufficiency of seats for

District 29's children has rmsulted in involved legal dispUtes with ad-

jacent districts in which the excess children have to be Placed.

The CSB in District 3 hae urged, oti the othiar hand, that the city

board and contractors see to it that minority group members are not

discriminated against in tha ez4Istmction of the Martin Luther king nigh

School. The contract in cition between the Caristo Construction

Company and the Board of Education apparently violates both the board's

and Mayor's commitment to on-the-job training programs on city construc-

tion programs. This leads one to question the city board's motivations

in this area.

Another instance which bolsters this charge occurred in District

6. P.S. 187 was to have its kitchen modernized. In this situation, the

CSB president, and the district superintendent, were politely ordered to

utilize an engineering firm selected by the Office of School Buildings.

This did not allow a board which has actively sought out qualified minority

group workers (the CSBs paid executive staff is Black and Puerto Rican)

to attempt to bring in an engineering firm of their own choice. In effect,

this CSB felt that it was told it did not have the responsibility of fix-

ing its awn kitchens. The CSB complied with the directive and in effect
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exerted no choice.

The foregoing indicates that the rationale for retaining central

control over construction because contractors can lbe forced to hire

minority personnel is inadequate. In fact, it would seem from the

evidence that local boards would be more likely to fulfill that Roal.

Although it is reasonable, from certain perspectives, that construction

should be handled centrally (i.e. economy of scale), there are very real

advantages in giving the CSBs a greater discretion in this area as well.

Delays in construction could be mihimized (as in District 29) and the

CSBs could be more responsive to particular local needs (as in District 6).

As we have indicated, the CSBs have advisory powers in the area of

site selection. This is not to say that the CSEs can do Touch about gett-

ing the schools themselves. For example, in District 14 (as nerhapc. in

several others), everyone recognized the need for a new school but had

little to do in bringing it about--as one CSB member stated, "110

decided to give us a school." Although there is general agreement

about the need for schools, this consensus diminishes when the site nust

be selected. As one CSB member put it, "Everyone wants another school,

but no one wants it on his block."

The site selection process brings the CSB into contact with

several groups--homeowners, businesses, other school districts, ete..

The protest of the sixty odd homeowners in District 24 has been in the

news much in the past year. In District 15, a large business concern

which would provide many jobs for the community, is being constructed on

one of the proposed sites for a new school. An inter-district dispute

broke out between District 22 and District 18 when the latter feared that

having the former's school built close to its boundary would lead to
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turmoil within their district. These are the kinds of concerns with

which the various CSBs must deal in the site selection process.

Once again, it seems that the CSRs act as a buffer between the

central board and the community although they have little Power.

Before the CSB begins its site selection proceedings, the general

vicinity of the new school has already been designated in the adonted

capital budget. As we have suggested, the CSB site hearings provide

vorious community groups with an input into the process of delineating

th t.. more specific neighborhood of the school. These proceedings can be

signi4"iQant insofar as affected groups can be heard and a proposed site

arrived at.

Yet the formal power with regard to site selection resides with the

Site Selection Board, which must approve all proposed sites of the C.

Other city agencies are in7olved in the process as well as the Mayor,

City Council and City Planning Commission, and so on.

Their intervention has, in some cases, stringently limited even

the advisory pewers the CSEs do have. District 24 was mentioned earlter

with regard to the much publicized controversy concerning the pronosed

school site which would replace some sixty odd homeowners. That MA

was in favor of the site, yet things have been held up for a consider-

able period of time because the board does not have any significant

authority in the matter. In such respects the CSR serves as a convenient

buffer between the central bureaucracy and the local community.

The situation in District 8 provides another example of the CSRs'

United power in the site selection process. The City Planning Commission

had apparently decided on a site for P.S. 182X without consulting that

district's CSB. The CSB then took a show-cause order against the
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commission; it also urged the community to begin a letter writing

campaign to both the Mayor and the Bronx Borough President. 4owever,

the dispensation coming from the court was not favorable to the C.

The district has decided not to appeal the decision. Once again a

CSB may become unpopular in the eyes of some community members because

the latter believe the board has power which it in fact does not have.

Perhaps the most that can be said for the site selection procedure

prescribed by the decentralization law is that it permits more local

inputs than the previous procedure. But since the CSBs have :tittle

actual power, frustrations arise both for the boards and the communities.

Title I

One salient fact has emerged in the handling of Title T funds for

programs: the importance of professional control. "Since 1965, virtu-

ally all state and Federal funds for compensatory education granted to

the City were spent in programs spelled out or controlled by the provi-

sions of the UFT Contract," concluded Professors Anthony Cresswell and

Paul Irvin in their study of Title I, State Politics and Federal Aid to

Education in New York State (unpublished paper, p. 20). Moreover, that

pattern emerged prior to the passage of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act of 1965.

Programs such as the More Effective Schools, Strengthened Early

Childhood, Five Primary Schools and Experimental Elementary Programs

were either directly mandated by the UFT contract or based on a clause

calling for smaller classes and increased use of specialized Personnel.

The first four programs accounted for 48.4 million dollars of the 75

million dollars budgeted for the community school boards in 1970-71.

The total allocated to New York City for that year was $110,000,000
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with 66.5% budgeted for the community boards. When aid to non-public

schools and district open-enrollment allocations are subtracted from the

money given to the community boards, 16.25 million dollars remained for

the local school districts. Only the direction of 14.5% of the original

allocmtion to New York City was actually decided by the community school

boards. This figure was 3% less than the total dollar expenditure for

program directed by central board, and only 3.4% greater that the Title

funds devoted to contingency operations.

The rationale for the UFT sponsorship of various Title I vrograms

should be evident. These programs are primarily quantitative, dealing

with reducing size of classes and increasing teaching and snecializmd

personnel. They make the work of classroom teachers easier and create

more job lines.

Until the new decentralization law*, the central board had com-

plete power over the allocation funds for these programs. However, the

decentralization law created a rivalry between the union and the com-

munity boards for control over these Title I nrograms. The community

boards, of course, were anxious to decentralize these funds. Before

the new law, the union contract determined most of the local, state and

federal monies; the Decentralization Act, however, removed most federal

aid from this category. Now the consultation of the community school

boards is necessary to develop allocation formulas. Thus, the seeds for

inevitable conflict were sown since the central board cannot heed both

the Decentralization Act and the mandate of its contract with the union.

First, the City Corporation Counsel ruled in the snring of 1971 that

the centrally-mandated More Effective Schools program cannot be binding

on local boards despite the union contract. The UFT intends to fight

this interpretation in the courts and by other .means if necessary. Second,
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the community school board of District 3 was able to win an important

victory in June of 1971. The State Supreme Court held that the central

board must turn over control of Title I programs to local school boards,

thus abolishing centrally mandated programs in this area.

The implications of the District 3 case are far reaching. If the

Title I programs are to be fully in the hands of community boards, many

UFT backed programs such as MES, Strengthened Early Childhood could be

forced to terminate. One can expect a continuing power struggle between

the union, on the one hand, and the community school boards, on the other,

over Title I.

Nevertheless, professional control over Title I programs is pre-

sently exerted in other more subtle fashions. Mftit Title T proposals

originate with principals with little if any parental or community innut.

Title I Advisory committees in each district are composed of the prin-

cipal of each Title I school, and the Parent Association president. The

committees are merely advisory, but the principals dominate. The princi-

pals devise the Title I proposals and, for the most part, the community

school boards adopt the principal's suggestions. Only four or five of the

thirty-one community school boards make a serious attempt to solicit

suggestions from the community.

Projects initiated by the local boards last year, involved 16.2

million dollars, or 14.5% of the total amount of Title I funds made avail-

able to New York City. Of the thirty one districts, twenty seven were

eligible to receive Title I funds: District 11 (Bronx), 22 (Brooklyn) and

25, 26 (Queens) were the four exceptions. The types of programs initiated

by the Community Boards differed in some respects from that of the central

board. Increased professional staffing was not the primary objective of

many programs. In those districts where parents were able to meet with
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principals (m.,g. 29, 30) or had a functioning Title I Advisory Committee

(e.g. 5, 6, 2L) projects that better responded to the needs of students

and the community were usually initiated.

Under the influence of community boards, the para-professional nro-

gram began to gain support. Each district found a need for reading and

mathematics remedial classes in early grades and hired individuals who

were not licensed teachers, but could have the expertise, to help with

the classes. The para-professional lines enabled districts to involve

more bi-lingual people in the educational process.

District 6 in Manhattan has such a program "Orientation and Ad-

justment of the New Arrivals in the School Community." This Project WAS

designed to foster image building in young students. District 2 in Man-

hattan concentrated on pre-kindergarten education with federal funds used

to renovate a rented facility. District 12 has spent Title I money for bi-

lingual research. Many other districts (2, 6, 13, 24, etc.) utilize

summer programs wtich stress reading and mathematical skills for low

achievers, and afternoon centers which provide both educational and recrea-

tional activities aimed at improving the quality of life for Poverty

children (e.g. 23).

Although many boards have utilized Title I fuads for effective pro-

grams benefiting poor children, some districts have vlolated the intent as

well as the spirit of Title I. These pressures derive from the interests

of middle class parents of many districts and the mechanics of disburse-

ment. Many middle class parents have sought federal funds for projects

which are not directed to the needs of the underachievers. These include

a Science Club in District 14, a questionable program in a district whose

poverty children have scored almost two years behind in reading. Tn

addition, several districts have classes on ecology and environment. These
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projects (some districts have computer clubs) are results of the nregeurem

of parents seeking programs for middle class children. Pronosals which

on paper appear to benefit the slow learner, may in practice by-Pass them,

3.) Conclusion

The CSBs have generally not been able to accomplish much in the

area of budget. Insofar as they have done anything at all, it has been

in rather insignificant matters. District 22 is representative of such

attempts--for exampleo it was able to move that "the sum of $5,947 be

reallocated from persortnel service for Continuing Education to materiAls

and supplies for Continuing Education" (minutes for June meeting): a

similar shift of funds enabled the CSB to keep the evening community

center program running a bit longer. These are not very impressive

achievements.

The major reason for this is, as we have suggested, the lack of snv

significant power. The city board maintains rather tight control over both

the operating and capital budgets.

Another reason for the lack of activity in budgeting affairs is that

it is so complex that it eludes the grasp of even the most adroit board

members. Of those interviewed, seven lawyers and actuaries--who by pro-

fession are probably most equipped to understand such matters--suspect that

grasping just the fundamentals of the budgeting process would require their

full time attention.

Nearly half the districts have hired full time business managers.

Their impact on expediting district business affairs cannot yet be ad-

equately assessed, but they are part of the district staff, under the

community superintendent. This means that their usefulness to the CgR

itself is extremely limited. Of more importance is the position of
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Executtve Assistant to the CSB--this is a non-competitive civil service

position which can serve the board in discharging its administrative

duties. The hope is that the CSB will be freed of many of the more

routine tasks and be able to direct its energies to some of the more basic

issues confronting the education of children. Such a position would pre-

sumably enible the CSBs to grapple with budgetary matters in a more skill-

ful fashion. To date, no more than ftve CSBs have established the

executtve assistant line.

The area of budgeting has seen considerable controversy over the matter

of public aid to parochial schools. Although the Board of Education has not

officially dealt with this issue, it is very often a sore point in CSR

politics which could flare up at a moment's notice. Some CSBs, for example,

in Districts 15 and 25, have voted in favor of financial,assistance for

parochial schools. This action in District 25 created must frustration--

it divided the CSB and the community.

There is little evidence to indicate that the local communities

i.e. PTAs, community action groups, etc. have been significantly involved

by the CSBs in many of the budgetary proceedings. This has been true even

in those districts which tend to give the community a real role in other

matters. In part, this is due to the attituAe of CSBs as to the role of

their communities in the decision-making process--they view them as en-

titiAs to be consulted and "present" at public meetings, but generally

passive. With regard to participation in the budgetary process, the issue

is complicated by the tact of timingthe budget allocations were simnlv

not known until very late in the game.

In part, it is undoubtedly due to the events of late serine and

early summerthe budget allocations were simply not known until very

late in the game.

Several people from thd-cOmmunities have criticized their CS1s
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rather strenuously for their lack of initiative in seekint more money

from the city board. This criticism is probably lustified, for as ve

have seen, most districts rather passively accepted the central tuide

lines.

e4:
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I . SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION

School construction is an important component cf school policy.

It must be remembered that the community control movement emerged from

the five year frustrations of parents in Harlem to have a say in the

site selection of the new intermediate school IS 201. The parents pre-

ferred an area in Harlem bordering a white section to facilitate

integration; their eventual frustration in not having a voice in such

matters, inevitably, led t'em to question other aspects of school

policy and the very process by which that policy was made.

Under the old centralized system no formal role for community

interests, localized or city-wide, existed in the designing of school

construction policy. This led to a form of pressure lobbying which

resulted in an unevet school construction program. Those who had

influence and powerwere more likely to gain facilities. David Rogers

in his study of the centralized system, 110 Livingston Street, char-

acterized this situation and prescribed a measure of central planning

with decentralization.

"The politics of school construction are as follows: A multi-

plicity of local civic and real estate groups, each asking for

more schools or additions to existing ones, exerts pressure on

the Board of Education, the Site Selection Board, and politicians,

with the latter frequently acting as intermediaries between the

citizenry and appointed officials. These demands are often

justified, considering the city's rapid demographic shifts, the
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severe overcrowding in some schools, and the limited planning

by board and city officials.

At the same time, however, the very natura and intensity

of the demands reinforces poor planning. The more city officials

are confronted with demands for localized services, the more they

are diverted from providing schools for broader, areawide needs.

Demographic changes involve entire boroughs and often involve

large sections of the city. They cannot be responded to effec-

tively on a localistic, neighborhood basis. Indeed, it was the

neighborhood school approach of the Board of Education that con-

tributed so much to the uneven utilization pattern.

One solution to this dilemma of limited planning is much

along the lines proposed by the Lindsay administration. It in-

volves both greater consolidation of city government and more

decentralization, two complementary changes. Consolidation

would contribute to more planning that took into account the

interrelatedness of housirg, urban renewal, poverty, transpor-

tation, industrial, and education decisions.

Decentralization, on the otht:.: hand, through the establish--

ment of community corporations, local city halls, or x64-r1r.

equivalent, would provide city officials with more information

on local problems and a sounddr basis for developing programs

than in the past. It would also give the citizenry more op-

portunity for real participation in shaping governmental

decisions, as opposed to the ordeal of testifying at numerous

hearings that serve little purpose other than to make every-

body involved more agitated." (Rogers, p. 449-450)
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Periodically, school construction mismanagement becomes a

matter of public concern; generally, however, decisions in this area

are not visible to the public. In the fifties, a number of studies

advocated fundamental changes in procedures in the wake of charges

of questionable practices in school construction but no changes have

been forthcoming.

Inadequate Facilities

New York City public school system provides for its children

with 900 schools. The city wide totals (Table I) for the schools

show that plant capacity is in excess of school enrollment in the

elementary schools. However, in the area of intermediate and high

schools, there is a great need for additional facilities.

According to this table, the borough of Richmond provides the

only exception and only in regers to its high school plant. There

is every indication, however, that even Richmond will not maintain its

unique position for long. Regarding lower schools, the city-wide

.figures are deceptive, revealing that only the borough of the Bronx

suffers from overcrowding. Such an interpretation is misleading be-

cause a aistrict by district analysis shows some district schools

(often the predominatly white ones) to be more underutilized whereas

the more heavily biack and Puerto Rican schools are more overutilized.

(Table II).

Conceivably, observers of the school system would not attack

the school construction program so severly if dedicated efforts

were being made to equalize school utilization. Such an equaliza-

tion entails either a drastic and complete overhaul of the city's

zoning policy or a massive bussing program. However, the political
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Table 1

ENROLLMENT AND PLANT CAPACITY OF SCHOOLS (NEW YORK CITY) 1969-1970

Elementary

ENROLLMENT PLANT CAPACTTY

Bronx 118,297 106,644

Brooklyn 224,562 233,781

Manhattan 90,812 105,549

Queens 124,405 138,463

Richmond 26,051 27,896

584,127 610,333

Middle

Bronx 46,902 40,223

Brooklyn 83,576 75,549

Manhattan 33,904 28,459

Queens 50,029 49,222

Richmond 9,395 8,420

223,806 201,873

High Schools

Bronx 46,974 37,286

Brooklyn 9,749 80,808

Manhattan 46,149 43 068

Queens 70,973 58,327

Richmond 120109 12,641

274,954 230,130

T tal for all levels: 1,082,887 1,042,33

Source: Board if Education School Planning and Research Division
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Distvicts

Over 60%
White:*

Table II

COMPARATIVE UTILIZATION OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN
PREDOMINANTLY BLACK AND WHITE SCHOOL DISTRICTS

1970 - 1971

Number of
Elementary Schools

Over Utilized

Total Number of
Elementary Schools

in District

188

New Construction
Underway of

Elementary Schools

18 4 13 0
20 1 24 0

21 2 23 1

22 1 22 0
24 6 19 0

25 3 22 0
26 0 24 0

27 11 28 1

30 5 20 0

31 13 39 2

Over 60%
Black and

Puerto Rican:*

1 5 16 1

3 1 19 3

4 3 18 2

5 5 19 0

6 9 11 2

7 13 18 1

8 14 19 1

9 19 20 1

12 14 15 1

13 8 18 0

14 6 19 1

15 7 20 0

16 15 23 2

17 13 13 0

19 15 22 2

23 4 16 0

29 10 22 0

Source: Board of Education. Division of School Planning and Research.

*Based on 1969-1970 figures.

All ethnic percentages based upon UPAs sources
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climate of the city does not offer much hope that either i5 possible.

As a result, the city managers have opted for a solution that in-

volves the expansion of the school construction program, but this

program falls far short of its goals of providing classroom space

where the need is greatest.

Under the present system of school construction, little atten-

tion is paid to area 4nd need. Of the 31 Community School Board dis-

tricts, according to material from United Parents Association for

1969-70, there are 10 whose white pupil population is over 60%. At

the same time, there are 17 whose pupil population is over 60% black

and Puerto Rican. One finds that in these 10 white districts--181 20,

21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30 and 31--only 46 of its two hundred and

thirty-four (234) elementary schools are underutilized. Furthermore,

in *hese districts, not only were most of these schools built after

1930, but also they have had substantial additions and modernizations.

For instance, in District 22, a white district, only one (1) of the

twenty-two (22) elementary schools is overutilized and most of the

:chools were built in the late forties or early fifties. In Com-

munity School Board District 18, another white district, PS 114 was

built in 1907, has had an addition in 1925 and was modernized in

1959. PS 115 in the same district was built in 1922; was added to

in 192 and 1928 and was modernized in 1962.

CSB District 27, Queehs, with a 67% white student population

has 28 elementary lthools. The enrollment capacity of these schools

is 22,720 and the capacity for these schools is 24,107. This results

in the non-utiliz- Ion of 1,387 classroom space whereas other dis-

tricts like CSB District (Bronx) cry out desperately for such

space.
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The seventeen (17) schools in the mainly black districts--

4 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 23 and 29--have

a significantly different history.

CSB District 8'in the Bronx has a 72% black and Puerto Rican

elementary student population amounting to 22,640. This is almost

the same number of children as id CSB District 27 which has 22,720

students, but whereas CSB District 8 has 14 of its 19 elementary

schools overutilized, resulting in 2,398 students in excess of

capacity, CSB District 27 i5 underutilized by 1,387 pupil seats.

Those ten (10) CSB districts with upwards of 60% white stu-

dent population are underutilized by a total of 34,648 student seats.

Districts 20, 21, 22, 26 and 31 exemplify this observation.

District
Plant

Capacity
Elementary Pupil

Enrollment
Excess

Pupil Space

20 26,405 18,868 7,537
21 24,119 20,194 3,925
22 25,151 19,528 5,623
26 20,058 14,236 5,822
31 28,827 26,624 2,203

For example, CSB District 20 with a 79% white student popula-

tion leads the Brooklyn districts with an impressive underutilization

of 7,537 students. This district has had seven (7) additions to

seven (7) of its schools over the years while District 6 with 9 of

its 11 schools overutilized has received only 3 additions. On the

other hand, the 17 districts with over 60% minority students account

for 4,080 students enrolled in excess of plant capacities. Six of

these districts exemplify the situation.

182-
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District
Plant
Capacity

Elementary Pupil
Enrollment

Excess
Pupil Space

9 21,797 25,670 3,873
12 18,391 25,005 6,614
16 26,589 30,818 4,229
17 13,696 16,824 3,128
19 22,753 25,276 2,523
29 180076 18,234 178

Sildlarly, in CSB District 12 (Bronx) which has 95% of its

25,005 elemIntary student enrollment black and Puerto Ri: 14 of

its 15 elementary schocla are overutilized. Only 7 additions and 4

modernizations have taken place in this district even though 12 of

its 15 schools were built before 1930. Among these 7 additions,

three (3) were to PS 20--a school built in 1895, and two (2) were

to PS 6, a facility built jn 1904.

The tardiness in construction of and additions to these

schools as the data indicates, results in an excess of 6,614 children.

When this district is compared to CSB 26 (Queens) other flagrant

disparities come to light. There are twenty-four (24) elementary

schools in this district (26) and none of them is overutilized.

Only three (3) of these schools were built before 1930 and all

three have received additions. To wit, PS 410 built in 1916 was

added to in 1927; PS 94, built in 1914, was added to in 1927 and

PS 130, built in 1925 has had two (2) additions in 1949 and the

other as recent as 1967. Furthermore, there were eight additions

made to the twenty-one (21) schools built after 1930. A further

comparison can be made with District 23 which represents the black

and Puerto Rican ghetto of Ocean Hill-Brownsville. Of the 18 ele-

mentary schools in this district, two (2) (PS 73 in 1889 and PS 87

in 1892) were built in the late 1800's, 10 before 19301 one (1) was
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built in the fifties and S were completed in the 1960's. Two Early

Childhood Centers are now under construction. The plight of school

construction in this district remains and this condition is further

exacerbated by the maintenance history of two of its schools, PS 73

and PS 87. PS 73, built in 1889, was added to in 1896 and 1921 and

has not undergone any modernization since. PS 87, completed in 1892

was never modernized nor did it ever receive an addition.

Another element which contributes to the inadequacy of school

construction is the inadequate power of the Community School Boards.

Despite decentralization, "the system for building schools in the

city is not working", according to a close observer, the United Parents

Association. "With all the good will of those involved in the very

complicated system of public construction. ., schools are not being

built fast enough to make a difference. The system requires radical

changeNOW." (United Parent Association Newsletter, February 25, 1970.)

The law obligates the Board of Education and the Chancellor in

six (6) area pertaining to the construction of schools:

(1) The Chancellor must consult the community school boards

in determining requirements for capital budget projects.

(2) The community school boards can place qualified archi-

tects on the panel of architects established by the

Central Board of Education.

(3) The community school boards can select architects for

projects within the district from those proposed by

the Central Board and work with them.

(4) The community school boards can review preliminary

architectural plans and make recommendations.
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(5) The Chancellor-must consult the community school

boards on qualification of bidders on contracts

exceeding $25,000.

(6) The community school boards can employ or assign

personnel to assist the Chancellor in expediting

capital budget projects in the district.

(Article 52-A, 12-17, P. 22)

Power in school construction remains with the Central Board, Of the

six stipulations only one, the first, was actually adopted and ad-

hered to. This may be because it was a well-established, though

'pro forma', procedure to which central headqua.rters was well

accustomed.

Another reason for school construction delay and one which

results in increased costs is the complexity of the capital budget-

ary procedures. The New York City Capital Budget is an annual list

of needed construction projects nd improvements. Included in this

is the Board of Education Capital Budget which is concerned with the

building of new schools, playgrounds modernization and major reno-

vation of old school structures. ,With a financial ceiling set by

the state, the City's Capital Budget reflects both city-wide and

local priorities. As a result, the decision-makers in the Capital

Budget process have the difficult task of determining between com-

peting priorities. Also, the Board of Education is forced to compete

with other departments for the limited funds that are made available.

Add to this the rising annual cost of school construction and the

necessity for expliting facilities under way becorets evident.
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In person and through telephone conversation and interviews

in August, 1971, officials at the City Planning Commission recite

the following figures for the construction of schools: $20 million

for a high school; $10-$12 million ft.r a public school and approxi-

mately $25 million for a PS-IS complex. Many factors account for

this high cost. Among them are the delay between its appearance on

a line on the budget and its completion; the great cost of union

labor in the zonstruction trades, especially in New York City, and

the difficulty entailed in the site selection process.

With respect to rising costs, Hillcrest High School in Dis-

trict 25 (Queens) was one of the 9 schools completed last year. Its

original cost was estimated at $10 million but by the time the school

was completed for occupancy, the cost had risen to $13 million.

In budget ftar 1960-1961 this school was coded A (advanced planning

architectural designs and site clearance). Up to five (5) years

later it still remained in the same category and it did not be-

come ready for immediate construction (phase C), until 165. The

following year's capital budget reflected that the project had again

been placed in the A category. However, from then on it moved

smoothly into completion. IS 29 in Manhattan's District 2 had a

somewhat similar history. It first appeared in the 1963-1964 Cap-

ital Budget, but was not ready for occupancy until Fall, 1971 - a

period of eight years. 7 figinal estimated cost was $10 million

but by the time of completion, the cost had skyrocketted to $15

million. In 1963-1964 school year it appeared as an "A" project and

in the following year it b6came a "C" (actual construction) project.

However, it again enjoyed the status of "A" in 1965 but returned to
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"C" status in 1966 until completion in 1971. PS 126 in the Highbridge

section of the Bronx, District 9, enjoys, like IS 29 and the Hillcrest

High School, the dubious distinction of having many fits and starts.

It appeared in the 1962-1963 capital budget as an "A" project, but was

never completed until 1971, and then it required the sponsoring auspices

of the New York City Educational Construction Fund.

Board of Education officials explain these acrobatics by saying

that controversies arose over the site after the site selection was

thought to be a settled matter and funds were allocated for the "C"

phase.

The explanation may be valid, but situations like these serve

to cast suspicions on the school construction process. United Parents

Association and other commentators accuse the Site Selection Board of

acting as a "body politic which delays action on controversial sites.

At other times, the Board approves of and keeps under consideration

for far too long, sites which they know are totally unrealistic, sites

which cannot be cleared because of relocation problems." (UPA News-

letter; February 23, 1971, p.1).

Not all schools completed during the last academic year 1970-

1971 suffered the torturous path to completion. PS 153 in District 9

(Bronx) and IS 61 in Richmond were completed in record time. In the

case of IS 61, it appeared in the capital budet in 1965-1966 as an

"A" project and was characterized as a "C" project in 1966-1967; a

"short" 6 years. The reason for the "early" completion of these

schools, accordiug to Board of Education officials, was because the

sites chosen were vacant and this factor eliminated the usual delay

when buildings rrtst be demolished and people relocated.
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The Board of Education reports that in the 1970-1971 fiscal

year, 13 projects whose designs were completed in time to make bids

and award contracts for construction were held up due to site encum-

brances. Manhattan lost PS 142 which would have provided 1,244 pupil

Enace; Queens lost 4,335 pupil space - Early Children Center (120),

New Queens High School (3,960) and an addition to PS 75 (255). Bronx

lost ( 1006) classroom space - PS 198 (1;429) IS 147 ( 777) and

IS 58 (1,800). Brooklyn led with a total loss of 12 789 pupil space

N.E. Brooklyn High School (3 960) IS 365 (1,801), PS 72 (1,600)

PS 380 (1;540) IS 291 (2,429) and PS 384 (1 459). (Board of Educati n,

_Report on Capital Construction for Fiscal Year 1970-71, p.6)

Another area of concern relates to the costs and procedures of

the highly unionized construction industry. Construction work ranks

high in the scale of well-paid jobs. Construction unions are very

powerful and they exact substantial benefits from management for their

me bers. Most of these unions are closed to minority groups so that

the high-paid non-skilled jobs go to whites. Blacks and Puerto Ricans

are not the beneficiaries of this largess. However, since the New

York Plan was passed, many of the contractors who work for the Board

of Education construction unit have complied with the law in hiring

minority help. Moat unions have also complied._ To_date_ the_only__

union not to complY is the Sheet Metals Union. Board of Education

officiala willing to show -its responsiveness to the New York Plan,

report that a large percentaget ($63,715,065- of its $241 million

allocation) was held-up last-year pending policy resolution of on-

the-job training for minority workmen.

Black constructiOnfirms also are dIscriminated against. Board
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of Education of'ficials explain that strict abidance to the la- is

their main criterion in the award o.. construction contracts. They

further explain that the law demands that the contract be given to

the lowest responsible Adder. The bidder who receives the contract

must prove its solvency up to one percent of the contract. These

officials declare that there are not very many capable general con-

struct on outfits that are willing to do public works; that there are

almost no black companies large enough to handle such a huge construc-

tion job. Mor,over, though the payment procedure for contract work

has been speeded up, only the large outfits can afford to wait for a

reasonable long time for contract payments.

In the awarding of contracts, t_o contractors, Ca to and Mars

Associates receive 83% of all contracts for school construction in New

York City according to our ramdom sample of 41 bids in the last nine

yea s. In 1961, Mayor Wagner removed the lay board because of scandals

in construction and ordered the board to diversify the contracts and

cease dealing with Caristo. Clearly this directive has been ignored.

The Board of Education officials' reply during an interview in August,

is that their written invitations to other general contracting firms

have been unsuccessful. Yet until equitable methods are established,

Caristo and Mars Associates will continue to receive the bulk of the

construction contracts.

The general impact of construction policy from almost all per-

spectives is that Blacks and Puerto Ricans are discrim nated against.

Educationally, the congestion and overcrowding is greatest in their

part of town; Schools take longer to be built there; economically,

they lose in that they are locked out from the unions and, financially,

they do not have the money or connections to obtain construction

199
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con racts.

The problems in school construction are not only a result

school politics and education policy makers. The multiplicity of city

agencies which shape the final City Capital Budget make an efficient

and workable construction program virtually impossible.

The Bureau of the Budget uses overcrowding as one of its

criteria for determining the need to build. Its as umption is that

overcro ding is more apparent than real. The Bureau argues that schools

with low daily attendance are, in actuality, underutilized and this

fact precludes the necessity of erecting a new school despite the pro-

jected estimates of the Board of Education and the fact that 30 of the

31 Community School board districts have schools which are operating

above capacity.

By acting on this assumption, the number of schools that get

built are curtailed because the Bureau does not see the need to pro-

vide the funds for their construction. The point they miss is that

when children do not attend school in large numbers, there is some-

thing wrong with the schools. One would think that it is the function

of city agencies, working together, to reconnect children to their

educat onal experience, rather than to budget them out of classroom

space in order to save money for other projects. This attitude

toward education sets in motion a self-fulfilling prophecy--chi dren

who are not expected to come to school don't come to school.

The City Council and the Board of Estimate are not to be ex-

empted when considering the school building program in New York City.

City Councilmen contribute to the delay in school construction when

they accede to self interested constituencies rather than placing the

200
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needs of public school children uppermost in their decisions. There

are many instances where elected officials have used their office to

oppose school sites recommended by community school boards and sup-

ported by parent groups. Often their positions are based on narrow

and vested personal interests. One such instance occurred in Distric_

8 in the Bronx. Here, the community undertook a letter- riting cam-

paign to both the Mayor and the Borough President of the Bronx in an

attempt to persuade them to change the proposed site of PS 182.

In the Fall of each year, the Board of Education publ" hes its

revised construction proposals and holds public hearing before send-

ing its final school building p_ posals to the City Planning Commission

before October 15. According to the City Charte- the City Planning

Commission must determine construction priorities city -ide within

the limits of the proposed capital budget. The Planning Commissions

A Guide t- the City's Ca ital Bud et Process, states: "Characteris-

tically, requests for projects which must be financed from debt-limit

funds total more than triple the amount available. (City Planning

COMmission Guide, p.3) But, according to the City Charter the job

of paring is reserved to the City Planning Commission. Because the

Draft Capital Budget of the City Planning Commission must be sub-

mitted to the Mayor by January. 2 every year, the City Planning Co

mission schedules its public hearings during mid-December. It is

curious to observe that the dates of the publio hearings of the,

City Planning.Commission on the, Capital Budget overlap with those

of the Expense -Budgetand_that mid-December is the, peak shopping

days for Christmas. At this time,- only the most dedicated would

find time to prepare remarks and partic pate in the hearings_despite
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overwhelming impact on the 1 ves of ev ryone in the city.

By November 1 the Mayor (in consultation with the Comptroller

and Bud-et Director) must publish a certificate as to the amoun

the debt the City can incur for capital construction.

By February 10 the Mayor must submit his proposed Capital Bud-

get to the Board of Estimate and the City Council- He cannot, at this

point, exceed the amount in his debt limit certifi-zate However, his

budget can differ from that of the City PlanninuCommission -including

or excluding projects -but the City Charter binds himto state his

reasons for so acting. It is at this point that the Capital Budge-

about to assume its final shape and it is here also that many allege

that the budget is manipulated for political ends. The Mayor and the

City Council, by consistently adding projects to the Capital Budget

p:oposals, fuel this allegation.

The attempt to participate 211.1211x.ELfula in every stage of

the school construction process site selection, choosing architects,

reviewing designs, looking on the qualification of bidders and expe-

diting the completion of projects--has had mini al success in the

districts. There is one notable effort to in ect local interests in

construction policy.

Community School Board #8 took a show-cause order against the

City's Planning Commission because of their failure to consult the

Community School-Board -on the proposed site- of PS 182. Furthermore,

when approached, the com-ission refused to-recognize the unanimity -f

the community and the Community _School Board orLthis- matter. At this

po -t- the community, -n the-. advice .of the_ CommUnity SchooLBoard,

began a letter-writing campaign to both the Mayor and the Borough

202
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President of the Bronx. Taking cognizance of the p essure exerted by

the communi y, the City Planning Commission changed its mind and ac-

quiesced to the wishes of District #8 even before t e dispensation

came from the Court.

That there is only one case worthy of mention where Community

School boards have sought to influence the decision-making in school

construction, poin s to the frustration which these boards suffer. No

small part of the fru-tratioy. comes from the complex procedu es estab-

lished for planning and implementing school construction.

The school congestion problem is most acute in the black areas

of the city, yet an overview of the school construction program within

the last ten years 1960-1971 reveal that they are not the ones to get

the schools. Moreover, the schools in these areas take much longer to

be built. By the time they are ready, the overcrowding problem remains,

for the most part untouched.

Explanations may lie in the nature of the zoning laws and the

relative power of white and black communities. The institutionalized

nature of white racism continues to create 'de facto' segregation in

housing and this, in turn, results in the overcrowding in the hettor-

ized' sections of the city. This ghettorization puts a premium on

living space; this at a time when housing starts are virtually at a

standstill.

The school sites are not only difficult to obtain in the b ack

and Puerto Rican neighborhoods of the city due to the competition

between houses and schools for available space but there is also a

problem in the white areas. fhite residents resent the building of

schools in their neighborhoods when the intent is to disrupt the _
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segregated pattern of housing. That the building of these schools may

ease the congestion and overcrowding in the school system and lower

tensions between school administrators and mino- ty communities are

of little concern to the parochial interests of the white residents.

They also fear that black and Puerto Rican may want to follow their

children into 'their' part of town.

Policy-makers bend more easily to po erful and well-organized

interest groups. Response to group pressure can very well force them

to exclude a school or hospital construction in favor of new fire

stations or police precincts.

The school construction process in New York has not functioned

as it should. And the narrow limitations of the Community School

Boards in their ju isdiction, have made them unable to rem-dy this

situation. The result has been that there have been inadequate

facilities, a lack of responsiveness to community needs, and a

paucity of services for those most in need.

That syndrome has been less in evidence concerning schoo

maintenance. There has been less delay and more involvement by com-

munity school boards on maintenance projects. A community board is

of.ered a rotating list of three, design engineers by the central

board._ The board merely suggests the lis_ but in practice, most

community boards_ select from the choices. That is due to a lack of

Infornation concerning the various contractors. _However, the poten-

tial for a community board to employ-a commilnity firm is great.

After the design has been d. awn, the project is awarded through com-

petitive bidd_ng to a contractor. On balance, school maintenance

is leis constrained-than construc ion.
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ENROLLMENT AND CAPACITY FIGURES FOR
NEV YORK CITY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DISTRICTS

1970 - 1971

District
Enrollment for

Elementary Schools
Capacity for

Elementary Schools

120715 14,864
2 14,183 17,801

3 15,102 17,696
4 15,523 18,421
5 16,133 20,717
6 140410 12,899
7 23,847 22,004
8 22,640 20,242
9 25,670 21,797
10 16,496 15,454
11 160044 18,388
12 25,005 180391
13 17,995 17,888
14 19,310 20,661
15 18,517 19,659
16 30,818 26,589
17 16,824 13,696

18 13,280 13,743
19 25,276 22,753
20 189868 26,405
21 20,194 240119
22 19,528 251151

23 170545 19,430
24 15,382 17,236

25 18,503 21,398
26 14,236 20-058
27 22,720 24,107
28 17,814 19,184
29 18,254 18,076

30 18,007 20,946
31 26,624 28,827

Source: City Planning Commission



PART THREE

ECO1ENDATIONS FOR LEGISLATIVE CHANGES
IN DECENTRALIZATION LAW

A. Introduction

The proposals for legislative chan-e which follow are based on

t o basic propositions:

1. The 1969 decentralization law failed to grant to Community

School Boards sufficient powers to enable them to opera e their schools.

Instead, the statute c eated a system with authority to run the schools

divided among the Central Board, the Chancellor, and the Community School

Board. The powers and jurisdiction granted te the Community School

Boards were made subject to other provisions of the decentralization la

many of which grant very substantial control to the Chancellor, subject

to the policies established by the City Board, and subject to centrally

made collective bargaining agreements.

2. Although it is conceivable that such a division of authority

could have been formulated and drafted in a clear and workable manner,

in fact the statute did not do so. It is a basic and vital flaw of the

decentralization law that the grant of jurisdiction and powers to the

Central Board, to the Chancellor and to the Com unity School Boards is

confused and ambiguous. This legal defect has affected the functi ning

of the system during the first year of its operation.

However, no recommendations are made for the purpose of clarifying

any ambiguities in the present decentralization law. Even if the amb-

ies were resolved h the essential powers necessary to operate



an effective educational system would nevertheless rest either with the Central Board or with the taaticellor. Our
review of the law and its operation compels the conclusion that the kind of amendments that are necessary involve
a fimdamental restructuring of the system, and that to clarify ambiguities would oaly serve to clarify the weaknesses
and failures of a tripartite system that is intrinsically incapable of achieving the goals for which it was created.

Ckur basic recommendation is that the present community school system be restructured, both in form and in
substance, to vest the acmal operating powers in the Community School Boards, with certain limite:I exceptions.
IL Community School Board Powers

A. Personnel
The provisions relating to personnel in the present law, give virtually all significant personnel powers to the

Chancellor cr to the City Board. This includes the power to determine qualifications, to appoint, assign, discipline
and dismiss, The sole exception is that the Community Boards ca.n select supervisors, albeit from eligible lists late-
viously established centrally by centralized examiners and examinations.

Essential to effective school administration is the power to aelect staff and to develop performance standards.
All New York State school districts enjoy this necessitaa within the limitations of the Education Law and under the
supervision of the Commissioner of Education. We recommend that the Community School Districts in New York
Coy should have similar power, i.e., power to establith qual cations, appoint, assign, discipline and dismiss staff, in
compliance with State law and regulations.

(1) Assignment
. There is general agreement within the school system that most new teachers entering city schools axe inade-

quately trained and initially ineffective, and that securing competent staff is a continuing and monumental problem.
An effective principal recognizes the need to recruit not only qualified staff in general but often certain kinds of
teachers to fill certain kinds of needs. One school may require a teacher with skills in music, or science, or math;
another may require a teacher who is bilingual in a Janpuage spoken by a large number of children in that school;
another may require a teacher whose own background facilitates relationships with poor children or children of a
certain ethnic garoup. The law as written nullifies these considerations and leaves no room for sensible or functional
staffing practice& It requires that the Chancellor and his centralized staff appoint and assign teachers to districts with
over nine hundred schools in the City, which teachers the districts must assign to their school& With such an enor-
mous number of schools, it is a patent impossibility for such a centralized office to maintain any procedures which
regularly and routinely give consideration to individualized school need& Moreover, the law rtquires that appoint-
ments be made from a ranked eligible list. Some superintendents and principals, of course, have managed to manipu-
late the system. They may have friends in the centralized personnel office who can steer particular appointments to
them. But such favoritism and individual cases of adeptness do not rescue an otherwise non-functional system.

During the periodnow pastof teacher shortages, neither the requirement that teachers be appointed in
rank order, nor the centralized control over appointments, were as damaging as they are now Good principals
recruiied their people and managed to have them appointed and assigned. Indifferent principals accepted the left-
overs, and were glad to have warm bodies covering their classes.

Those days are over. Teachers are being excessed in relatively large quantities. Commuthry School Boards
receive directives forcing them to assign certain teachers regardless of quality or suitability. For example, there was
assigned to District 9, with a substantial bilingual population, a large number of guidance counselors who do not
ipeak Spanish. In addition, districts are being shackled with transferees from the Central Board who have held desk

s at 110 Livingston Street, without regard to whether they are suitable for a particular position. Indeed, it is
interesting to observe that the system has now come full circle: many such persons were assigned to 110 Livingston
Street either because they preferred desk jobs to classrooms, or because they were so ineffective in the classroom or as
a supervisor that such a transfer avoided the trouble of an unsatisfactory rating.

In order to achieve staffing re onsive to the needs of each individual district, appointment and assignment
should be community board powers and the central power terminated except for certain service functions (to be dis-
cussed below.)

(2) Eligibility and Qualifications
Supervisors

The law &ranted to Community School Boards the power to 'appoint and assign all supetviiory personnel
for all schools and programs under its jurisdiction from persons on qualified eligible lists. The law further provided
that all persons remaining on the elementary school principals list be appointed, thus exhausting it; and converted

her supervisory eligible lists from ranked to qualifying.
These changes did indeed enable Convmunity School Boards to take advantage of a temporary and unique

set of circumstances to achieve flexibility in the appointment of principal& In the absence of an eligible list, Boards
were able to select acting principals who met the valifieations established by the Central Board (a combination of
state ceitification and some experience or training) and who met, in their opinion, the needs of the particular
school This flexibility would have come ro an end with the promulgation of a new elementary school princi
list, had it not been for the milestone decision of Judge Mansfield in the spring of 1971. In a closely reason
opinion, he ruled that the Board of Examiners' supervisory examinations "have the de facto effect and discrzmmnatc
significandy and substantially-against qualified Black and Puerto-Rican applicante He further found, after heating
expert witnesses on both sides, that the Board had failed to show that such "examinations can be justified as nec-

to obtain Principals, Assistant Principals, and supervisors, possessing the skills and qualifications required for
perforthance of the duties of theie position&"

Judge d's decision enjoining the use and-promulgation of eligible lists, creates a tetnporary situation
in which Community School Boards may appoint supervisors on an acting basis, based on state certification, or other
minimum valcationa established by the Chancellor.

This siruation, however, while it puts a judicial imprimatur on argiunents that some Community School Boards
d parents have long made concerning eligible lists, does not assure a long range solution to the inadequag of the

gal structine. The education law still realuires selection of supervisors from Board of Examiners eligible list& The
_ansfield order is a temporary order, and the case has yet to be tried. Even a victory for the plaintiffs may result

only in reform, not elimination, of the centralized lists.
Therefore, we recommend that the findings and reasoning of Judge Mansfield be adopted, and that the Board

of Examiners be abolished. We recommend that local districts have the poWer to establish eligibility requirements
beyond the minimum established by the State, and that all centralized polVers to establish qualifications for commu-
nity school district employees be terminated.
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Teachers

decentralization law, by its terms, acknow edged that the

present method of teacher certification was unsuccessful in responding

to the educational needs of schools with low reading scores. Section

2590-j 5 allows the 45% of the schools with the lowest ranking in

reading scores to select teachers who have passed the National Teachers

Exam, providing they have state certification.

This palliative, however, does not cure the basic defect of the

teacher licensing system as it now exists. For the balance of the

system, which includes many child en with low reading achievement

teachers must be selected in rank order based on a centrally given and

administered written test and interview. The pre ise of a decentralized

system should be that elected community representatives, with the advice

of educators accountable to them, establish the qualifications for their

professional personnel, within state law, and based on the educational

needs and goals of their school district

We propose thq_all Central Board and Chancellor re.uirements for

the eli ibility of teachers be terminated and that Community School

Boards establish eligibility requirements beyond state certification,

based on tests or other_awful criteriat within state law.

(c)

The employment rights of educators have long c ncerned n t only

the educators themselves but labor unions and.civil libertarians as

Many years ago, public school teachers were powerless victims

of a powerful school system. Today it is clear that considerable

strength is vested n the UFT as a laborunion and that the rights

tenured teachers have been made s cure by state statute and decisional
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Under these conditions, the decentralization law provisions

relating t_ discipline and dismissal of employees must be reexamined.

At this date they give the appearance of being either paranoic about

abuse of authority by Community School Boards, or perhaps merely anach-

ronistic three years after the 1968 teachers' strike.

Section 2590-j-7 weaves a network of provisions with respect

the discipline of personnel, which results in Commu __ty School Board

Ineffectiveness. The initial procedures are fair and reasonable. A

Community Supe intendent may prefer charges against a tenured employ e

for specified cause, a hearing must be held before an examiner appointed

by the Community School Board from a panel maintained by the Chancellor.

(By contract, the UFT and CSA can challenge any name on that panel with-

out cause.) The report of the examiner can be rejected, confirmed or

modified by the Board, a ma o ity of the enti e beard being necessary

find guilt or impose penalty. Then, the employee may appeal to the

City Board which reviews the record-and makes a final decision subject

to any provision for arbitration in the contracts. Then the employee

may seek further review from the Commissioner of Education or the courts.

In effect, the role of the Community School Board is nullified. It

merely creates a record for several subsequent reviews.

We see no justiflication for interference with the authority of

the Community School 4oard to deal with professional incompetence or

misconduct by its emriloyees and we recommend the abolition of the inte

lialial.s_upatiat.Te. It is reasonable to accord to New York City

teachers the same protection as other teachers enjoy in the state:

hearing, a Commun'Ay School Board determination and an appeal to the

Commissioner and7or courts . ere is no basis forprovidlng a
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cumbersome, expensive andtime-consuming procedure, which robs the

Community Board of its authority.

Moreover, see no reason for the list of impartial trial

examiners to be maintained by the Chancellor. Such a list should be

created and maintained by Community School Boards. (It is noteworthy

that in the schoOl year 1970-71, the Chancellor failed to update the

trial examiners list, which had been compiled by others in prior years

in a most ad hoc manner. No new names were added by the Chancellor )

Probationary employees are insulated fro-_ the consequences of

their misconduct or incompetence by a p e decentralization central board

by-la (105-a) which the CSA and the Chancellor have invoked to review

actions by Community School Boards, School boards must be able to

release incompetent probatione-s, and a centralized review defeats the

intent of decentralization. Legislative amendment should establish this

right and supersede any inconsistent central board by-laws.

(d) Collective Bargaining

While the decentralization law by its terms generally precluded

the.effective functioning of Community School-Boards, a specially -sig-

nificant impediment is the centralized collective bargaining agreement

between the UFT (and- CSA) and the Central Board.- By statute, these

contracts are-binding on Community School Boards.

It is not_possible.tO haVe-a:deCentralized system if.the termS

and conditions of employment down to.the slightest minutia, are governed

by-an agreement whichis -negotiated-.centrally and.whicivIgnores the

individual needs..of

The-present UFT'..cOntract, exeXusive of the wageprovisions

covers 86 closely printed --met _BecaUse of it, local schooldistr cts
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lunch neri:

class sizes preparation periods, non-teaching chores, flies, excessing

and various other details of school organization which go to the very

heart of the educational process. Innovation and experimentation are

stymied by contractual rigiditIes.

The present custodial agreement prevents Community School Boards

from having any contiol over the maintenance and conditions in their

school buildings, or the costs involved, or the qualitles or qualifica-

tions of custodians.

It is possible to have a kind of bilateral arrangement whereby

certain contractual items, such as wages, can be un formly contracted

for by all the Community School bistricts, and other t rms and condit ons

of employment can be negotiated on a district basis. Until teachers'

and other employees' contracts are made consistent with the needs of

each individual district- there can be no successful decentralization,

and no C___ unity School Board can be held accountable for the performance

of the staff in its schools.

Therefore recommend that collective ba aining agreements be

negotiated and entered into on a decentralized basis and that a 1 sec-

tions of the decentralization law which require that school boards act

sub ect to existin collective bar ainin agreements be eliminated as

of Se

Budget

(a) Expense Bud e

The Central Board control of the expense budget is a function of

both statutory mandate and the practical result of the collective ba

he-Central-Board.
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determines the formula and the Community Board prepares schedules for

the funds allocated to it, in actual fact, the Community Boards have

no power with respect to tax levy expenditures because of the strictures

of the collective bargaining agreement, and because the Centre.] Board

has held the budget reins as closely as possible.

A recent example involved the position of Deputy Superintendent.

Some Community Superintendents have seen the need for the assistance of

several deputies. One superintendent for example, organized his staff

with deputies for personnel, for curriculum and instruction, and for

guidance and funded programs. In a large district with a history

educational problems, such a decision appears reasonably within the

ambit of Community School Board decision making. The Chancellor, and

the City Board, however, directed, for all 31 diverse districts, that

the position and salary of deputy superintendant could go to only- one

erson in each distric (At about the same time the New York Times

reported that Central Board member Joseph Monserrat had employed his

business partner as a "consultant" to the Board at $19,800 since last

January 1, and reported a board spokesman as saying that the board had

authorized the hiring of consul ants by board members at up to $100 per

day. He said, according to the Times, the only limi s on the size of

the staffs of board members ere reason and budget 1 mitations.

We recommend that a ter a_

triCImr1W

ions and

there-be a

locations are made to community dis--
'ed te-.-the dittric such contro

limitations 'n budet matters as the central board now h

with res ect to schools under its jurisdiction. We see no need for a

board to act as a middleman between the,city and state,and,

boards in bud et matters other than allocations). Si5h an,
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arran ement has sown confusion and idi and has been an instrument

o maintain central control.

(b) Cap_italBudge_

The City Board has total authority with respect to the capital

budget. While it may be wise to have requests to the city for capital

expenditures made on a cooperative basis among the school boards, through

a central council, this is a far cry from the total control now vested

centrally. Districts requiring schools must beg them from the Central

Board. Districts have no power to determine the design or educational

requirements of a school or the terms of the construction contract, or

the enforcement.of fair employment practices.

The nature of a school for a community school district is beyond

question a local matter and should not be determined by a central

bureaucracy. We recommend that Communtt School Boards have the er

to let contracts for school construction within the budgetarr allocation,

and determine construction and des details.

Effective decentralization to the dist ict and school level would

eliminate the purpose and role of a central city board of education or

professional headquarters staff. Supervision of the city districts

would become effective y a state function although a city commissioner

of education could act as a liaison with the mayor. This would be par-

ticularly appropriate since state requirements would be used as andards

for district operations. Presuming full state assumption of responsi-

bility for public education the fiscal management function of a cent al

facility ould also be denied

The current budget arrangement (as d scribed above) complicateG

by the demands d controls exercised by the New York City Bureau of

213
3
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Budget. Tle lack of accountability and flexibility evidenced in these

dures is a product of the routinized internal operations of the

Central Board, but also a result of the rep lations and p actices

posed on them by the city budget office. With the state assuming

responsibility for public education, each district would have the

advantage of being treated on an individual basis and be eli-ible for

district state aid.

f collective bargaining were to be centra ized under the state,

as it should be the districts would then be able to negotiate supple-

mental local contracts based on their individual needs. The central

board contract as presently conceived is in direct conflict with the

effective operation of the di_tric_ State- ide ba_gaining would be

a far preferable ar angement under decentralization and city-wide

bargaining would be superfluous.

C. The Central Board: Ce tain Centralized Functions Should be Retained

Certain constitutional and fiscal aspects of the education system

require a central body to coordinate and facilitate compliance and al-

locate funds.

Constitutional and decisional mandates for integration withIn

the city create zoning considerations and interplay between districts

which are best resolved by a central body.

Like ise, it is necessary to develop equitable formulae to al-

locate among the districts funds received from the city and e

on a lump sum basis for reallocation to districts.

The allocation of priorities for capital cons

sewhere,

be a centralized-fUndtions-since--city wide needs must:be-.Assessed and.
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priorities given t_ -hose sections of the city most acute y in need of

new schools and renovations.

Since some centralized functions must be performed, we recomriend

that the Central Board be established as follows: Community School

Boards should elect representatives to a Central Council pursuant to a

legislative mandate that requires such council to reflect the ethnic

composition of the children in the schools. The Community School Boards

can delegate to the Central Council whatever functions are required by

virtue of law or fiscal management such as those mentioned above. The

Community Boards may also delegate to the Central Council any service

functions or other authority which in its discretion it finds advisable.

D. Recruitment and Organization of Communit School Boards

The study referred to in the text of this report leads inex-

orably to a number of mandates. 'Virtually every observer favoring

parent participation in the governing of schools agrees that the entire

Community School Board election process totally_ failed to create a sys-

tem where this is likely or even possible. The failures dictate a

fresh approach:

1. Only parents should be eligible to vote.

Proportional representation should be abolished.

RegiStration should be eliminated.

Election procedures should be made so simple that a
person with little education and unfamiliar with the
English language can vote comfortably and speedily.

The dissemination of information concerning the candidates
must be mandated so that every potential voter can make
a wise selection with respect to qualifications of can-
didates and candidates' positions on issues.

5
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Boards could have diverse structures. They should be alio ed to

petition the State Education Commission so long aA their proposed model

be rep esentative.

E. Number and Size of Districts

Even the Community School Board members in the smaller of the

thirty-one districts find that their districts are too large: too

large to establish the requisite close contacts with parents and groups,

and too large to take hold of the wide variety of serious educational

problems that pervade most dist. icts. The Bundy proposal had spoken

districts based on junior high schools and their feeder schools, and

the proposal of the Board of Education headed by John Dear similarly pro-

posed the junior high school unit as the building block for districting.

The statutory limitation of a maximum of thirty-three school

districts should be eliminated and replaced-ith a maximum Of sixty.

This would provide for a mere fle:tible and appropriate district size

in t rmS of the needs of the city schools.


